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Executive Summary
This is the fourth Market Progress Evaluation Report (MPER) on the Northwest Energy
Efficiency Alliance’s (NEEA’s) Industrial Efficiency Alliance (IEA). The conclusions and
recommendations presented in this report are based on evaluation data collected from site visits,
interviews with industrial end users, market partners, and training participants.

Market Progress
Based on the available data, IEA is penetrating the food processing market and stimulating
improvement in end users’ energy management practices. Two of the most significant
improvements are:
1. IEA has exceeded its market penetration goal of 13 percent of large food processors by
the end of 2009, achieving market penetration of 20 percent in this target market.
2. Participant food processors that are the most engaged are implementing multiple
elements of Continuous Energy Improvement (CEI) as a standard business practice (such
as tracking their energy use, developing and implementing action plans and undertaking
increased numbers of energy efficiency projects).
In contrast, IEA is making relatively slow progress in the pulp and paper market. With only one
plant practicing CEI and three at the committed stage, market penetration is lagging behind
expectations. Based on the data available to date, Cadmus does not see sufficient evidence that
IEA will be able to meet its market penetration goal of thirteen plants by the end of 2010. The
results of this evaluation indicate a number of challenges impeding IEA’s implementation in this
market. The main challenge is the prevailing market climate, which does not appear to be
conducive to energy efficiency investments in general and CEI in particular. Cadmus believes
that the current environment of consolidation, buy-out, and bankruptcy in the pulp and paper
industry have created an unstable environment for sustainable CEI implementation. Other
challenges have included a lack of a cohesive product for pulp and paper companies, as well as
an associated strategy of partnering with influential trade organizations in this market. IEA
management indicated that it is currently working on addressing both; however, implementation
is not expected until the end of 2008.
In previous MPERs, Cadmus identified problems in IEA’s communication with market partners,
specifically utilities. This has improved, and IEA is now effectively collaborating with market
partners, as evidenced by responses to our interviews with market partners and industrial firms.
However, utilities are not yet consistently promoting CEI to their customers. Utilities’
understanding and promotion of CEI is an essential instrument for transforming the market. IEA
staff is currently revising its marketing messages.
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Savings
To date, Cadmus has validated 1.60 aMW of energy savings due to IEA’s involvement. The
majority of these savings were in food processing, totaling 1.26 aMW. Cadmus believes that
savings are low for two reasons. First, NEEA initially underestimated the time it would take for
IEA to penetrate the industrial market. Second, validating savings from improved operations and
maintenance (O&M) practices has been difficult, leaving possible savings unaccounted for.
Cadmus foresees an increase in validated savings in 2008 through 2010. Specifically, we expect
6.11 aMW of savings from capital projects to occur. These savings come from both un-incented
capital projects and incented capital projects where IEA plays a role in supporting the project.
Moreover, there is evidence suggesting that this number might be even higher if significant effort
is made to systematically track and quantify O&M savings.

Challenges
During this evaluation, Cadmus identified three challenges facing the IEA:
1. The ability to penetrate the pulp and paper market. IEA management is currently working
on refining its strategy, but Cadmus sees little indication that a new strategy can
overcome the underlying market conditions.
2. Enhancing the understanding and promotion of CEI by market partners. Lack of support
and promotion of CEI from market partners, specifically utilities, will slow down the
market transformation process.
3. Quantifying energy savings, particularly energy savings from O&M improvements.
Quantifying energy savings is difficult because: (1) NEEA does not have an adequate
methodology to measure O&M savings; (2) industrial end-users do not see the value in
tracking O&M savings; and, (3) industrial end-users do not have the proper equipment to
best track and manage their energy use. IEA is addressing these issues, through
developing a methodology to measure O&M savings and through partnering in a
metering demonstration project.
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1. Introduction
Overview
The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) designs and implements market
transformation programs in Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington. In partnership with local
utilities and other market partners, NEEA’s initiatives encourage market-wide adoption of
energy saving technologies and practices, NEEA’s efforts target the residential, commercial, and
industrial sectors. In addition, NEEA focuses on dispersing new energy efficient technologies
and providing marketing and training resources across sectors.
Since early 2005, NEEA has been implementing its Industrial Sector Initiative which is focused
on market transformation in the industrial sector, under the brand name of Industrial Efficiency
Alliance (IEA). Unlike the more traditional market transformation efforts, which focus mainly on
technology, IEA was conceived to take a “holistic” approach, targeting end users, trade allies,
and utilities to promote a whole-system strategy. Specifically, IEA set out to encourage industrial
firms in the food processing and pulp and paper markets to incorporate the energy management
practice of Continuous Energy Improvement (CEI) into their management and operational
practices.
Continuous Energy Improvement (CEI) is the permanent integration of energy management into
business operations ―from corporate office to shop floor. As a program/product CEI addresses
organizational structure, people, manufacturing systems and measurement as equally essential
aspects of energy management in industry. While CEI leads to specific actions and energy
efficiency measures, the emphasis of the program/product is to position energy as an input into
the manufacturing process that can be managed for maximum value. As such, CEI complements
local utility efforts to incent individual projects.
In the fall of 2006, IEA management began a detailed and systematic review of short- and longterm objectives and goals, target audiences, and the entire implementation strategy of the
initiative. This was a reaction to the internal and external challenges faced by IEA in the first two
years of its implementation, as well as an effort to better align IEA’s implementation strategy
with NEEA’s Business Plan. The review effort included conducting additional market research,
assessing alternative implementation methods, procedures, and staffing. This effort culminated in
the development of market-specific logic model for the initiative. At the conclusion of this work,
IEA management made a number of changes to its implementation strategy including the
following:

Reduced Overall Scope
Per the initial implementation strategy (see MPER#1), IEA was to target and transform six
markets—two vertical (food processing and pulp and paper), and four cross-cutting or technical
markets (refrigeration, compressed air, motors, and pumps). However, based on the evaluation
findings and feedback from IEA management, this approach proved to be cumbersome and too
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complex for the resources available. As documented in MPERs#1, 2 and 3, market progress and
especially energy savings fell short of expectations, prompting IEA management to limit the
scope of the initiative to two target markets and abandon nearly all activities in the cross-cutting
markets by the end of 2006. To leverage the support, endorsement, and market access provided
by the Northwest Food Processor’s Association (NWFPA), IEA further narrowed its immediate
focus in the food processing market to NWFPA members.

Matched Key Offerings to Target Audiences
IEA management’s review of its target markets resulted in the determination that IEA’s success
in transforming the industrial market depended on its ability to effectively engage and provide
value to three distinct audiences: industrial end users, utilities, and trade associations. Evaluation
findings documented in MPER#2 and MPER#3 illustrated that IEA did not effectively target and
customize communications and offerings for the specific needs of these group. To address these
issues, IEA management worked closely with the Industrial Advisory Committee1 to identify key
regional needs as well as the appropriate allocation of resources to each type of offering.
Following this process, IEA management reorganized its offerings into three distinct categories:
 Continuous Energy Improvement includes all direct and indirect program offerings and
activities that encourage end use customers to adopt and practice CEI in a sustainable
fashion.
 Regional Coordination combines IEA offerings that directly support utility and other
market partner’s efforts to increase energy efficiency among industrial users in the
Northwest. Examples include the regional coordination of industrial training and the
Green Motors Initiative.
 Industry Association Support develops a comprehensive suite of products that trade
associations can promote to their constituency and in turn facilitate the promotion of CEI
and energy efficient technologies throughout their membership and the market at large.

Updated Implementation Approach
Due to the complexity and scope of IEA, initial implementation activities were hampered by a
lack of focus, targeting, and effective communication. Most importantly, feedback from end
users, trade allies, and utilities highlighted the lack of tangible offerings. To address this issue,
IEA management has adopted several changes. First, unlike the first two years of
implementation, where many of the key positions were held by contractors, IEA management
has moved all key functional positions (Strategic Marketing and Communications, Product
Development, and Product Deployment) within NEEA. Second, detailed and regular tracking of
key data including customer contacts and savings metrics are now central to all activities. Third,
in order to make product delivery more efficient and cost-effective, IEA is working on

1

NEEA formed the Industrial Advisory Committee to provide perspective from program managers employed by
regional stakeholders regarding industrial energy efficiency.
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developing a comprehensive CEI product that can be generalized to specific markets such as
small or large food processors or single or multi-facility pulp and paper companies. Additionally,
IEA has ended its efforts to target the cross-cutting markets with trade allies in order to focus on
the two vertical markets of food processing and pulp and paper. Lastly, to build effective longterm relationships that generate energy savings, IEA management began utilizing key account
managers in both markets.
IEA has also altered its approach to training. Previously, training was a core offering to the target
markets, but IEA management has now re-classified training as a support element to the core
mission of implementing CEI. As such, IEA now offers training either to specific facilities to
enhance adoption of CEI practices at those locations or in coordination with individual utilities
under the umbrella of regional coordination offerings.

Revised Logic Models
To better align their current understanding of the two vertical target markets with their strategy,
including market actors, barriers, needs, and motivations, IEA management updated the logic
models for the food processing and pulp and paper markets (Figure 1 and Figure 2)

Food Processing
In the short term (through the end of 2008), IEA is heavily focused on developing and leveraging
its relationship with the Northwest Food Processors Association (NWFPA). Other activities
include recruiting industry leaders to function as examples and agents of change, providing
support to facilities in the early stages of CEI adoption, and assisting facilities at higher
engagement levels to meet their energy goals and to quantify the value of CEI for their
facility/company. Lastly, IEA will complete work on developing a comprehensive CEI product
including definitions, best practices, and a regionally supported savings methodology.
Short-term outcomes include: (1) collaborating with the NWFPA to facilitate the market-wide
adoption of CEI; (2) providing the majority of corporate executives and utility staff with a good
understanding of the value of CEI; and (3) motivating the adoption of CEI in about a third of the
target market.
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Figure 1. Logic model for the food processing market
Situation
Activities
There is limited
awareness among
manufacturing
firms, at all levels
of management, of
the magnitude of
energy costs and
opportunities from
energy efficient
system, process and
“practice”
improvements
Nearly all firms are
beset by severe
constraints on staff
resources and time
that would allow
proper
consideration of
energy related costs
and savings
opportunities.

1) Industry
Association
Support
- (NWFPA)
2) Continuous
Energy
Improvement
(CEI)
- CEI
Development
- CEI Marketing
- CEI
Implementation
3) Regional
Coordination
- Technical
training
- Program
coordination

Short-Term
Outcomes
(Dec. 2009)
1) Industry Assn.
Support
- Develop energy
efficiency
“roadmap” for
membership
2) CEI
- 13% of large food
processors practice
- 80% of utilities
that serve large food
processors
understand benefits
of CEI and promote
implementation to
customers

Long-Term
Outcomes
(Dec. 2014)
1) Industry Assn.
Support
- Majority of
membership
committed to
“roadmap”
2) CEI
- 50% of
NWFPA
membership
implement CEI

Impacts
1) NWFPA
- Membership
achieves
“roadmap”
goal.
2) IEA returns
aMW’s to NEEA
funders as a
component of
total industrial
sector
commitment (12
aMW net market
effects/20 aMW
regional effects)
by end of 2009.

Implementation by NEEA staff and contractors in coordination with utilities

Pulp and Paper
While largely similar to the logic applied to the food processing market, the lack of a trade
association similar to the NWFPA requires a different approach in the pulp and paper market.
IEA has focused most of its short-term activities on moving already-engaged facilities to higher
levels of engagement, assisting facilities to quantify and meet their energy goals, completing the
development of a comprehensive CEI product for this market, and offering regional training. The
specific nature and potential impact of IEA’s effort to collaborate with industry associations
(such as the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry [TAPPI]) are unknown at this
time, as they depend on the strategies developed for the food processing market.
The expected short-term (by December 2010) outcomes in this market include: (1) mill and
utility staff understanding the value and benefits of CEI; (2) 13 of 27 pulp and paper mills
implementing CEI; and (3) utility representatives supporting CEI.
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Figure 2. Logic model for the pulp and paper market
Situation
Activities
There is limited
awareness among
manufacturing
firms, at all levels
of management, of
the magnitude of
energy costs and
opportunities from
energy efficient
system, process and
“practice”
improvements
Nearly all firms are
beset by severe
constraints on staff
resources and time
that would allow
proper
consideration of
energy related costs
and savings
opportunities.

1) Industry
Association
Support
- (Developing)
2) Continuous
Energy
Improvement
(CEI)
- CEI
Development
- CEI Marketing
- CEI
Implementation
3) Regional
Coordination
- Technical
training
- Program
coordination

Short-Term
Outcomes
(Dec. 2010)
1) Industry
Association
Support
2) CEI
- 13 mills
practice CEI
- 80% of utilities
that serve pulp
and paper mills
understand
benefits of CEI
and promote
implementation
to customers

Long-Term
Outcomes
(Dec. 2014)
1) Industry
Association
Support
- Majority of
membership
committed to
“roadmap”
2) Pulp and Paper
Mills
- 75% of NW
mills implement
CEI

Impacts
1) IEA returns
aMW’s to NEEA
funders as a
component of
total industrial
sector
commitment (12
aMW net market
effects/20 aMW
regional effects)
by end of 2009

Implementation by NEEA staff and contractors in coordination with utilities

Evaluation History
Over the past three years, Quantec/Cadmus has documented its evaluation findings in three
MPERs, which were published in May 2006, October 2006, and September 2007.
MPER#1 focused on the early stages of implementation and reported on IEA’s initial challenges.
One of the key findings of MPER#1 was that entry into IEA’s target markets required
significantly more resources and time than expected. Key findings from MPER#2, which
reported on one and a half years of implementation activities, included generally positive
reactions toward IEA from industrial firms and initial successes in engaging them, yet some
challenges in facilitating the adoption of CEI. Other findings included mixed reactions to IEA
from trade allies as well as a “wait-and-see” attitude from many utilities.
Covering the first two years of implementation, MPER#3 reported that IEA had gained visibility
in the two target markets and engaged a significant number of key market actors. However,
feedback from industrial end users and site visit data suggested that engagement with the IEA
had not translated into successful adoption of CEI. MPER#3 further confirmed good progress in
the food processing market while progress appeared to lag behind expectations in the pulp and
paper market. One of the key findings of this report was participant firms’ widespread inability
to track and measure energy savings.
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MPER#3 made several recommendations. First, it urged IEA management to complete and
communicate its revised implementation strategy to its staff and its stakeholders. The foregoing
discussion of the logic models indicates that IEA addressed this recommendation.
The second encouraged IEA to formally address the barriers preventing industrial firms’
measurement and tracking of pre- and post-energy consumption data (and therefore energy
savings) due to a lack of instrumentation, tools, and/or training. IEA is about to commence work
on a demonstration project intended to exhibit the effective application of end use metering at a
food processing plant. While Cadmus is not aware of formal plans to address measurement and
tracking, the demonstration project is certainly a first step.

Report Overview
This MPER is organized in eleven chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the evaluation activities of this
MPER. Chapter 3 provides a summary overview of the two target markets, Pulp and paper and
food processing. Chapters 4 through 8 provide overviews of the key findings for the various data
collection activities. Chapter 9 reviews the Alliance’s cost effectiveness (ACE) model, and
Chapter 10 outlines the market progress indicators and their status. The conclusions and
recommendations of this MPER are summarized in Chapter 10.
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2. Evaluation Activities
The evaluations of the first three years of implementation are documented in four Market
Progress Evaluation Reports (MPER). Table 1 provides a summary of the evaluation activities
presented in each report.
Table 1.

Schedule of Evaluation Activities and Products by Year
MPER#1
(June ’05)

Evaluation Activities

MPER#2
(July ’06)

MPER#3
(August ’07)

MPER#4
(June ’ 08)

Review of Strategy and Assumptions
Market Characterization
Process Evaluation (Staff Interviews)
Process Evaluation (Contractor
Interviews)
Market Progress Assessment (Target
Audience Follow-Up Survey)
Market Progress Assessment (Market
Partner Surveys)
Energy Savings Validation &
Estimation
(From Training)
Energy Savings Validation & Estimation
(From Business Practices Services)

The findings and conclusions presented in this report are based on data collected through the
Spring of 2007 via four principal data collection activities: (1) Target Audience Follow Up
(TAFU) Surveys, (2) Training Follow Up Surveys, (3) Site Visits and (4) Market Partner
Surveys. Table 2 shows a summary of the sample sizes and time frame for each data collection
activity. A summary of findings is presented in Section 3, and detailed answers and statistics are
presented in appendices to this report.
Table 2.

Summary of Data Collection Activities for MPER #4

Data Collection Activity
Staff Interviews
Site Visits
Target Audience Follow-Up Surveys
Food Processing
Pulp & Paper
TAFU subtotal
Market Partner Surveys
Training Follow-Up Surveys

Number
Attempted

Number
Completed

3
26

3
14

19
1
20
22
246

19
1
20
19
37
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Time Frame
May 2008
Jan/Feb 2008
Apr/May 2008
Apr/May 2008
Sept/Oct 2007
2007
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Methodology Updates
This year’s TAFU was limited to facilities and companies at engagement Level 4 or facilities at
Level 3 for which Cadmus had validated savings as part of its site visits. Level 3 plants are
considered “committed” to CEI and have demonstrated that by implementing an Action Plan for
their energy management and delineating a clear corporate policy. Level 4 plants are
“practicing”, with energy management as a core corporate philosophy and Level 4 plants are in
2
the process of implementing their Action Plan .
In contrast, MPER#3 and #2 included all participants. This change reflects the implementation
team’s strategy of focusing on CEI practice rather than simple market penetration rates. Focusing
the survey on companies successfully implementing CEI allowed Cadmus to identify strong and
weak points in IEA’s approach over the past year.
As reported in MPER#3, facilities’ progress in implementing CEI was still limited in 2006.
Given that, the identification of potential site visits was based primarily on the results from the
Training Follow Up Surveys augmented by feedback from the implementation team. Due to the
change in strategy which reduced IEA’s focus on training to focus resources on encouraging the
implementation of CEI in the two vertical markets, the selection of the 2007 site visits was based
primarily on facilities’ progress toward implementing CEI, as tracked by the engagement level.
Where appropriate, Cadmus used data from the Training Follow Up survey to augment the site
selection.

2

The levels of engagement are categorized from Level 0 -5. Level 0 is “not yet approached”. Level 1 is “aware/
receptive/ interested” and describes firms that are interested in IEA offerings and have met in person with IEA
staff. Level 2 firms are “engaged” and in the process of identifying how to incorporate CEI into their business
practices, through an assessment tool such as an EnVINTA™ One – 2- Five. Level 3 firms are “committed” and
have shown this by dedicating staff and other resources to CEI and creating an action plan for their energy
management. Level 4 firms are “practicing” by implementing an action plan and CEI elements. Level 5 firms
are “sustaining practicing”, and practice CEI as a general business operation without continued IEA
involvement. Generally, facilities at Level 4 and above are assumed to achieve measurable energy savings.
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3. Market Characterization
In general, the market characterization presented in MPER#1-3 remains relevant to the current
industrial business climate. Cadmus continues to find that competitive pressures and high energy
costs remain top priorities for northwest industrial firms. The following details specific updates
in the two target markets.

Food Processing
While food processors have typically seen an increasing trend in production costs, the rising cost
of inputs has been particularly pronounced since the beginning of 2007. Food processors ranked
energy costs as their second greatest concern according to the 2007 annual food processor survey
conducted by Food Processing,3 an online journal focused on the food processing market. The
number one concern is still food safety, which comes as no surprise—2007 was a bad year for
the food industry with widespread recalls of beef, bagged salad, and peanut butter, among other
4
products.
Respondents to the 2008 TAFU surveys also confirmed that energy prices represent a major cost
concern. Three of five headquarter respondents and eleven of the fifteen plant respondents
brought up the costs of energy during the TAFU interview without prompting. The increasing
cost of oil is also a concern—shipping and transportation make up a sizable portion of
5
production costs with two-thirds of the U.S. food market located east of the Mississippi.
However, energy is not the only input of concern: grain prices have increased over the past six
months and are expected to increase further.6 Harvest shortages and increased demand for
biofuels have contributed to the price increase.7 Additionally, domestically produced grains are
more competitive in the international market due to a weak U.S. dollar. Most food processors
operate under tight margins, and increasing grain prices tighten existing financial pressures in an
already competitive market.
Rising environmental awareness, combined with climbing energy prices and a robust organic
food market, have also pushed environmental issues to the forefront. As reported in Food
Processing, 71 percent of surveyed food processors consider environmental issues as
“extremely” or “very” important.8 To “green” their business, many food processors are targeting
energy management and conservation. Imminent greenhouse gas regulatory requirements are
also another driving force behind the increasing importance of energy efficiency and renewable
energy sources.

3

David Feder, “Annual Manufacturing Survey…,” http://www.foodprocessing.com/articles/2008/015.html.
Ibid.
5
ADP. Inc. “Northwest Food Processing Cluster Assessment and Roadmap,” October 2006.
6
Julie Jargon, “Food Companies Tweak the Recipe; Swapping Ingredients, Raising Prices Are Two Options; Trailing Inflation,”
Wall Street Journal, March 8, 2008, Eastern Edition.
7
Lauren Etter, “Farmers Wonder if Boom In Grain Prices Is a Bubble,” Wall Street Journal, January 31,2008, Eastern Edition.
8
Grant Thorton, Inc., “Food Processing: 2008 Annual Manufacturing Trends Survey.”
4
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The intersection between higher energy costs and rising environmental awareness appears to
have created an even more receptive audience for energy efficiency than in years past. It seems
reasonable to expect that these conditions will continue in the future and increase the importance
of energy efficiency for this sector.

Pulp and Paper
As reported in MPER#3, the pulp and paper market has witnessed increased competition in the
global market over the past five years. In addition, the pulp and paper industry has been
experiencing cost increases in multiple areas: manufacturing processes have become increasingly
energy intensive and both the costs of raw materials and environmental compliance have gone
up.9 Increases in costs and competitive pressures have created an unfavorable environment for
energy efficiency. For example, a recent survey of nine Northwest mills (seven companies)
reported that extreme increases in energy costs would likely put mills out of business instead of
10
instigating energy efficiency projects. Energy efficiency projects are generally only
implemented to increase incremental capacity or satisfy environmental mandates.11
Indicative of the industry’s financial strain has been a number of large multi-site companies
selling mills and business segments through mergers or IPOs in an effort to refocus market
position and deal with competitive pressures from overseas. Specifically, companies in the pulp
and paper industry appear to be moving away from managing a diverse portfolio of products,
opting instead to specialize in a few product areas. In March 2008, Weyerhaeuser Inc. sold its
Containerboard Packaging and Recycling business to International Paper Company, based in
12
Tennessee, for $6 billion.
Locally, this business transaction will affect the Springfield containerboard mill, which
International Papers will own and operate. Boise Cascade, which is privately held, also
13
consolidated its business by selling off its Paper and Packaging business in an IPO, and
Georgia Pacific closed a tissue mill in Washington, moving production to more modern facilities
outside the Northwest. In addition to creating greater levels of uncertainty at the plant level,
these organizational changes will result in a further consolidation of decision making in
corporate headquarters based outside the Northwest region. The combination of increased
competition and consolidation will likely negatively affect the IEA’s ability to make progress in
the pulp and paper industry.

9

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Sector Energy Scenarios: Forest Products. March 2007.

10
11

Fenske. “Energy Savings Potential and Propensity of the Northwest Pulp and Paper Industry,” April 2008.
Mo Zareh. Email Correspondence with Rob Russell. February 14, 2008.

12

Sherri McDonald, “Springfield Mill Included in Big Weyerhaeuser Sale,” The Register Guard. March 18,2008.
Lynn Cowan, “IPO Outlook: Paper Firms Reshuffle a Deck; IPOs and Mergers Aid Specialization; Boise Makes Debut,” Wall
Street Journal, February 28, 2008, Eastern Edition.
13
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4. Site Visits
In 2007, Cadmus reviewed the energy savings of 26 facilities to validate the market effects of
IEA, and to estimate the impacts of its offerings on the implementation of energy efficient
measures and practices at the plant level. Cadmus used the site visit data as the primary means of
verifying energy savings related to IEA’s activities. Cadmus identified potential sites using a
combination of sources, including the Training Follow Up Survey (TAFU), the Industrial
Tracking System (ITS) database, and IEA staff. After an initial phone call and review of
available documentation, Cadmus’ industrial engineer determined that of the 26 sites, only 14
warranted an on-site visit in order to validate savings claims. Due to a lack of sufficient data,
savings could only be validated for ten of the visited sites in 2007 (see Table 3).
Table 3. Disposition of Site Visit Activities by Industry for Unique Plants, 2007 and
2006
Number of
Completed Site
Visits*

Number of Sites
with Validated
Savings

2007
Pulp and Paper
Food Processing
2007 Total

4

1

22
26

9
10

Pulp and Paper
Food Processing
Other Sectors

2
23
7

1
12
5

2006 Total

32

18

2006

* Note: Completed site visits include some sites that were not physically visited. These sites were contacted by
telephone and provided documentation to Cadmus to validate savings claims.

As Cadmus includes information from the 2006 site visits (as partially reported in MPER#3) we
have included the disposition in Table 3. We include 2006 savings for two reasons: first, not all
2006 savings were reported in MPER#3, and second, including 2006 savings allows us to
identify trends in savings achieved.

Key Findings
Validated Savings
Savings from 2006 and the first part of 2007 were reported in MPER #3. Table 4 summarizes all
2006 and 2007 validated savings. A detailed table is available in Appendix F.
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Table 4.

Year
2006
2007
Total

Total First-Year Electric Savings14 by Category (aMW)*
Incented
Capital
15
Projects
0.656
0.126
0.782

Unincented
Capital
Projects
0.009
0.285
0.294

Operations
and
Maintenance
0.271
0.254
0.525

Total
0.936
0.665
1.601

*Note: Table includes savings from other markets that IEA no longer targets. Each site can have savings in more
than one category.

The cumulative savings for all sites in 2006 and 2007 is 1.61 aMW. Of these savings, 0.04 aMW
were expected future savings in 2006, and Cadmus subsequently validated the savings this year.
The 0.04 aMW are smaller than the original estimate of 0.20 aMW, as some projects are still in
progress. The 2006 estimate of expected future savings was based on the assumption that all
projects be completed within a 12 month period. At this point, Cadmus does not consider the fact
that some of the projects are taking more than 12 months to complete as reason for concern, as
completion of industrial projects can take as long as two to three years. Given that, Cadmus
added all outstanding savings (0.16 aMW) to the expected future savings for 2008.
The results of site visits and interviews conducted during the visits suggest that savings generally
16
fall into one of the following five categories:
 No Validated Savings (n=29): Cadmus was unable to validate energy savings due to a
lack of evidence concerning an energy saving action or a lack of sufficient
documentation.
 Incented Capital Projects (n=9): Cadmus validated energy savings from capital
improvement project(s). In addition to working with IEA, the end use customer indicated
a close working relationship with local utility and/or receipt of utility incentives for the
project.
 Operations and Maintenance (n=22): Cadmus validated energy savings from O&Mrelated changes.
 Un-incented Capital Projects (n=4): Cadmus identified energy savings from capital
improvement project(s) implemented without utility incentives.

14

All savings estimates represent first year savings only and do not account for potential additional savings over the
life of a given measure. Additionally, this table includes savings from markets outside of pulp and paper and
food processing, meaning Table 5 and 6 savings do not sum to the total savings.
15
Incented capital projects include savings from capital projects where the end use customer indicated a close
working relationship with IEA, as well as a close relationship with the local utility and/or receipt of utility
incentives for the project.
16
The population includes 2006 and 2007 savings. Some companies have savings in more than one category.
Please see Appendix F for a detailed list of savings by site and category.
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 Expected Future Savings (n=13): Cadmus found sufficient evidence to expect future
energy savings likely to occur in the short or long term.
An examination of the figures in Table 4 reveals that in 2006 incented capital projects were
responsible for a large share of total savings. The role of IEA in incented capital projects is
varied, and depends on the project and the needs of the particular facility. Sometimes the role of
IEA is indirect, through suggesting a capital project during the formation of the action plan, or
through working closely with a company so they see the value of pursuing capital project
opportunities. Other times the role is quite direct, where the IEA is actively involved in various
phases of the project implementation, in concert with the utility.
In 2007 the un-incented capital projects assumed a larger percentage of total savings. While the
observed shift might appear curious, the collected data do not suggest any meaningful trend.
Given the limited number of facilities, Cadmus cannot identify any causality between these
yearly fluctuations and IEA’s activities’ in the respective markets. In addition, the increase in unincented savings in 2007 was mostly due to one company implementing a large project, while the
decrease in incented projects in 2007 appears to be due to timing and not reflective of a trend.

Food Processing
Table 5 provides a summary of the validated electric savings for all food processing sites in 2006
and 2007. In Appendix G, we identify common characteristics of plants/companies that fall into
each category.
Table 5. Total First-Year Electric Savings Verified by Category for Food Processing,
in aMW*

Year
2006
2007
Total

Incented
Capital
Projects
0.611
0.013
0.624

Unincented
Capital
Projects
0.000
0.272
0.272

Operations
and
Maintenance
0.152
0.210
0.362

Total
0.763
0.496
1.259

*Note: Each site can have savings in more than one category.

Pulp and Paper
Cadmus conducted visits with three pulp and paper facilities in 2007, but only validated savings
for one. The small number of sites is a reflection of the limited gains IEA made in pulp and paper
over the past year. However, the savings achieved at the one facility are significant.
Table 6 provides a summary of the validated electric savings for all pulp and paper sites in 2006
and 2007. Further detail is available in Appendix G.
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Table 6. Total First Year Electric Savings Verified by Category for Pulp and Paper,
in aMW*

Year
2006
2007
Total

Incented
Capital
Projects
0.000
0.113
0.113

Unincented
Capital
Projects
0.000
0.013
0.013

Operations
and
Maintenance
0.009
0.044
0.053

Total
0.009
0.170
0.179

*Note: Each site can have savings in more than one category.

Expected Future Savings
Table 7 summarizes savings that will likely occur from capital projects that are expected to be
implemented in the near future. Although Cadmus has historically only collected electric
savings, we present electric and gas savings here. Cadmus categorized the future savings into
committed and planned. We define committed savings as savings associated with capital projects
that are either already in progress or with funds allocated to them (i.e. budgeted), and are
expected to occur within one to two years. Planned savings consist of planned projects, but with
a less definite timeline for completion. The results summarized in Table 7 indicate that the
majority of savings are planned, and in the food processing sector.
It is important to note that the estimates of future savings reported here are based on existing
plans reported by knowledgeable plant personnel. There is, however, no guarantee that the
reported planned projects would indeed be implemented in the expected timeframe – or
implemented at all. Some possible reasons for delays or cancellation of planned projects include
changing priorities and lack of funds due to reallocation to other, more pressing needs.
However, even with this caveat, Cadmus expects higher savings in 2008 than in previous years.
These results further indicate that reliance on first-year savings alone could lead to erroneous
conclusions regarding the actual future savings potentials of a market transformation program
such as CEI. As the January 30, 2007 evaluation memorandum on the estimation of IEA savings
pointed out, savings during the early years of such programs tend to be relatively low, increasing
rapidly as the initiative’s market effects take effect at an accelerated rate in later years.
In addition to an increase in the number of projects in the pipeline, findings from the site visits
also showed an improvement and understanding of energy efficiency and its importance among
plant managers and operators. Based on IEA’s theory of change, this represents evidence of the
necessary first step of plants internalizing change, which begins with greater awareness, followed
by behavioral changes and better O&M practices and leading ultimately to the implementation of
capital improvement projects.
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Table 7.

Estimated Future Savings for 2008*
Electric Savings
(aMW)

Gas Savings
6
(10 therms)

1.06
0.45
0.09
1.60

0.83
0.00
0.00
0.83

Food Processing
Pulp and Paper

2.46
2.05

1.76
0.00

Subtotal

4.51

1.76

Food Processing
Pulp and Paper
Other Sectors

3.52
2.50
0.09

2.59
0.00
0.00

Total Savings

6.11

2.59

Committed Savings
Food Processing
Pulp and Paper
Other Sectors
Subtotal
Planned Savings

Total Savings

*Note: Table includes savings from other markets that IEA no longer targets.

See Appendix F for detailed site visit reports and Appendix G for a discussion of the different
savings categories.
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5. Target Audience Follow Up Survey
Survey Purpose and Focus
Cadmus interviewed participant industrial firms that the IEA classified as actively utilizing
elements of CEI. The objective of the survey was to determine the respondents’ activities
regarding energy management, particularly in terms of their manufacturing processes.

Sample Disposition
Cadmus interviewed all plants at an engagement Level 4 or higher as well as plants at Level 3
with validated savings. At the plant level, Cadmus interviewed one person per plant. For large,
multi-site companies, Cadmus interviewed a corporate representative. Because the interviews
with headquarters generally covered multiple sites, they are not comparable to the plant
interviews. Therefore, we treated these two groups separately when analyzing and reporting the
results. Also, in response to confidentiality concerns related to only one pulp and paper plant
participating in the survey, we present all results in aggregate.
The survey had a 100 percent response rate. Table 8 summarizes the sample disposition by type
of interview and market.
Table 8.

Sample Disposition by Sector
Food
Processing

Pulp and
Paper

Total

HQ

5

0

5

Plant
Unique Companies
Represented

14

1

15

7

1

8

Key Findings
Overall, the findings provide strong evidence that active engagement with IEA tends to result in
an improvement in plants’ energy management practices. Specifically:
 Plants showed an increased awareness and consideration of energy efficiency issues in
decision making;
 Plants reported increasing the number of implemented energy efficiency projects, and;
 The use and application of energy management metrics, though still not used by all, has
improved since plants’ engagement with IEA.
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Increased Awareness and Consideration of Energy
Throughout the interviews, participants noted multiple ways in which their plant and/or company
changed their energy management practices since engaging with IEA. Combining all relevant
responses from several questions, Table 9 shows that the development of a more structured
energy management policy and an increased awareness of energy in decision making are by far
the most commonly observed changes since engaging with IEA. It should be noted, however,
that not all of these improvements could be attributed solely to IEA’s influence, but rather were a
result of a combination of factors, including higher energy costs, increased competitive
pressures, greater corporate commitment to energy efficiency, and greater utility involvement.
Table 9.

Changes in Energy Management Practices Since Engaging with IEA.*

Response
More structured energy
management
Better Metrics
More awareness when
making decisions
Energy is a much higher
priority
Energy is considered in
capital projects
Not applicable--interviewee
has no knowledge of plant
before IEA
No change reported
Total

Number of Responses
Plant
Headquarters
(n=15)
(n=5)
7

3

2

0

5

1

2

1

4

3

1

0

1
22

1
9

*Answers compiled from questions 6,8,9,10,19 and 20. Multiple answers per respondent possible.

Increased consideration of energy in decision making is not surprising given respondents’
perception of the value of CEI. Generally, plants and headquarters alike reported that practicing
CEI was valuable for their company. Nearly all respondents identified their efforts in
implementing CEI as having been worth their time and money (Table 10).
Table 10. Have your efforts in implementing CEI been worth your time and/or money?

Response
Yes – Definitely High Value
Yes – Pretty Good Value
Yes – But Just Barely Worth It
No - Not Worth Time or Money
Don't Know
Total
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Number of Responses
Plant
Headquarters
(n=15)
(n=5)
10
2
4
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
15
5
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Increase in the Implementation of Energy Efficiency Projects
Overwhelmingly, respondents stated they had increased their energy efficiency projects since
engaging with IEA. All but one plant and corporate headquarters respondent reported a rise in
the number of energy efficiency projects, both capital and operations and maintenance, as shown
in Table 11.
Table 11. Since engaging with IEA, have you increased and/or accelerated the number
of energy efficiency projects?

Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Total

Number of Responses
Plant
Headquarters
(n=15)
(n=5)
14
0
1
15

4
1
0
5

IEA clearly has a positive impact on the implementation of energy efficiency measures.
However, none of the companies interviewed worked exclusively with IEA, but rather
collaborated with a number of different actors, such as the Department of Energy, local utilities,
the Energy Trust, and Bonneville Power Administration. Because of the numerous actors
involved, it is difficult to say what effect IEA had independent of the other actors. This was
particularly evident when we asked respondents whether they would have implemented projects
without IEA assistance. The majority of the plant respondents replied with uncertainty (seven of
17
15), see Table 12.
Table 12. Would you have done these capital improvement projects without IEA
assistance?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
Yes but to a lesser extent or a
later time
Not sure
No
Not Applicable
Total

Plant
(n=15)
1

Headquarters
(n=5)
1

2
7
3
2
15

1
1
1
1
5

Improved Use of Metrics
When asked a series of questions about the existence and actual usage of energy related metrics,
14 of 15 plant respondents reported that they track their energy data. Table 13 illustrates four of

17

See Appendix A, Table 43 and 44.
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the most frequently cited approaches to energy monitoring; each method varies in the degree of
rigor and data resolution.
Of the 15 plants interviewed, 11 tracked metrics per pound or ton of product, although Cadmus
did not validate the methodology used to calculate these metrics. When asked about their ability
to monitor energy use at the process level, six out of 15 respondents confirmed doing so, though
four of these had limited meters on one or two end uses (typically refrigeration and boiler
systems). Conversely, three of the plants with end use metering in place were unable to track any
metrics due to the diversity of their product mixes or processes, leaving them unable to track
their energy usage effectively over time (see Table 14).
Table 13. Approaches to energy management at the plant level.*
Four approaches to Energy Management
Monitoring energy intensity through KPIs, measured as energy input per unit of
output (e.g. kWh/Lb)
Tracking energy use in conjunction with analysis software (e.g. E-Manager)
End use or process monitoring (e.g. metering energy use for specific processes
or equipment)
SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) system or other real-time
monitoring systems to provide visual, real-time energy use information
Total

No. of Plants
(n=15)
11
5
6
1
23

*Plants could have more than one response.

Of the eleven plants not able to measure energy use at the process level, four reported conducting
informal experiments to assess the potential impact of operational changes on energy use. For
plants with no end use monitoring, these experiments were elaborate, involving shutting down
equipments or processes in order to isolate energy usage. Participants then gauged usage on
particular equipment or measured energy use when changing a process in order to increase
efficiency.
Table 14. Cross section of energy metrics and end use process metering
Use of a Standard
Metric (e.g. KPIs)

Metering
at the
end use
or
process
level

Yes

No

Yes

3

3

No

8

1

The only plant not currently tracking energy said they rely on their utility bill for energy
information. However, starting in September 2008, this particular plant will participate in a
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demonstration project focused on metering its refrigeration system. Depending on the outcome,
the company is considering expanding its metering capabilities to other systems as well as other
plants.
In comparison, when asked about their ability to track energy use prior to engaging with IEA,
nearly all reported a limited ability to do so.19 For instance, nine plants reported not tracking their
energy usage before engaging with the IEA, except for a cursory review of monthly energy bills.
In reviewing the data for these nine plants, Cadmus noted these plants had improved their energy
metrics since engaging with the IEA.
Despite this improvement, nearly all plants continued to experience difficulty in monitoring and
tracking their energy usage with adequate data resolution, as reported in MPER #3. Plants
highlighted several challenges to better monitoring, but the most frequently cited was lack of
equipment. Even for plants with some end use metering, the lack of equipment made it difficult
to isolate processes. The second challenge was interpreting data due to complex processes or
diverse product mixes. Figure 3 provides a summary of the listed barriers and their frequency.
Figure 3. Barriers to monitoring energy use. Plants may list more than one barrier
(n=15 for each barrier).
14

Number of plants

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Limited Meters
or Equipment

Diverse Process
and Product Mix

Not enough
Knowlegeable
People / Floor
Operators

Not Enough
Time

MPER#3 highlighted a general inability to quantify energy savings related to O&M changes and
practices. The current data indicate only marginal improvements in this area, with two plants
reporting an ability to quantify savings from O&M improvements.20 Interestingly, six plants

18

The demonstration project is co-funded, to equal shares, by the company, IEA, and the local utility.
See Appendix A , Table 31
20
See Appendix A, Table 40
19
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mentioned that it may be possible to quantify their O&M savings, but did not see the value in
doing so given the time it would require.

Pulp and Paper
The most notable distinction between pulp and paper and food processing is the limited number
of pulp and paper plants that were listed at Level 4 Engagement or who had validated savings.
Pulp and paper continues to be a challenge for the IEA.
The single pulp and paper respondent reported a far more complex process than food processing,
which created more challenges in their energy management. These challenges ranged from
metering difficulties to the need for highly technical assistance with capital project planning.
Funding an onsite Energy Champion appears to make a significant difference in achieving
lasting energy savings through the implementation of capital projects and O&M practices. The
one pulp and paper plant that achieved substantial savings had an onsite IEA and utility joint
funded Energy Champion, who assisted with developing metrics, planning and implementing
capital projects, and adjusting O&M procedures. Funding for this position has now ended, but it
appears that CEI has taken root as the plant management has decided to fund this position on its
own.
Appendix A contains the TAFU survey tabulated responses, and the survey instrument is located
in Appendix D.
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6. Market Partner Survey
Survey Objective
The objective of the 2007 Market Partner survey was to assess the relationship between the IEA
and its market partners (e.g., utilities, Bonneville Power Administration, Energy Trust of Oregon,
Oregon Department of Energy, Northwest Food Processor’s Association), and compare this
relationship to what Cadmus found in 2006. In addition, Cadmus examined market partners’
understanding and promotion of CEI.

Survey Sample
Given the longitudinal format of this data collection effort, the ability to assess changes in
perceptions and actions over time is crucial. Therefore, Cadmus conducted the interviews using a
structured questionnaire that, to a large degree, matched the instrument used in the 2006 survey.
The interview guide was prepared in draft form by Cadmus and reviewed and commented on by
NEEA’s evaluation staff before being implemented.
Using the contact list from the first survey, Cadmus gathered feedback from NEEA evaluation
staff and IEA staff to ensure that the interviews were completed with individuals that the IEA
regarded as key contacts. In all, Cadmus targeted individuals representing 19 utilities making up
a representative sample of the energy efficiency managers at investor-owned and public utilities
(see Table 15) and three non-utility market partners for a total of 22 attempted surveys. Where
possible, the same individuals interviewed in 2006 were surveyed again. The 2007 survey
covered a wider range of market partners, whereas in 2006 only utilities were interviewed. The
disposition of the respondent sample is shown in Table 15.
Table 15. Sample for Market Partner Survey
Respondent Type
Utility Respondents
- Investor Owned Utilities
- Public Utilities
- Other
Utility Respondent Sub-Total
Non-Utility Market Partner Respondents
Survey Total

Attempted

Completed

7
11
1
19
3
22

7
8
1
16
3
19

Key Findings
Results from the Utility Survey in MPER #2 highlighted several problem areas in the
relationship between the IEA and the regional utilities: poor communication, a limited
understanding of the role of the IEA, lack of familiarity with the role and goals of the IEA, and
the perception that IEA was in competition with utilities’ own DSM programs. Based on the data
gathered in the Fall of 2007, utilities and market partners report an overall improvement in their
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relationships with IEA. For instance, compared to the findings of the 2006 surveys, respondents
during the 2007 survey reported increased familiarity, better communication, an appreciation of
the IEA’s role in helping them to do their jobs, and a markedly more positive attitude toward
their relationships with IEA. Despite these improvements, market partners appear to have a
limited understanding of CEI and are generally not suggesting CEI to their customers.
When asked to rate their overall familiarity with the IEA, sixteen (84 percent) of respondents
reported being “familiar” or “very familiar” with the IEA.21 Only three respondents (16 percent)
responded that they had “limited” or “low” familiarity with the IEA. This indicates a significant
improvement from the findings of the 2006 survey,22 where nearly 61 percent of respondents
indicated having limited or low familiarity with the IEA.
Similar to, and likely as a result of the increased familiarity with IEA and its offerings, nearly
one-half of the utility respondents reported a significant improvement in their perception of IEA
since participating in the first survey23. Eleven (67 percent) of the sixteen utility respondents
24
noted they had a “good” or “very good” relationship with the IEA. This result reveals a slight
improvement over the last survey, where 55 percent of the respondents described their
relationship with IEA as being “good” or “very good.”
Figure 4. On a scale from 1 to 5, (1 being very familiar, 5 being not at all familiar) how
would you rate your utility’s overall familiarity with IEA? (Utility responses only.)

2007 (n=16)

2006 (n=18)

0%

20%

40%

Familiar or Very Familiar

60%

80%

100%

Somewhat or Not Familiar

Utilities report noticeable improvement in the effectiveness of communications between IEA and
utilities, especially regarding IEA’s direct contact and interactions with utility customers.
Fourteen utility respondents regarded the quality of these communications as either “good” or
“excellent.” Five utilities that noted an improvement in communications also cited significant
improvement in their relationship with IEA since 2006 while two commented that there was still

21

Detailed answers are available in Appendix C Table 1.
“Evaluation of Industrial Efficiency Alliance, Final Market Progress Evaluation Report #2” Prepared for the
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance by October 10, 2006. The Utility Survey is available in Appendix B
23
Detailed answers are available in Appendix C Table 3.
24
Detailed answers are available in Appendix C Table 20.
22
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room for improvement. When asked to identify primary reasons for the improvement of their
relationships with IEA, respondents highlighted a noticeably greater effort on IEA’s part to be
more proactive in communicating about their interactions and communications with utility
customers and that the IEA incorporated more personal contact into their relationship with
utilities. In addition, respondents expressed a general appreciation for utility stakeholder calls as
an effective regional forum.26 In addition, market partners reported good or fair communication
with the IEA, though two mentioned ways in which this communication could be improved.
In fact, fifteen of the sixteen utility respondents (94 percent) no longer perceived the IEA as
being in conflict with utility conservation programs’ goals and objectives.27 This represents a
significant improvement over the sentiment expressed during the 2006 survey where 30 percent
of utility respondents perceived the IEA to be in conflict with their DSM goals and objectives
(Figure 5).
Figure 5. Do you perceive IEA to be in conflict with your utility’s goals/offerings?

2007 (n=16)

2006 (n=18)

0%

20%

40%
yes

60%

80%

100%

no

In the previous survey, many utilities either did not want to (22 percent) or were unsure about
(50 percent) collaborating with the IEA. The results from the 2007 survey convey a change in the
way respondents view their relationship with IEA. Five respondents classified their relationship
with IEA either as a partnership with another five classifying their relationship with IEA as
working toward a partnership. Four respondents consider IEA to be a resource only.28 The
majority of utility respondents identified their ability to access IEA’s technical experts as a key
value.
Similar to our finding from the last market partner survey, utility respondents and market
partners are not consistently promoting CEI to their customers. Specifically, the data indicate
that nine (56 percent) of the utility representatives and two of the Market Partners stated they
either did not promote CEI to their customers or that they were not familiar with CEI. Of the
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Detailed answers are available in Appendix C Table 21
Detailed answers are available in Appendix C Table 4.
27
Detailed answers are available in Appendix C Table 14.
28
Detailed answers are available in Appendix C Table 19
26
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remaining respondents, only three utility representatives affirmed that they actively promote CEI
while the rest indicated promoting what they described as the “general concepts.”29 When asked
to comment on whether they perceived CEI to resonate with their customers the majority of
respondents reported that this was only the case for some of their customers. Besides the end use
customers already working with IEA, only two utility representatives were able to identify any
additional customers for involvement with IEA. Two respondents identified significant potential
if IEA were to broaden its scope into other industries such as mining or wood product
manufacturing.
Appendix C has tabulated results for the market partner survey, and the survey instrument is
located in Appendix E.

29

Detailed answers are available in Appendix C Table 29.
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7. Training Follow Up Surveys
Purpose and Focus
The main focus of the Training Follow-Up Survey was to collect data on the impact of technical
trainings, specifically the implementation of system or operational changes and any resulting
energy and non-energy savings. The survey data were also used to identify potential sites to visit
to validate training-related energy savings. This set of surveys will be the last time the evaluation
team will report on this element of IEA, as the IEA will no longer offer training as a “stand
alone” element of the initiative but rather offer it in support of CEI implementation.

Methodology and Sample Disposition
As in the previous years, the Training Follow-Up Surveys were conducted using a Web-based
survey form, a link to which was provided to each training attendee30 in the form of an e-mail
introducing the survey. The targeted time frame for survey completion was roughly two to three
months after the training date. To increase awareness of the surveys as well as to offer trainees
the opportunity to complete the survey over the phone, Cadmus staff called each participant one
to two days prior to sending out the survey e-mails. Surveys were specific to the type of class
attended. The current data reflect all 19 refrigeration, pump, motor, and compressed air trainings
the IEA conducted in 2007. No trainings have been conducted in 2008 to date. Table 16 presents
the number of responses for all 2007 trainings.
Table 16. Number of Attempted and Completed 2007 Training Follow-Up Surveys
Type of Training
Refrigeration
Pumps
Motors
Compressed Air
Total

Surveys
Attempted
79
64
25
78
246

Surveys
Completed
6
8
7
16
37

Response
Rate
8%
13%
28%
21%
15%

Response rates were comparable to the 2006 surveys reported in MPER #3, decreasing one
percentage point to a 15 percent response rate. The overall number of attempted surveys
decreased from 2006 (from 420 to 246), due to the IEA’s reduced focus on training activities.
Sample sizes are relatively small for each system (refrigeration, pump, motor, and compressed
air). As such, results are generally reported as raw counts, with percentages in parentheses for
reference. Survey responses reflect 30 percent of food processing representatives31 and 14

30

Includes persons from industrial facilities who attended an IEA training as identified by IEA data. Training
attendees can represent firms participating in other aspects of IEA offerings, firms that do not participate in any
other IEA offerings, or firms only at the initial stage of getting familiarized with IEA and its offerings.
31
Includes all food processing firms regardless of their membership status with NWFPA.
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percent of pulp and paper representatives participating in IEA-sponsored trainings. For some
plants, more than one person responded to the survey.

Key Findings
The survey responses for all training conducted in 2007 form the basis for the key findings.
Following last year’s trend, participants across all four systems continue to indicate that training
increases awareness and knowledge of energy-efficiency opportunities. Respondents seem to
value trainings but the data fail to give a clear idea on the direct impact trainings have on energy
savings. Appendix C presents detailed results and frequencies of training survey responses.
Feedback from 37 respondents indicated nearly 57 percent (the same as reported in MPER#3)
made some changes to optimize their systems following training. Based on the results, 11 out of
16 (69 percent) respondents made changes in compressed air and five out of six respondents (83
percent) made refrigeration system optimization changes. Motor and pump respondents reported
fewer system optimization changes, with 43 and 25 percent, respectively, indicating they had
made changes. For a detailed list of specific changes by system, please refer to Appendix C.
Table 17. Number of respondents indicating system optimization changes following
training.

Made Changes
Yes
No
Don't Know

Refrigeration
(n=6)
83%
10%
0%

Pumps (n=8 )
25%
63%
13%

Motors (n=7 )
43%
57%
0%

Compressed Air
(n= 16)
69%
25%
6%

All
Channels
(n=37)
57%
37%
5%

Of the respondents that have made changes as a result of the training, only a handful (6 of 21)
reported being able to estimate the amount of observed savings. Sixteen respondents (43 percent)
indicated they expect to see future savings from the actions they took as a result of training, and
only six respondents attempted to quantify future savings (see Appendix C).
When asked whether respondents expected to make additional system changes in the future, 20
respondents (54 percent) indicated they thought they would; this represents a 13 percent decrease
from the data presented in MPER#3. With respect to the time frame for future implementations,
ten respondents across all systems expected to implement changes within two years and nine
respondents expected to make changes within a year. Similar to our findings in MPER#3,
compressed air and refrigeration training participants generally reported a shorter
implementation timeframe.
Also similar to our findings in the last two MPERs—lack of management support due to staff
transitions or changing corporate priorities are the most common barriers to implementing
system changes. The second and third most frequent answers were lack of resources (19 percent),
and no authority (14 percent).
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8. Staff Interviews
Purpose and Focus
In May 2008, Cadmus interviewed IEA staff to gather information regarding a number of topics:
 IEA’s revised strategy in the target markets including clarification of the logic models
and the reasons for the changes,
 Staff’s impressions of IEA’s success in the two target markets, and
 Current extend of coordination with market partners.
Appendix H includes a summary of the general questions covered during the staff interviews.

Interview Sample
The staff interviews included three staff members:
 Senior Sector Manager
 Marketing and Communications Manager, and
 Market Manager.
A summary of our findings is included in the introduction section of this report.
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9. Review of ACE Model Assumptions
NEEA uses the Alliance Cost Effectiveness (ACE) model to determine the cost effectiveness of
its programs during the planning phase, as well as for evaluating their performance. The model
requires various inputs and assumptions about market growth, penetration rates, and savings
rates among other factors. The accuracy of the model depends on the quality and accuracy of
these inputs. A list of these inputs and assumptions with a review of their reasonableness and
validity are presented in Table 18. This evaluation pertains to the assumptions and inputs to the
model only and not the structure or algorithms of model itself.
In Table 18, the ACE model assumptions appear in the column “Data or Assumptions,” and each
line in the table contains a specific input or assumption used in the model. Assumptions for the
food processing and pulp and paper industries are different, and the “Sector” column identifies
the industry sector to which the assumption applies. We also list a source for each assumption,
when known, in the “Source” column and an estimated error range, shown in the “Est. Error
Range” column. In the “Sensitivity” column, we estimate the impact the assumptions might have
on the model’s outcome using a five-point scale, where one indicates the assumption has little
effect on the model output, and five indicates the assumption is very influential in the model
output.
Comments explaining our evaluation of the assumptions and corresponding recommendations
regarding the assumptions are located in the last two columns. Where possible, the tables suggest
values and comparable reports for reference.
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Table 18. ACE model assumptions and comments.
Sector

Source

Data or Assumption

1

2

3

4

Market Definition:
Single Mills are 17 plants with
annual consumption of ~700 aMW,
and Multi Mills are 10 plants with
~700 aMW of annual consumption

Market Growth Rates: Single Mill
1.7% , Multi Mill 1.7%

Savings Factor:
14% adopted over 5 years.
Single Mill and Multi Mill (using
same savings rates)
Year 1: 0.0%
Year 2: 2.7%
Year 3: 3.2%
Year 4: 4.1%
Year 5: 4.0%

Penetration Rates:
Start: 2007 7%
Terminus: 2018 67%

PP

PP

PP

PP

Industrial Tracking System (ITS)

Estimated
Error
Range

Sensitivity

Comments

Recommendations

2

Accept the estimate. However, note that
mills may go out of business. A five
percent error range accounts for the
probability of one mill moving or
discontinuing operation.

None

3

Estimate seems reasonable and
consistent with the 1.2 percent market
growth rate projected through 2020 by
the 2007 EPA Sector Energy
Scenarios. A slightly higher value also
is consistent with data from the 2006
Survey of Manufactures (US Census
Bureau), which indicate that total value
of shipments in pulp and paper has
increased 14.6 percent from 20042006.

None

5%

Global Insight, Inc. (via Northwest
Power and Conservation Council)

1)Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Measure Resource Assessment, for
Energy Trust of Oregon, by Ecotope
and Stellar Process, May 2006.;
2)Market Assessment Opportunities
for Industrial Motor Systems in the
Pacific Northwest, Easton
Consultants, Inc. and Xenergy, Inc.,
report #99-044 December 1999.;
3)Opportunities to Improve Energy
Efficiency in the Pulp and Paper
Industry, Worell et.al, Environmental
Energy Technologies Division, Ernest
Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, LBNL-48353, 2001.

NEEA
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25%

5

Other total industrial sector savings
estimates range from 5-11 percent
(NWPCC) to 23 percent (Energy Trust
of Oregon). Other studies such as those
conducted by PacifiCorp, Puget Sound
Energy, and Tacoma Power found
industrial savings potentials of
approximately 10 percent or less. A
cumulative savings rate of 14 percent
appears high, especially because pulp
and paper energy intensity has
decreased in the past ten years
(MECS), leaving less room for
achievable potential.

We recommend lowering
the potential savings rate
to 10 or 11 percent which
corresponds with the high
end estimate of the
Council.

5

Terminus might be optimistic. Based on
participation trends in the first three
year of the IEA, three out of 27 plants
(11 percent) are engaged. Given the
small market and that a large majority of
the potential participants have been
contacted and are aware of the
program, it is likely that a large portion
of this market has already been
saturated.

Consider lowering the
market penetration
terminus to approximately
50 percent. We further
recommend that a nonlinear market diffusion
curve be used instead of a
linear market diffusion (see
January 30, 2007
Memorandum "Estimating
Energy Savings…")
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Sector

Source

Data or Assumption

5

Load Shape: SIC20

PP

Estimated
Error
Range

NWPPC

Sensitivity

1

Comments

Recommendations

Accept the estimate.

None

For capital projects, a 20-year measure
life seems reasonable. However, it is
unlikely that behavioral or O&M
changes would persist, on average, for
20 years.
Accept the estimate. Information from
industry experts indicates that, under
current market conditions, 10 to 15
percent savings would likely occur (Mo
Zareh, email correspondence with Rob
Russell). In addition, information from
nine mills indicates that they would
expect about 10 percent savings given
current technical and corporate
payback requirements.

Consider using different
measure life parameters
for capital and O&M
efficiency measures (5-10
years for O&M).

6

Measure Life: 20 years

PP

not stated

7

Baseline Savings: 10%

PP

NEEA Phase III Market Researc h
Report May 2004

1

8

Market Definition/Employment:
Total Target Market (firms with
>250 employees): 41,500
employees total
NWFPA: 33,200 employees
Non-NWFPA: 8,300 employees

FP

State Economic and Census data from
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and
Montana

2

Accept the estimate.

Add supporting
documentation into ITS.

3

A 1.3 percent market growth rate seems
reasonable and consistent with the 1.2
percent projected by the 2007 EPA
Sector Energy Scenarios. Although it is
reasonable to expect that membership
NWFPA would likely enhance the
competitive position of member firms,
we find no verifiable basis for assuming
zero percent market growth rate for
non-members.

Consider adjusting the
market growth for nonmembers.

9

Market Growth Rate: NWFPA:
1.3%; Non-NWFPA: 0%

FP

Global Insight, Inc. (via Northwest
Power and Conservation Council
Non-NWFPA: SEG (Mark Hamilton,
Les Tumidaj)
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Sector

Source

FP

NWFPA: 1) Electricity Consumption
and the Potential for Electric Energy
Savings in the Manufacturing Sector,
ACEEE, Report #IE942, April 1994; 2)
Opportunities for Industrial Motor
Systems in the Pacific Northwest,
report # 99-044, December 1999; 3)
ETO, Source Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Measure Resource
Assessment (DRAFT November 2002)
Non-NWFPA: Les Tumidaj, John
Sandin

Data or Assumption

11

Savings Factor:
NWFPA: 18.7% (adopted over 6
years)
Year 1: 0.0%
Year 2: 3.2%
Year 3: 4.0%
Year 4: 4.0%
Year 5: 4.0%
Year 6: 3.5%
Non-NWFPA: 18.7% (adopted
over 8 years)

12

Penetration Rates:
Start 2007 7%
Terminus: 2017 65%

FP

Estimated
Error
Range

10%

NEEA Goals

Sensitivity

Comments

Recommendations

5

Based on the data collected on 21 firms
(January 30, 2007 Memorandum,
"Estimating Energy Savings…") savings
were found to be 1.5 percent of total
consumption for O&M and 4.5 percent
for capital projects. And as noted for
pulp and paper, other total industrial
sector savings estimates range from 511 percent (NWPCC) to 23 percent
(Energy Trust of Oregon). Other studies
such as those conducted by PacifiCorp,
Puget Sound Energy, and Tacoma
Power found industrial savings
potentials of approximately 10 percent
or less.

Consider lowering the
savings rate.

5

Accept the estimate. Based on the
number of firms currently engaged and
the potential field of firms to reach, the
terminus seems reasonable.

None

None

13

Baseline Savings: 10%

FP

NEEA Phase III Market Research
Report May 04.

1

Accept the estimate. MECS data
provides a reliable source of naturally
occurring savings, and the annual
average change in kWh per $1,000 of
shipments from 1998 to 2002 was -1.4
percent. Another report (e.g. CALMAC)
indicates a lower baseline savings of
0.42 percent. However, the scope of
such studies is limited. Absent other
data relevant to the NW, we see no
reason to reject the estim ate of
approximately 1 percent efficiency gain
per year.

14

Load Shape: SIC18

FP

NWPPC

1

Accept the estimate.

None.

3

For capital projects, a 20-year measure
life seems reasonable. However, it is
unlikely that behavioral or O&M
changes would persist, on average, for
20 years.

Consider using different
measure life parameters
for capital and O&M
efficiency measures (5-10
years for O&M).

15

Measure Life: 20 years

FP

not stated
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10. Market Progress
Based on the data presented throughout this report as well as the information presented hereafter,
Cadmus has been able to find clear evidence that IEA is successfully penetrating the food
processing market. Figure 6 shows the trajectory of penetration over time. As the figure
illustrates, IEA has shown considerable improvement in market penetration.
Cadmus calculated market share based on the numbers (total market size and number of
employees by plant) provided by NEEA staff. Cadmus was not able to validate the accuracy of
these numbers. Based on the numbers provided by NEEA, IEA’s target market (NWFPA
members with more than 250 employees) in food processing is 41,500 employees. NEEA also
provided Cadmus with estimate of the number of employees. Using these estimates and the
resulting market shares, Cadmus estimated the market shares for plants categorized at Level 3
(committed), Level 4 (practicing) or Level 5 (sustaining) engagement at various points in time.
Based on these estimates, it appears that as of May 2008, plants representing 20 percent of the
total market share (based on employment) is at engagement Levels 3 or above. Given that, IEA
has exceeded its goals for penetration in the food processing market. The market shares reported
in MPER#3 are based on a different set of data and also assumed a significantly smaller target
market size. Given that, the penetration rate estimates reported by in MPER#3 are not
comparable to those reported in MPER#4.
To provide insight into the trend in market penetration and actual adoption of CEI, by
engagement status, we used NEEA data to estimate penetration rates by engagement indicators at
various points of time in the past (Figure 6). As indicated by the graph, the overall penetration
rates appear to have leveled off. However, the data clearly indicate that the participating firms
are making progress in their adoption of CEI, as indicated by a relatively greater percentage of
participant plants functioning at a higher engagement level in May of 2008 than at the beginning
of 2007.
Figure 6. Food processing market penetration, by percentage of employees
25.0%
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(Level 5) Sustaining Practicing
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(Level 3) Committed
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In contrast, IEA’s progress in the pulp and paper market has been limited. As of May 2008, only
one mill was at the practicing level while four mills were at the committed level, as shown in
Figure 7. It should be noted that IEA reassessed their definition of the levels of engagement in
June of 2006, establishing a more rigorous definition. This reclassification resulted in only one
plant remaining listed as practicing. As reported in MPER#3, in June of 2007 three plants,
representing 12 percent of regional production, were shown to be at the practicing stage. Another
plant (4.1 percent) was at the committed stage. Per the market logic model (based on the NEEA
business plan goals), IEA expects to have ten mills practicing CEI by the end of 2009. Currently,
one plant is practicing, and three additional plants are committed. Based on the progress to date,
the data collected during the staff interviews, as well as our research on the current market
situation, Cadmus considers it extremely unlikely that IEA will meet its goal in the prescribed
time frame.
Figure 7. Pulp and Paper Market Penetration, by mill
6
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Number of Mills
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In addition to this general assessment of market progress, we present our findings for the
individual Market Progress Indicators below. Over the past three years, IEA has undergone
significant changes. As a result, the indicators designed to track its progress have changed with
it. Following several revisions to an initial set of Market Progress Indicators used for evaluating
market progress, MPER#3 put forth six revised Market Progress Indicators. However, given
IEA’s revised implementation strategy we see a need to adjust several of the indicators further.
Indicator #1: Percent of large Food Processing Firms (as measured in terms of employment
share) and Pulp and Paper Firm (as measured in terms of output capacity) that implement CEI.
Per the logic model, IEA’s goal by the end of 2009 is for 13 percent of the food processing
market (more than 250 employees) implementing and practicing CEI. For the purpose of this
evaluation, Cadmus considers all facilities at engagement level 3 or above to meet this threshold.
Based on the information contained in ITS, IEA is currently at an estimated 20 percent of market
share, exceeding this goal.
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In the pulp and paper sector, IEA’s goal is to have ten mills practicing CEI by the end of 2009.
As discussed earlier, four mills are currently at this level. Given this limited progress as well as
our findings regarding this market as part of the MPER, Cadmus considers it highly unlikely that
IEA will be able to meet its goal by the end of 2009.
IEA’s goal, as specified in the logic model, tracks market penetration by the number of mills
without accounting for their relative size. Given the large variation in output and therefore the
potential for energy savings among pulp and paper facilities, Cadmus considers goals that are
based on potential output as more appropriate. However, given the fact that IEA is not currently
using this approach in the logic model, and thus has not established a specific market share goal
except in the ACE model, our reporting will be limited to the number of plants only.
Indicator #2: Percent of Industrial Firms from non-targeted markets that implement CEI.
Given IEA’s primary focus on the Food Processing and Pulp and Paper markets and the lack of
any targeted intervention strategy intended to transform non-targeted markets, Cadmus does not
consider CEI implementation by non-targeted markets to be an important market progress
indicator at the present time. Furthermore, the specific definition of CEI used by IEA makes a
meaningful comparison of self-reported practice indicators challenging.
Therefore, Cadmus did not collect data on non-targeted markets for this MPER and recommends
suspending any reporting on this indicator for now. If IEA should widen its scope in the future,
this indicator might become relevant and data should be tracked accordingly. To collect these
data, Cadmus would need to conduct a statistically-significant survey of facilities in non-targeted
markets. However, at this point, the resources associated with such a data collection effort
exceed the usefulness of the data.
Indicator #3: Number of large (multi-facility) Food Processing or Pulp and Paper firms that
adopt CEI in plants or mills without IEA involvement.
Due to the specific definition of CEI used by IEA, collecting meaningful data to inform this
indicator is challenging. Given the recent changes in IEA’s strategy and more formalized
definitions of CEI as a product, Cadmus did not formally collect data for this indicator.
As currently defined, the indicators do not permit any IEA involvement. Especially in the pulp
and paper market, where IEA indicates having made at least initial contact with all 27 facilities,
this indicator is meaningless as each plant will have had at least a small amount of IEA
involvement. Also the current wording of the indicator is ambiguous as to the specific nature of
market transformation tracked. We therefore recommend rephrasing the indicator language and
creating two separate indicators to replace the old Indicator #3:
Number of large (multi-facility) Food Processing and Pulp and Paper participant firms
that adopt CEI at plant locations where IEA did not provide direct support.
Number of large (multi-facility) Food Processing and Pulp and Paper non-participant
firms that adopt CEI at plant locations where IEA did not provide direct support.
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The data needed to inform the evaluation of progress vis-à-vis these two indicators would be
collected as part of a TAFU that is targeted at the entire target market, not just firms/facilities at
the highest performance levels as was the case for MPER#4.
Indicator #4: Number of large Food Processing or Pulp and Paper firms that adopt CEI in
plants or mills outside the Northwest.
Based on information gathered during the staff interviews as well as a review of the logic
models, IEA management does not have specific goals and/or intervention strategies intended to
promote adoption of CEI outside of the region. While participant firm’s implementation of CEI
at plants located outside the region would provide one indicator for market transformation, we do
not believe that the information gathered would be worth expending the necessary resources,
given NEEA’s focus on the Northwest. Thus, we recommend suspending reporting on this
indicator.
Indicator #5: Percent of Northwest utility representatives that promote CEI as part of their
energy efficiency activities.
As currently worded, the indicator is too ambiguous and does not match with IEA’s logic model.
Therefore, we recommend the following alternative wording:
Percent of Northwest utility representatives with customers who are adopting CEI that
promote CEI as part of their energy efficiency activities.
Based on information collected as part of the Market Partner survey, five (31 percent) of the
sixteen surveyed utilities indicated that they supported and promoted CEI. Seven (43 percent)
reported not promoting CEI while the three remaining respondents (25 percent) indicated either
not being familiar with CEI or promoting the general concepts only. As familiarity with CEI
increases and the IEA continues building relationships in the region, Cadmus considers it likely
that the percentage of utility representatives promoting CEI will increase in the next year. To
assess progress, Cadmus will use the next Market Partner Survey to collect more conclusive data
on utilities’ practices of promoting CEI as well as their knowledge of and understanding of the
value offered by CEI.
Indicator #6: Trade associations in the target markets promote CEI.
NWFPA is currently promoting CEI in the food processing market. Based on our findings from
the TAFU and the Market Partner survey, IEA has been successful in making progress toward
this indicator in the food processing market. Due to the lack of a similar trade association for the
pulp and paper market, IEA’s logic model does not have a defined objective for pulp and paper
to create a partnership with a trade association at the present time.
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11.Conclusion and Recommendations
The overall conclusions, based on the data from this year’s evaluation activities, are organized
below in the following order: (1) improvements to IEA implementation, (2) challenges to IEA
success, (3) overall market progress, and (4) a summary of the savings.

Improvements to IEA Implementation
Overall, IEA management has effectively identified and leveraged the strengths of IEA. This has
been done in three key areas, which were identified in previous MPERs: (1) addressing resource
and staff coordination problems; (2) improving data collection, accessibility and quality; and (3)
improving communication.
IEA has made key revisions to the IEA logic model and staffing, resulting in a better articulation
of the implementation process and a more streamlined organization. First, IEA has assigned clear
responsibility to a limited number of NEEA internal staff (e.g., management, strategic marketing
and communications, product development, and implementation). Second, development of
market-specific logic models seems to have reduced uncertainty about IEA’s objectives, goals,
and key activities. These changes largely alleviated the past resource and staff coordination
problems, marketing challenges, insufficient product definition, and inadequate communication
with market partners, identified in MPER #1.
Marked improvements have been made to the data tracking and collection procedures through
the Industrial Tracking System (ITS) database, which was a significant challenge highlighted in
MPER#1 and #2. The amount and quality of data contained in ITS, as well as the usability of the
interface, have significantly improved compared with last year. In fact, for the first time in three
years, Cadmus was able to rely on ITS almost exclusively to inform the data collection activities
including the Target Audience Follow Up (TAFU) survey and site visits. However, we found
that there remain areas where additional quality improvements are called for—for instance, we
were unable to extract reliable employment data and an accurate portrayal of the two target
markets in ITS.
Another weakness IEA has addressed is communication with market partners. Compared to the
findings reported in MPER #2, the 2007 Market Partner Survey results clearly indicate better
communication, an appreciation of IEA’s role in helping utility representatives to do their jobs,
and a markedly more positive attitude toward their relationship with IEA. Another indicator of
IEA’s success in improving its relationship with market partners— particularly utilities— is the
fact that 94 percent of utility respondents no longer perceived the IEA activities as conflicting
with utility conservation programs’ goals and objectives,32 compared to 70 percent in the last
survey.

32

Detailed answers are available in Appendix C Table 14.
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Implementation Challenges
Though IEA has made significant improvements over the last year, important challenges remain.
First, per the goals set out in the logic model, not enough market partners (i.e. local utilities)
understand and promote CEI. Second, quantifying energy savings continues to be problematic as
participant firms and stakeholders are unable to sufficiently track energy savings and quantify
the value of CEI.
Despite a better relationship with utility representatives, utilities’ support for and promotion of
CEI is still limited, with more than half (56 percent) of surveyed utility representatives reporting
that they don’t promote CEI. Given the ultimate goal of transforming the two target markets,
IEA’s logic models rely heavily on the active support of local utilities. It is therefore imperative
that IEA work with these key market partners to improve their understanding of CEI and
encourage their promotion of CEI to the target markets that IEA has penetrated. The updated
logic models address this by including focused regional coordination activities (e.g., facilitation
of region-wide technical training) as well as marketing and communication efforts to ensure the
majority of utility staff can quantify the value and benefit of CEI. In addition, IEA has created
new marketing materials (printed messaging cards, new website, email, etc). Cadmus anticipates
being able to test for these messages, and thus identify progress toward IEA’s stated goals in the
logic models as part of next year’s evaluation activities. In theory, lack of effective support and
promotion of CEI by utility staff will results in a flatter market adoption curve and thus a slower
rate of market transformation. In reality, the true impact of this effect depends on the utility,
specifically how many customers they have in each market, whether these customers are
influential, directly or indirectly, in spreading CEI, and how much of the regional load the utility
serves. A more accurate assessment of the potential impact requires collection of utility-specific
data that has not been part of the implementation and evaluation plan so far.
While engagement with IEA improves participant firms’ energy tracking, we found that energy
tracking abilities are still insufficient for thoroughly quantifying energy savings. We note two
particular problem areas: (1) plants’ inability to measure energy savings from process change
“experiments,” and (2) plants’ and stakeholders’ inability to measure savings associated with
O&M and some capital improvements. Overall, the ability to measure and track energy use,
savings, and therefore the financial benefit of CEI, are instrumental to integrating CEI into
standard business practices.
First, the inability to measure energy savings during process “experiments” means that firms are
unable to optimize their processes to achieve the greatest amount of energy savings. Either firms
do not have sufficiently detailed metering, or they are unable to interpret the data from the
existing meters. We found that of the 15 facilities interviewed in the TAFU, only six had some
form of end use metering. Of these six, three were unable to calculate energy intensity metrics
from the collected data. To compensate for limited or missing equipment, facility respondents
reported using a number of experimental methods to gather the needed energy use data. For
instance, one respondent reported regularly decommissioning a large de-humidifier to isolate its
energy usage using utility software tracking tools. Apart from being inefficient and inaccurate,
these experiments are less viable during the harvest season, when food processors use the most
energy and have the least amount of time.
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Second, the lack of data on energy savings resulting from energy efficiency projects limits a
company’s ability to understand the full value of CEI and how this affects their bottom line.
Based on the TAFU interviews, we found that it was often difficult for firms to quantify savings
beyond the initial expected (or deemed) estimates. In particular, firms did not quantify savings
from O&M improvements, which rarely have deemed savings. While facilities reported
implementing O&M procedures, such as leak tag programs, none of the fifteen plants
interviewed as part of the TAFU was able to quantify O&M savings. Some plants mentioned
they might be able to quantify O&M if they had to, but did not see the value of doing so.
Continued changes to O&M procedures are an integral part of CEI. Plant’s inability to quantify
associated savings will potentially impact the sustainability of CEI in the long run. Moreover,
the absence of records at the plant on improved O&M procedures leads to serious challenges in
validating the O&M savings.
IEA has taken steps to address these issues. For example, a large metering demonstration project
is being implemented at a multi-facility food processing plant, as the first phase in introducing
more sophisticated metering company-wide. Efforts are also underway to develop a more
standardized methodology for estimating savings from improved O&M practices. This effort
includes developing a methodology to capture whole facility savings that will include the savings
from O&M and capital projects. Currently IEA is working on two approaches: first, developing a
detailed multivariate analysis of one plants energy savings and second, creating a monitoring,
tracking, and reporting system that provides a simpler savings analysis. Cadmus will review both
approaches upon their completion.

Market Progress
Food Processing
Over the past year and a half, IEA has refocused its scope to food processing and pulp and paper.
Specific to the food processing market, IEA’s focus has been limited to large33 Northwest Food
Processors’ Association (NWFPA) members. While IEA continued work with all other firms
already engaged with IEA at that point, targeting was limited to the stated target audience. Based
on the information presented in this report, IEA has made and is likely to continue to make
significant progress in penetrating this market. Per the logic model, IEA’s goal is to have 13
percent of large NWFPA members practicing CEI by the end of 2009. As of May 2008, IEA had
an estimated 20 percent penetration. Based on the data presented in this report, we find that
IEA’s strategy in the Food Processing market has been exceeding results in terms of penetration
rates, and they have succeeded in meeting their goal of 13 percent market penetration early.
The success in the food processing market is likely the result of a variety of factors. First, IEA
has effectively worked with the NWFPA to gain access to food processors and understand their
energy management needs. Second, the current market conditions have left the Food Processing
industry highly receptive to energy efficiency and CEI.

33

Food processing firms with more than 250 employees.
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The data collected from a review of literature, the Market Partner Survey, and the TAFU Survey
do not reveal any new trends in the food processing market compared to last year. However,
continued increases in competitive pressures, cost of raw materials, energy, and labor have
resulted in firms pursuing cost-cutting measures even more aggressively than last year. The
interest in managing energy costs is high as indicated by 70 percent (14 of 20 plants and
headquarters) of TAFU respondents, who mentioned being concerned about energy costs without
prompting. Feedback from utility representatives confirms this trend.
Our research further suggests that management of energy costs, while important, is not always
the key concern of firms in the two targeted markets. In Food Processing, food safety, input
prices, and complying with regulatory requirements are typically top of the list. The industry’s
interest in managing energy is frequently embedded under the umbrella of environmental/cost
issues that, due to rising environmental awareness, energy prices, and demand for “green”
products, has been gaining in importance over the past years. Based on information provided
during the staff interviews, NEEA management is already aware of this issue and is currently
working on developing communication approaches that target corporate decision makers and
facility staff separately.
Together, these factors resulted in engaged food processors actively implementing energy
efficiency programs, and valuing CEI. The TAFU data indicates that all but one facility reported
that CEI was valuable (the remaining plant was unsure), and all facilities reporting that IEA had
been helpful in their efforts to manage their energy costs. 34 Moreover, plants overwhelmingly
reported increasing their energy efficiency projects since engaging with IEA.
When CEI is systemic, as opposed to motivated by one individual, it is a more sustainable
practice. In the TAFU, we saw some evidence of sustainability. For example, we interviewed a
food processing plant manager, who was recently employed at a plant actively implementing
CEI. The outgoing plant manager’s support of CEI was instrumental in that plants’ success.
Despite the new manager’s limited time in the position, he was knowledgeable about the energy
team, supported CEI, and appeared capable and willing to continue CEI implementation.
Also anecdotal information provided by NEEA management indicates that IEA recently received
unsolicited inquiries from non-targeted firms that wanted to engage with IEA one of which
recently completed an EnVinta session. This evidence at least suggests initial elements of market
transformation occurring. Furthermore, the results from TAFU suggest that two multi-facility
food processing firms have extended CEI concepts to plants outside the region. (However, this
year’s data collection effort focused primarily on detecting change in the region.) While data like
these could be seen as early progress in transforming the market, there is still insufficient data to
credibly assess the degree of actual market transformation achieved by IEA.

Pulp and Paper
Comparatively, IEA’s penetration of the pulp and paper market has been limited. IEA’s stated
goal for this market is to have ten mills practicing CEI by the end of 2009. Cadmus believes that

34

See Appendix A, Table 4 and Table 6.
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IEA is unlikely to reach its stated goal in the pulp and paper market for two reasons—first, the
current market context does not appear to be particularly receptive for CEI and, second, IEA has
only successfully engaged four pulp and paper plants (three at Level 3 and one at Level 4) to
date.
Based on the data presented in this report, the current market climate in the pulp and paper
market does not appear to be very receptive to energy efficiency, due to a combination of severe
competitive pressures, increases in production inputs, and increasing environmental regulation.
The Northwest market has recently witnessed a wave of mergers and plant sell-offs intended to
strengthen large company’s market position. There is a clear trend of specializing in core
products rather than managing a suite of related pulp and paper products. These changes have
resulted in much uncertainty, staff turnover, and more conservative financial funding
requirements. Based on data from a 2008 survey35 of nine Northwest mills, short payback
periods remain significant barriers to energy efficiency. The survey further found that in extreme
cases, a continued increase in the cost of energy may lead to the closure of the mill rather than
adoption of more energy efficient measures and practices.
Per information collected as part of the staff interviews, IEA management identified the previous
practice of pursuing an ad hoc strategy to adopting CEI as problematic and ineffective. To
address this problem, IEA has adopted a more comprehensive approach similar to that
successfully used in the Food Processing market.
Other issues identified by IEA management include a current lack of a cohesive product and
value proposition for pulp and paper companies, as well as an associated strategy of partnering
up with influential trade organizations in this market. IEA management indicated that they are
currently working on addressing both; however, implementation is not expected until the end of
2008. While the food processing market seems to indicate early signs of market transformation,
Cadmus has not been able to document similar trends in the pulp and paper market to date. Per
the market logic model, IEA expects to have 10 mill practicing CEI by the end of 2009. Based on
the progress to date, the data collected during the staff interviews as well as our research on the
current market situation, Cadmus considers it unlikely that IEA will meet its goal in the
prescribed time frame.

Energy Savings
In 2007, Cadmus conducted 26 facility savings reviews to validate the market effects of IEA and
to estimate the impacts of its offerings on the implementation of energy efficient measures and
practices at the plant level. However, due to insufficient or lacking data, Cadmus was only able
to develop savings estimate for nine food processing and one pulp and paper facility. Combining
these savings estimates with those reported in MPER#3, Cadmus was able to validate 1.61 aMW
of savings that had been implemented by the end of 2007. Of these savings, the majority (1.09
aMW) resulted from capital projects (0.79 aMW were incented and 0.30 aMW were unincented). The remaining 0.52 aMW were from Operation and Maintenance activities.

35

Fenske. “Energy Savings Potential and Propensity of the Northwest Pulp and Paper Industry,” April 2008.
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In addition, Cadmus identified 6.11 aMW of estimated future savings for 2008 through 2010.
However, due to the sharp increase in ongoing and planned capital projects identified in this
round of site visits compared to those last year, Cadmus anticipates the completion of additional
projects not yet captured in this estimate. The majority of these estimated future savings (3.52
aMW) are expected in the Food Processing market.

Recommendations
Following are our recommendations:
 A significant portion of IEA’s strategy involves improving O&M practices. However,
lack of consistent data collection protocols and a standardized methodology have made
estimating and validating O&M-related savings difficult. Given the importance and
complexity of these issues, Cadmus recommends that NEEA hold one or multiple
workshops with NEEA and evaluation staff to develop such methodologies.
 IEA should provide more assistance to end use customers interested in installing end use
metering as well as provide training on the use and analysis of data.
 Continue to improve data quality contained in ITS. Specifically, add all NWFPA
members to ITS including updated employment estimates to enable ongoing monitoring
of market progress by the implementation and evaluation team.
o IEA should develop a clear definition for each of its two markets using a
reproducible methodology and data. In the absence of current and relevant
production estimate for each plant, Cadmus recommends that IEA continue to use
the number of employees for Food Processing and the amount of output capacity
(as published for instance by Lockwood & Post) for the Pulp and Paper market.
 The current goals lack sufficient definition, and are not consistent across the ACE model
and the logic model. We recommend that NEEA management clarify each goal.
Specifically:
o IEA’s goal in pulp and paper, as specified in the logic model, tracks market
penetration by the number of mills without accounting for their relative size.
Given the large variation in output and therefore the potential for energy savings
among pulp and paper facilities, Cadmus recommends IEA adopt a goal that is
tied to output. (in terms of potential output). However, until IEA establishes such
a goal, it is meaningless for Cadmus to report progress in terms of the percent of
market share.
As IEA launches its new marketing campaign, IEA should keep detailed records of this effort to
allow the evaluation team to validate the effectiveness of this activity vis-à-vis the goals stated in
the logic models.

36

6.11 aMW represents an estimate subject to change pending new data from site visits or similar efforts.
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Appendix A: Target Audience Follow Up Survey
Tabulated Results
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37

Introduction

Table 1. Do you currently have an energy champion/energy team? If not, do you have plans

of putting one in place?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
No
No Response
Total

Plant
(n=15)
15
0
0
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
5
0
0
5

Table 2. (IF COMPANY HAS ENERGY CHAMPION) Do you/did you receive any outside

funding to help pay for the energy champion?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
No
No Response
Total

Plant
(n=15)
1
14
0
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
0
5
0
5

IEA Relationship
Table 3. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being very good and 5 being poor), how would you rate

your company’s current relationship with IEA?
Number of Responses
Response
1 (very good)
2
3
4
5 (poor)
Total

37

Plant
(n=15)
5
9
1
0
0
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
2
3
0
0
0
5

After the first interview we adjusted the survey instrument to better capture results. Therefore, for some questions
there is a “No Response”.
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Table 4. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being very helpful and 5 being poor), how helpful do you

consider IEA and its offerings to be in your company’s efforts managing energy costs?
Number of Responses
Response
1(very helpful)
2
3
4
5(poor)
Total

Plant
(n=15)
5
8
2
0
0
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
3
2
0
0
0
5

Table 5. You have been implementing Continuous Energy Improvement at your facility for

some time now. What are the main benefits of Continuous Energy Improvement for your
company?
Responses
Well I guess the main benefit would be reduce the amount of money we are spending on energy, reduce costs, um, yeah I guess, that this is
what we want to get from it.
Well to me it is a people thing as people understand energy consumption around them they can shout it out and do things in real time and do
something about, continually educating people that this is the major costs we have to fight to keep the business and keep our jobs and we can
give them the tools
Well, any time you save energy you increase your competitiveness, your ability to maintain and to stay in business, my opinion that is the
primary reason to save energy.
I am going to say to keep the focus in front of us all the time
The main benefit is not the focus just on the change and say we did good and walk away, the main goal is to make it a continuous effort, to
constantly be aware of energy consumption and potential energy savings, not to have complacency in energy management.
Well, obviously if we can get consumption down there is a dollar value associated with it that is important, more important or at least as
important is awareness of every employee that they can use at home and in daily lives, it is an evolution, we got a lot of people that are really in
tune and others are getting there
A little bit, for the company it is an overall competitive edge if you can continue to improve energy costs and decrease btu per pound, then you
can continue to compete
There are several, energy costs are so high now, anything we can do to cut costs is positive. Not only that, but when I try to do something like
that I try to bring a team in and make them aware of costs, we have gifts we give to people that have created energy savings. A big thing you
can look at it is good to keep employees informed and focused on keeping costs down.
Um just the main benefits I see here is to reduce the cost of goods for the plant, and for society is to be moving more towards the green initiative
I am not familiar with CEI, it makes sense I guess but I don’t really know what that is.
Main ones: for us it is sustainability of the company, once you put them (the measures) in place they are there forever, viability in costing. The
one biggest one, we are trying to be a greener company on a bigger picture, we push recycled products. The third thing is reliability we look at a
process we are finding issues with the maintenance, we may go into and fix this cause it is wasting energy but if we go with it also is increasing
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our reliability for certain things. This has increased quality and that has been a hidden advantage.

Well definitely there is cost savings. There are also hidden savings. Here you have an outside force that helps structure the company, gives the
internal workings of the company a new vision and a new process I think those are the good benefits.

Awareness and focus, and it actually prompted our corporate energy people to bring in consultants to get involved and get us technical
assistance and funding from corporate and to help us get utility incentives. We now have the corporate engineering, PROPER NAME with
COMPANY and UTILITY, and that helps a whole lot.
Just improved awareness and I believe we are seeing the benefits, changing the focus of our energy how we use energy and how we monitor
and track.
Well probably the biggest thing is help us organize into teams and formalize strategies and goals, we have conducted an EnVinta at each facility
and this helps us to baseline our facility and continue to follow up with us, help reduce energy, we also have demonstration projects.
Lower operating costs.
Main benefits are, one, is obviously cost control, and also working on sustainability side, how you look to environmental controls
Well at this point it helps us kept the focus on it, in the past we have done programs we have started and then they die off setting up committees
goals and responsibilities they help us keep it practical and ongoing rather than short process action team do a problem then disband, ongoing
effort
Well in a way we have been beginning it, at the TOWN NAME plant we have been working with UTILITY and we have done 20 projects. Things
like VFDs and control systems, and some of those we have worked with the IEA. Well for us it is part if plant operational cost it helps us on a
competitive basis. We have stewardship values, so we minimize waste and this corresponds to us. It means doing something more efficiently,
having more or better output for the same cost, as the energy costs have doubled at some plants, like natural gas.

Table 6. In your opinion, have your efforts in implementing CEI been worth your time

and/or money?
Number of Responses
Response
a) Yes – Definitely, high value
b) Yes – Pretty good value
c) Yes – But only just barely
worth it
d) No - Not worth the time or
money [probe for details]
Don't know
Total
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Plant
(n=15)
10
4

Headquarters
(n=5)
2
2

0

0

0
1
15

0
1
5
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Management Decision Making
Table 7. Next, I was hoping you could explain how corporate decisions are typically made in

your company, especially with regards to energy use and the management thereof. [Probe
for indicators of corporate investments, decision to have an energy champion, policies &
procedures, or maybe HR policies (energy champion, better and more training, etc.]
Number of Responses*
Response
Base decisions on audit information and high energy
use equipment
Bottom line/IRR/Payback Period
Key Individual Inspires Change
Corporate Initiative
Amount of capital needed
Total
*Respondents could have more than one answer

Plant
(n=15)

Headquarters
(n=5)

1
10
2
3
3
19

0
3
0
2
2
7

Table 8. Has your company invested in any capital improvement projects to increase energy

efficiency? How was that decision to invest/not invest made? What was taken into
consideration?
Responses
As far as ,well, the way we normally manage the energy projects is that the majority of those are done on a
profit enhancement schedule, if they met the hurdle rate of payback in two years, we will move forward, and if
it is more then we put it into profit sustaining project, it would be prioritized this way, the majority of projects
have been done as profit enhancement projects because of this.
A couple years ago a million and a half to bring an electric boiler back on line, more efficient, you will find
82%, gas, electric, 98 or 99 % efficient, we did it, it was primarily cost savings,
No answer
We have funding for a plant blancher heat recovery heat exchanger, we also have approval for additional
metering, this is just to give us, and no this is to give us data on certain pieces of equipment, primarily the
boiler, and then the brix meter that we are looking on installing manual water control, and it would become
automatic water control
We are looking at going to a major refrigeration upgrade, automated programmable controllers on all
compressors so they can synchronize and install VFDs run by central PLC monitoring on the refrigeration
system of the plant, that is on to the biggest, we are also implementing a ligh ting project we have a lot of cold
storage LED fixtures. We did not have very many (capital projects) before this, mostly related to maintenance
were our capital projects, not energy.
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As a company, yes, at this factory, one we have some investing in FY 09 in refrigeration and compressed air,
we have got some gas burner controls, pretty big, so far we have done awareness, communicating how much
it costs to have a leak, fixing up systems, replacing motors to high efficiency, replaced several motors. The
way we made the decision was that monies were made available to us, each factory has this many dollars,
you come up with projects, then we (HQ) will make the decision, in addition, we were told last year not only do
you have that if you have any project that is going to get a good return don’t hesitate to bring it forward, the
criteria? Well, relative to paybacks, is it CE, energy takes more time to see a payback and that is accounted
for, also ease of implementation, things like that
Simply a cost thing, primarily a good way of many ways to reduce costs. We are opportunistic.
Lighting in the corn room last year, this year hopefully soon we are doing lights T-5 in green bean room, they
have done some insulation right before I got here on hot water line s and steam lines looking to do insulation
on ammonia lines, some just got finished up,
We have submitted some, but we haven’t gotten approvals, only in house, we did some, we were looking at
some lighting changes, some processing changes as far as cooling, some other programs going, that we
have energy team, big difference now, this is the down time, now is the time for our thinking, we hope to
initiate these ideas as we get into the processing season.
Lighting projects, we are looking at a new compressor with a VFD, when I am looking at the information I am
looking for, well, basically we have three different options: we have pump cycling out, replace the pump side
of the compressor and we keep motor, second is a new frequency drive compressor, if it is 40 thousand we
can get a bunch of incentives from the different utilities which will help us on money, COMPANY NAME is
looking at an analysis of incentives and savings, so then we will know, will it be worth it? IEA would do an
analysis for us and help us, but COMPANY NAME has already done it, UTILITY EMPLOYEE NAME would
too.
Lighting projects, now they did high speed roll up doors in cold storage in FY 08, we are also looking at air
compressors putting in air compressor refrigerator dryer for FY 09, two more lighting projects, we are planning
on doing in FY 09.
No capital—right now our company is doing no capital beyond basic things, but it will change in the future. We
went from one to three companies, it was a stop regroup process when you do that, from a small to a large
company, there are things you don’t anticipate, so we will be regrouping for a year or so, we can’t keep
spending. There are capital expenditure requests we can fill out if we can show we can save money and it
goes to corporate. We look at the payback. I see that in the future we will have more capital projects, that will
be improving, there is support at top, Medford’s using IEA, there is a huge focus on energy and recycling at
the corporate level.
Capital and Expense Projects to date: PM #1 Vacuum Pump Replacement, PM High Pressure Shower
Upgrade, PM #1 Seal Pit Pump to VFD, Steam Traps, PM #1 Headbox Shower re-design - compressed air
savings, Belt cleaners installed on Powerhouse conveyors - air savings, Replaced compressed air mixer with
mechanical mixer, Insulate and “shrink” air conditioned Server Room, Shutoff PM #1 Winder Trim Fan when
not in use, Insulate/plug several walls, openings and duct openings, Initiated Lighting upgrades or reduced
hours of use, Outside Powerhouse Lights, Paper Machine Basement, Maintenance Shops, Warehouses tough to change culture, Scoped out Compressed Air Management System, Submitted 100 HP savings
project for PM #1 Fan Pump. [list taken from ppt.]Mainly rate of return, payback, on a couple of those we were
opportunistic, the vacuum pump failed we needed to replace it, the easy decision is to order the same, but we
said lets spend the time and monitor what we need and we were fortunate they fast tracked the project, we
had to slow down the machine, on a temp basis we limped around for 8 weeks, what appeared after the
analysis is they put them in and one of them needed more energy and one didn’t need it so it was kind of a
little back and forth , so again that is something one of my goals, which isn’t super formal, one of my goals
was to have something like ENERGY CHAMPION had but safety quality included too and rank the projects
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more of a professional way
Freezer work, lighting, we looked at pay back. We also replaced fixed drive with VFDs at F ACILITY NAME,
FACILITY NAME I think you got this from PROPER NAME, we are doing a productivity study, looking at our
productivity and seeing how our energy use will be used. We do this to get pounds per kwh, basically we
might see.. to be honest it will concentrate on one line at a time, each line will be aware of how it is utilized
how it ramps up and how it ramps down, how the staff is utilized how we schedule wash downs, concentrate
more on that type of that process, not only it is kind of a win win asp ect it not only how we utilize energy but
how productive on time we are too.
We have motors, we get penalized for inefficiencies for our reactive power, and we have worked to correct
that, and that is almost done, well there is some we are in the process of doing. We are going to replace high
pressure sodium lamps to fluorescents, we have a big refrigeration system and computer control to optimize
the controls, we are going to change how we operate air compressors, and add storage and let them cycle off
and on, it takes the human element out of it, we have seven compressors and will be optimized to have the
quickest load, once or twice a day. We are also motors that run all the time we are putting VFDs so we can
save electricity on demand charges, another project in process, we added high efficiency boilers before we
added economizers, so we saved energy there.
Yes. We based the decision on the two numbers above [Interviewer note: Respondent was referring to IRR
and payback period]
We have (there are more than a dozen plants so didn’t have specifics) Well, number one is energy savings,
meeting the IRR but also for public reception, greenhouse gas footprint, employee engagement, reducing
costs
Capital investment are part of what we do already. What I felt with the energy committee is they could
generate the idea, the whole idea of spending at different plants, there are low hanging fruit that they can get,
and once they do those and now that they have some kind of idea they can present projects and have some
influence on projects, projects with pay back, but that is what we are doing, we are trying to go to the next
step (from low lying fruit to capital projects)
Yes we have had some small projects, we have 2 or 3 large lighting projects in the plan. One has been
approved, we have a boiler stack economizer project that came form the energy team, at each plant we are
trying to support, spread the dollars, I think they look at who has done the low lying fruit, all the plants have
been successful at getting the low lying fruit, CORPORATE ENGINEER NAME has attended meeting at all
plants oversaw and made sure they weren’t missing ideas that one plant was looking at we had an energy
summit, maybe 2 or 3 months back, we got all the facilities and the plant managers we had an idea sharing
here each plant covered the area they were focusing on the projects they were working on and the ideas they
were using trying to identity the prime areas to save energy.
FACILITY NAME has a very large lighting project that will be approved within the next week, we have all the
numbers, looking back to energy credits, factoring in the rebates, capture them, quite a large project, we have
lumped 6,7,8 lighting project together, 240,000 dollars, out of pocket is 140,000. what percent is FACILITY
NAME, maybe a third. No the rest of them has been R&M.
We have done a number of capital projects already. We are using IEA for O& M projects, to get the
awareness and the energy champions and get them aware of the energy usage and implement the energy
teams.
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Table 9. Has there been a change in corporate decision making with regards to investing in

capital improvement projects targeted at improving energy efficiency since working with
the IEA? How has IEA changed corporate decision making? [also reference back to
answers for Q8]
Number of Responses
Response
Yes-more aware
Yes--investing more
money
Yes
No
I don't know
Total

Plant
(n=15)
3
2
7
1
2
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
1
0
1
3
0
5

Organizational Development
Table 10. Would you please describe any training or education efforts your company has

implemented related to energy efficiency?
Response
Well, we are focused on implementing an energy awareness program, with a range of doing 5-10 minutes of energy trainings
at the monthly crew meetings. We have implemented them here at COMPANY NAME and we will soon at the others. We are
currently looking to have energy subcommittees, they are mostly higher level management now but we would like to have
subcommittee of operators and mechanics to push awareness onto the floor, and we are currently working on implementing
that, we are trying to get energy scoreboards where we can put energy topics, and good things to know about energy,
In safety meeting’s (described previous) we see where the IEA is involved in training compressed air, I went to training with
some people this year we sent more people to level 2, we have sent people to motor training, steam system training CA
blowers fans and efficiently training we have training for machines and boilers and see if they are running steam traps, when we
have a loss, how much loss are we talking about, training
On a Monthly basis I spend 3-5 days in a facility doing surveys and training, we have incorporated “Save Energy Now” from
DOE and I have been having maintenance managers meet in one plant doing a plant survey, doing an action plan for all
plants—I do assessment walking through the plants
We had an energy awareness kick off to all our employees talking about our energy users and part of this kick off meeting we
gave them all a CFL light bulb next we will be doing the compressed air training to all employees as people have time and are
available. We are running some through DOE sponsored courses, refrigeration steam,
Yeah we are we haven’t done general training at the workforce level, I have received training in refrigeration best practices,
some refrigeration guys have gotten trained too, we have an energy co-champion, he was just hired and he is trained in energy
efficiency. We are training our specialized people, and then we are heading towards training general workforce, by bringing up
energy awareness, that while in the process we need to pay attention to energy costs, all across the board. Supervisors and
management know now how energy fits in, how we are doing this. We are introducing a leak tag, we will formalize it in a couple
months, we are in line for low lying fruit, and then we are also planning to bring POWER COMPANY in to explain billing and
demand charges and begin awareness of the CFLs as an alternative, you know, things like that
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Well, we have used IEAs training documents for the most part at this factory for instance I personally gave an hour long
presentation on our direction our goals show they might impact, how they could use the CFLs passed out, we have taken
advantage of the tool box, we have impromptu meetings on floor, there is also classes that come up periodically where we send
people to the classes, hydraulics, some are IEA, some aren’t
They have done some, a class on ammonia compressors that has been the main thing that I am aware of, there are classes
and seminars that I am not aware of, electrical classes, training about lighting, we might send them to, to get information
Board in lunch room, we also have supervisor level energy committee representatives from each dept. and we have had our
own PP presentation showing energy use and trying to educate starting with members of committees, and a couple of pie
graphs of electric versus gas usage, you know, what is the bottom line, carrots take up more energy compared to peas. We are
getting down to the line worker, general plant people, we will improve this year over last year
Compressed airs training, ammonia training, and that we will send employees out for training, we had three other employees,
from our site, there was represented of all the training, we don’t have a lot of training at this facility we have stuff available to us
driven by employees.
Yeah we have put together some stuff, last year we had a safety energy fair, we had basically booths from the different
vendors, IEA came down and did a general booth, lots of people come to booths and try to promote energy efficiency, ETO was
there, people asked questions, We have also promoted energy awareness, through IEA and Pacific power we sent people to
CA training, we sent 3-4 employees to motor class also.
We have the energy board, we have a contest for energy ideas, we had two luncheons with the whole plant, we brought the
plants down and we ask questions we give them information where we save money, energy in your home, a lot of questions out
of the tool box people being aware, keeping off the lights, bring it up.
I would say it has been minimal we haven’t kicked that off to the level I have envisioned, I would say my challenge is putting the
information in a format that is simple and clear and relate to their individual situation if they are used to looking at steam flow
measurements, if we say lets save this it fogs over in their mind, we have 2 or 3 things in their mind, to connect dollars to
measurement, that is what we have planned, we are planning non putting together a steam leak or air leak station so we can
show them what the leak looks like, they have offered assistance there, that is not an area that I need assistance in, we are
capable of doing it, they seeded it in our minds, we bounce ideas of it takes sense for us to take it
(one hour training and communication session on energy plan for all employees—training for pumping systems, compressed
air, vacuum systems, steam traps, lighting) Probably the other one is I write a paycheck and I put a one page blurb and in every
fourth one I mention sustainability and energy, I mention that, that is what we have had, we may have a reminder or kind of an
updated thing here is where we were, here is where we are at, going forward, we need help, simple stuff, 10 mechanic turn off
lights, main message to employees is to treat work like home
Generally, what we are doing more is utilizing charts, showing employees our energy base. We have been able to capture data
on gas and electricity and analyze the charts, look at time studies for energy use and how we utilize energy throughout the day.
We are teaching them the cost of kwh and how that translates for different types of equipment. We are also making another
training. Lunch time we have slide shows on progress we are making and open a different focus on the floor level on what we
are trying to accomplish, also at a personal level, with individuals at home realizing what things cost
Awareness trainings for boiler operators, don’t know that it is anything to brag about.
Um, well we have done a few things, to improve our EE, we have had the utilities come in and train about reading utility bills
and how to understand them , trainings on ultrasonic tools to make equipment efficient.
Yeah, IEA has helped a lot with training, coordinating training, we are still short of where we want to be, yes, but typically we
have done stuff in conjunction with them, we will put on a certification class, sometimes they will
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We did a lot of basic trainings through IEA. We haven’t on energy, we haven’t kept up with most of the stuff we did, I will have
to say, that the concepts of CEI are good, it has remained a priority for us.
Yes, well the training is to get down to the plant level, to help people, it doesn’t do any good to have energy champions to have
all the knowledge, you need to get the knowledge to the people that can make a difference, how we can get their awareness
Training and education well, we of course IEA came in initially worked with the energy team, went through the Envinta process,
and I call that some training because it got our team focused on energy what things we do well and what we don’t do well,
helped us boil all our needs into the five critical areas to be successful with CEI, set up they went to a Compresed Air seminar,
(sponsored by IEA), IEA was the primary sponsor, lets see , there has been some others with the energy champion as far as Emanager, look at daily results and analyze, IEA STAFF NAME worked with POWER UTILITY STAFF NAME on that
We have with the energy teams, we have more to do, we have refrigeration courses, we have boiler operational courses, we do
additional audits on the boilers, we are working with UNIVERSITY NAME on that,

Table 11. How has the IEA supported or been involved in these efforts?
Number of Responses*
Response
Ideas, topics
Materials
Involved in energy
team meetings
Did outreach
programs for
employees
Answered questions
A supporting partner
Have not been
involved
Provided model that
could be customized
Provided training or
were involved
No response
Total

Plant
(n=15)
4
6

Headquarters
(n=6)
0
0

3

2

2
1
0

0
0
2

0

1

1

0

5
1
22

3
0
8

*Respondents could have more than one answer
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Table 12. Would you have implemented these trainings/efforts without the IEA?
Number of Responses*
Response
Yes
Yes but to a
lesser extent or a
later time
Not sure
No

Plant
(n=15)
0

Headquarters
(n=5)
0

9
1
4

3
0
1

No response/Not
applicable
1
1
Total
15
5
*Respondents can have more than one answer

Table 13. Have you noticed any results from this training effort [projects, awareness,

other]?
Number of Responses*
Response
More aware of fixing and
maintaining equipment
Awareness
Running machines more
efficiently
People have more skills
Turning off lights
Coming up with Ideas
"Culture" Change
No noticeable results yet
Not Applicable
Total

Plant
(n=15)

Headquarters
(n=5)

5
4

1
3

2
2
2
2
2
1
0
20

1
0
0
2
0
0
1
8

*Respondents could have more than one answer
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Process
Table 14. Before the EnVinta 1-5 session, had you participated in a formal assessment?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
No
Don't know
No response/Not
applicable
Total

Plant
(n=15)
1
9
3

Headquarters
(n=5)
0
5
0

2
15

0
5

Table 15. Before the EnVinta 1-5 session, did you have an energy plan?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes, formal
Yes, informal
No
Don't know
Not applicable
Total

Plant
(n=15)
0
2
9
3
1
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
2
2
1
0
0
5

Table 16. What was your perception of the EnVinta process and its outcomes?
Number of Responses*
Plant
Response
(n=15)
Overall, it was a useful, good
process
6
It helped identify weak points
6
It helped identify strengths
2
It broadened awarness of our
energy use
3
It wasn't specific enough for our
processes or complex product mix
2
Don't know
3
No response
1
Not applicable
1
Total
24
*Respondents could have more than one answer
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Headquarters
(n=5)
3
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
7
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Table 17. How did you/your company use the results of the assessment? [Probe for details

and see if they bring up 5 key issues, action plan. Did the assessment result in establishment
of metrics or KPIs? Also discern if they came up with their own plan, used IEA to develop
a plan, or don’t have a plan etc.]
Number of Responses*
Response
Developed metrics
Developed energy plan
Increased awareness
Addressed 5 key issues
Started implementing energy strategy and/or
training
Don't know
No response
Not applicable
Total
*Respondents could have more than one
answer

Plant
(n=15)
6
7
3
2

Headquarters
(n=5)
1
3
1
1

4
5
1
1
29

1
1
0
0
8

Table 18. How did the results of the assessment change your company’s planning and

strategy towards managing energy use/costs?
Number of Responses*
Response
Increased corporate commitment
Energy became a higher priority
Energy became a more prominent factor in capital
project evaluation
Increased awareness
Formalized an energy strategy
No changes
Don't know
No response
Not applicable
Total
*Respondents could have more than one answer
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Plant
(n=15)
1
2
3
4
2
0
5
1
1
19

Headquarters
(n=5)
0
0
1
1
2
1
1
0
0
6
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Table 19. Do you currently have an Action Plan?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes, formal
Yes, informal
No
Don't Know
No Response
Total

Plant
(n=15)
7
6
1
0
1
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
4
1
0
0
0
5

Table 20. What role did IEA play in forming that Action Plan?
Number of Responses
Response
Helped a lot (e.g. formulating plan)
Helped some (e.g. as a resource
and guide)
Will help us develop a plan
Don't know
No response
Total

Plant
(n=15)
5
4
1
4
1
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
2
2
0
1
0
5

Management Metrics (a.k.a. KPIs)38
Table 21. Do you meter your energy use? At what level?
Plant
Response
(n=15)
Main building meters (some
with limited sub-metering in
addition)
13
End Use Meters (includes
plants with limited end use
metering)
6
Software system
6
Real time monitoring
5
Total
30
Respondents may have more than one
answer

38

The metering questions are generally plant specific, and we only report plant responses in this section for clarity.
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Table 22. How do you record the data? (electronically or manually—if manual, How often?)
Plant
(n=15)
Electronically
10
Software
6
Electronic and manual
3
Manual
1
No response
1
Total
20
Respondents may have more than one
answer
Response

Table 23. What do you do with the data collected?

Response
Plot or graph the information
Look for unusual activity and troubleshoot
Reduce variance in usage
Look at in Energy Team, production team
or management meetings
Analyze usage to see how to change
operations for greater efficiency
Goes to Accounting Department
Used to make general decisions about
energy management
Use to evaluate capital improvements
Use to track--costs, usage, progress
towards energy goals
Not Applicable
Total
Respondents may have more than one
answer
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Plant
(n=15)
1
3
1
5
6
1
2
1
4
0
24
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Table 24. Who keeps track of the data collected?

Response
Plant Staff (Excluding administration)
Computerized system that many
people use
Administrative staff
Corporate Office Staff
Not Applicable
Total
Respondents may have more than
one answer

Plant
(n=15)
9
1
4
1
0
15

Table 25. When did you start collecting this data?

Response
Six months or less
Seven months to one and a
hafl years
One and a half years to three
years
Three to Five years
More than five years
Don't know
Not Applicable
Before IEA
Total

Plant
(n=15)
2
3
1
3
2
0
2
2
15

Table 26. How does the data collected help your company make decisions about energy use?

Response
Look at operations for opportunity
Manage cost
Maintenance decisions
Capital project planning
Explore ideas and troubleshoot
problems
Look for trends and analyze
usage based on production
Raise awareness
Not applicable
Total
Respondents may have more
than one answer
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Plant
(n=15)
7
2
3
4
1
0
0
0
17
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Table 27. Do you share the data with IEA?

Response
Yes
No
Not sure if we
have
No response
Total

Plant
(n=15)
13
1
1
0
15

Table 28. Has the IEA assisted you in measuring and tracking your energy use? How?

Response
Yes
Some
No
Don't know
Total

Plant
(n=15)
9
0
5
1
15

Table 29. What challenges have you faced in measuring your energy use?
Plant
(n=15)

Response
Buy-in from employees at
operational level
Communication
Lack of Time
Lack proper metering equipment
Interpreting energy data
Total

1
3
1
11
7
23

Respondents may have more than one answer

Table 30. Has IEA assisted you with these challenges?

Response
Yes
Some
No
Don't Know
No Response
Total
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Plant
(n=15)
9
2
2
1
1
15
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Table 31. Before engaging with the IEA, how did you measure and track your energy

consumption?

Response
Tracked through utility bill or accounting
No measurement or tracking
Same as before
KPIs or other metric, but limited use
No Answer
Total

Plant
(n=15)
5
4
5
0
1
15

Table 32. What metering/monitoring capability would you like to add to your plant to help

you better manage your energy use?

Response
More Meters
Metering at process or enduse level
Real-time monitoring
None
Don't know
No Answer
Total

Plant
(n=15)
2
10
1
0
1
1
15

Operation and Maintenance
Table 33. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being no change, 5 being significant change), how would

you rate the change in employee awareness of energy efficiency since working with the
IEA?
Number of Responses
Response
1) no change
2
3
4
5) significant
change
No Response
Total

Plant
(n=15)
0
4
5
5
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0
1
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
0
0
3
2
0
0
5
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Table 34. Has this awareness led to changes on the shop floor? Please describe.
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Total

Plant
(n=15)
15
0
0
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
5
0
0
5

Table 35. Changes Described:
Number of Responses*
Plant
Response
(n=15)
Turn off lights or install energy
efficient ones
10
Notice and fix leaks
7
Accurately sizing equipment
2
Turn off unnecessary equipment
8
More energy project ideas
3
Changed production cycle
2
Total
30
*Respondents could have more than one answer

Headquarters
(n=5)
0
2
0
1
0
1
3

Table 36. Has your company implemented any improvements to your Operations &

Maintenance practices? Could you describe them?
Number of Responses*
Plant
Headquarters
Response
(n=15)
(n=5)
Steam trap audit
4
0
Leak tag program
11
3
Lighting
4
0
Don't know
2
1
No response
1
0
Total
22
4
*Respondents could have more than one answer
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Table 37. Of the improvements named, which of these would you consider a formal

program? (for example, a formal leak detection program for compressed air)
Number of Responses*
Plant
Headquarters
Response
(n=15)
(n=5)
Formal leak tag
8
2
Formal steam trap
1
0
Preventative
maintenance
2
0
Formal off-peak
lighting
2
0
None are formal
4
1
Don't know
0
2
No response
2
0
Total
19
5
*Respondents could have more than one answer

Table 38. Of the improvements named, which ones are due to IEA assistance/involvement?

Response
Leak tag program
Lights
All improvements
Indirect help and
support
None
Don't know
No response
Total

Number of Responses
Plant
Headquarters
(n=15)
(n=6)
5
0
1
0
2
0
4
1
2
2
15

5
0
0
0
5

Table 39. Do you keep track of and/or document adjustments/repairs you make? Of

behavior changes in the plant?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
Somewhat
No
No response
Total
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Plant
(n=15)
7
5
1
2
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
4
0
1
0
5
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39

Table 40. Are you able to quantify energy savings from your O&M improvements? How?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
No
Total

Plant
(n=15)
0
15
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
0
5
5

Capital Projects
Table 41. Has your involvement with IEA resulted in any capital projects?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes, all
Yes, some
No
Don't know
Not applicable
No response
Total

Plant
(n=15)
2
8
2
2
1
0
15

Headquarters
(n=6)
0
2
2
0
0
1
5

Table 42. How did IEA support these projects?
Number of Responses*
Plant
Headquarters
(n=15)
(n=5)
Suggestions and awareness
6
2
Encouragement
3
0
Acted as resource
4
1
IEA did not have a role
2
0
Don't Know/No Response
6
4
Total
21
7
*Respondents could have more than one answer
Response

39
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Table 43. Would you have done these capital improvement projects without IEA assistance?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
Yes but to a lesser extent or a
later time
Not sure
No
Not Applicable
Total

Plant
(n=15)
1
2
7
3
2
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
1
1
1
1
1
5

Table 44. Would you have implemented these projects at the same time if IEA had not been

involved?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
No
Not Sure
No response
Total

Plant
(n=15)
3
6
4
2
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
0
3
1
1
5

Table 45. Did your utility support these projects (incentives/ technical assistance)?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
Only on some projects
No
Don't know
Not applicable
Total

Plant
(n=15)
10
0
3
1
1
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
2
2
0
0
1
5

Table 46. Have you been able to quantify the energy savings from these projects? How? If

not, why not? (CAPITAL)
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
No
Not Applicable
Total
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Plant
(n=15)
11
2
2
15

Headquarters
(n=6)
2
1
2
5
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Both Capital and O&M
Table 47. Has your experience with IEA caused you to pursue additional energy savings

opportunities on your own?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
No
Not Sure
Total

Plant
(n=15)
10
1
4
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
3
2
0
5

Table 48. Since engaging with IEA, have you increased and/or accelerated the number of

EE projects?
Number of Responses
Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Total

Plant
(n=15)
14
0
1
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
4
1
0
5

Table 49. How many of them were funded at least partially by utility incentives?
Number of Responses
Plant
Response
(n=15)
All
1
Some
2
Most
8
None
1
Not applicable
1
Not sure/No response
2
Total
15
note: includes in progress projects
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Headquarters
(n=5)
2
1
0
0
1
1
5
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General Feedback
Table 50. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being very good and 5 being very poor) how would you

rate your working relationship with your utility prior to engaging with IEA?
Number of Responses
Response
1) very good
2
3
4
5) very poor
No Response
Total

Plant
(n=15)
3
4
3
0
0
5
15

Headquarters
(n=5)
1
0
4
0
0
0
5

Table 51. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being very good and 5 being very poor) how would you

rate working relationship with your utility currently?
Number of Responses
Response
1) very good
2
3
4
5) very poor
No Response
Total

Plant
(n=15)
4
7
3
0
0
1
15
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Headquarters
(n=5)
1
1
3
0
0
0
5
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Appendix B: Training Follow Up Survey Tabulated
Results
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Table 1. Before attending the training, how would you rate your knowledge of energy
efficiency opportunities in industrial [motor/pump/compressed air/refrigeration] systems?

Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

1 ( Not at all knowledgeable)

0

2

0

0

2

1

6

3

5

3

3

0

3

8

4

2

0

1

3

5 (Extremely Knowledgeable)

0

0

0

0

Total

6

8

7

16

Response

Table 2. After attending the training, how would you rate your knowledge of energy
efficiency opportunities in industrial [motor/pump/compressed air/refrigeration] systems?

Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

1 ( Not at all knowledgeable)

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

3

1

5

1

3

4

4

3

4

12

5 (Extremely Knowledgeable)

1

0

2

1

Total

6

8

7

16

Response
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Table 3. Prior to your training, did your company’s regular staff meetings include discussions on
facility energy use/costs?

Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Yes

2

1

4

7

No

2

7

3

7

I don’t know

2

0

0

2

Total

6

8

7

16

Response

Table 4. Since your training, has your company begun to discuss facility energy use/costs as part of
their regular staff meetings?

Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Yes

2

1

1

3

No

2

6

2

6

Missing

0

1

4

7

Total

6

8

7

16

Response
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Table 5. What has prevented your company from discussing facility energy use/costs as part of its
regular staff meetings? Please check as many as apply.

Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Not considered to be of interest

0

2

0

1

Lack of organizational support

0

1

0

1

No opportunity to enhance
facility’s energy use/costs

1

0

0

0

Data not available

0

2

0

0

Other (please specify)

0

1

0

3

Don’t Know

0

0

0

0

Missing

5

2

7

11

Total

6

8

7

16

Response
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Table 6. As a result of the efficiency training, have you made any changes to optimize your
[motor/pump/compressed air/refrigeration] system?

Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Yes

5

2

3

11

No

1

5

4

4

Missing

0

1

0

1

Total

6

8

7

16

Response

Table 7. Which of the following changes to have you made? [Check all that apply]

Refrigeration (n=6)

Response

Did Before
Training

Did
Following
Training

Plan To Do
In The Next
Year

No Plan

Total

Collected performance data

4

2

1

0

7

Identified opportunities to install
Variable Frequency Drives

3

4

2

0

7

Proposed a refrigeration efficiency
project to management

2

3

2

0

7

Reviewed and updated
refrigeration maintenance
programs

3

4

4

0

11

Upgraded refrigeration controls

3

5

2

0

10

Adjusted refrigeration control set
points to improve efficiency

3

5

2

0

10
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Refrigeration (n=6)

Response

Did Before
Training

Other action (specify: _________)
Total

Did
Following
Training

Plan To Do
In The Next
Year

No Plan

Total

0

0

0

0

18

23

13

0

0

Pumps (n=6)

Response

Did Before
Training

Did
Following
Training

Plan To Do
In The Next
Year

No Plan

Total

Identified needed improvements
in pump management practices

0

0

2

0

7

Developed a written guideline for
pump repair/replacement
decisions

0

0

1

1

7

Proposed a pump improvement
plan to management

0

0

1

1

2

Calculated pump energy
requirements and annual
operating costs

0

0

0

2

2

Developed a pump maintenance
specification of checklist

1

1

0

0

2

Used the DOE Prescreening tool
to create a pump inventory

0

0

2

0

2
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Pumps (n=6)

Response

Did Before
Training

Did
Following
Training

Plan To Do
In The Next
Year

No Plan

Total

Charge piping

0

2

0

0

2

Changed type of pump to meet
system needs

0

2

0

0

2

Changed size of pump of trimmed
impeller to meet system needs

1

1

1

0

3

Removed pass-by loop

0

0

0

2

2

Changed hours of operations

0

0

0

2

2

Optimized control strategies

0

0

1

1

2

Installed variable frequency drives

2

0

0

0

2

Adjusted temperature or viscosity
of pump liquid

0

0

0

2

2

Other action (specify: _________)

0

0

0

0

0

Total

4

6

8

11

Motors (n=7)

Response

Did Before
Training

Did
Following
Training

Plan To Do
In The Next
Year

No Plan

Total

Include motor operating costs (life
cycle) in motor management
decisions

1

1

1

0

3

Identify needed continuous
energy improvements in motor
management practices

0

1

2

0

3

Developed written policies for
motor management practices

1

0

2

0

3

Proposed to management motor
project based on efficiency
improvements

0

1

2

0

3

Developed a motor repair
specification or have implemented
the one provided in the workshop
or a basic checklist

1

1

2

0

4

Use various tools and/or software
to improve motor management

0

2

1

0

3
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Motors (n=7)

Response

Did Before
Training

Did
Following
Training

Plan To Do
In The Next
Year

No Plan

Total

Identify opportunities to
appropriately install NEMA
PremiumTM motors

0

1

1

1

3

Identified responsible person
(“Champion”) to manage motors

0

0

2

0

2

Identified opportunities to improve
motor systems efficiency, which
may include Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs)

0

1

2

0

3

Appropriately replaced motors
with NEMA PremiumTM

0

0

2

1

3

Visited your motor service center
and discussed efficiency retention
during the repair process

1

1

1

0

3

Use motor electrical consumption
as a determining factor in
repair/replace decisions

0

0

3

0

3

Appropriately installed a Variable
Frequency Drive to capture
electrical savings

1

0

1

1

3

When applying Nema PremiumTM
motors, the system impact of
RPM increase has been
accounted for

0

1

0

1

2

Added hour meters to better
capture motor system hours of
operation

1

1

0

1

3

Added metering and use it to
continuously monitor system
changes

0

1

1

1

3

Other action (specify: _________)

0

0

0

0

0

Total

6

12

23

6

Compressed Air (n=16)

Response

Did Before
Training

Identified needed improvements
in compressed air management
practices
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5

Did
Following
Training

Plan To Do
In The Next
Year
7

2

No Plan

Total
0

14
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Compressed Air (n=16)

Response

Did Before
Training

Did
Following
Training

Plan To Do
In The Next
Year

No Plan

Total

Developed a written guideline for
compressor repair/replacement
decisions

2

3

1

3

14

Proposed a compressed air
improvement plan to management

2

6

1

0

9

Calculated compressed air energy
requirements and annual
operating costs

2

8

2

0

12

Developed a compressed air
system maintenance specification
or checklist

3

3

3

2

11

Used the DOE Air Master + tool to
create a compressed air system
operations baseline

0

2

2

3

7

Improved piping system sizing to
reduce pressure drop

5

2

1

2

10

Matched dedicated compressor to
high pressure application

1

0

1

6

8

Changed size of air drying or
filtration equipment to reduce
pressure drop

4

0

1

3

8

Instituted regular leak detection
and repair program

2

4

3

1

10

Matched compressor usage to
differing hourly operations needs

2

2

3

0

7

Optimized control strategies

2

3

3

1

9

Installed variable frequency drives

0

1

0

8

9

Investigated appropriate and
inappropriate uses of compressed
air

2

8

2

0

12

Installed engineered nozzles on
open-blowing applications

0

2

7

0

9

32

51

32

29

Total
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Table 8. Approximately how much energy [Electricity] do you estimate your company saved from
actions that you took as a result of the training? [Please enter as much information as possible].

Compressed Air (n=16)
Responses

$ Value

kWh

% of System

None

2%

1)
2)

10,000

3)

957

14,982

33%

Refrigeration (n=6)
Response

$ Value

kWh

% of System

None
5

1)
1

2)

33

Motors (n=7)
Response
1)

$ Value
1000

kWh

% of System

None
5

No savings reported for Pumps
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Table 9. [If Q8 = None] Do you expect additional energy [Electricity] savings
in the future from the actions you took as a result of the training?
Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Yes

4

1

3

8

No

0

1

0

2

Missing

2

6

4

6

Total

6

8

7

16

Response

Table 10. About how much energy savings do you expect to get from future improvements to the
[motor/pump/compressed air/refrigeration] system? Please indicate the approximate amount of
observed savings by type. [Please enter as much information as possible].
Compressed Air (n=16)
Responses

$ Value

1)

100,000/year

2)

15,000

3)

20,000

kWh

% of System

None

2%

4)

Refrigeration (n=6)
Response

$ Value

kWh

% of Facility
10

1)
2)

None

1,000

200

No additional Savings reported for Pumps and Motors
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Table 11. [If any of Q9 = Yes] When do you expect these additional savings to materialize?
Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Don’t Know

1

1

0

2

Within 6 Months

1

0

0

2

Within 1 Year

0

0

0

2

Within 2 Years

1

0

2

1

Missing

3

7

5

9

Total

6

8

7

16

Response

Table 12. How important was the [motor/pump/compressed air/refrigeration] training in
helping to bring about the cost/energy savings?

Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

1 ( Not at all important)

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

1

3

2

1

2

3

4

1

0

0

2

5 (Very important)

1

0

1

4

Missing

2

6

4

6

Total

6

8

7

16

Response
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Table 13. What reasons prevent you from making any changes to your [motor/pump/compressed
air/refrigeration] system?

Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

No authority

1

1

1

2

No resources

0

2

2

3

No support from management

0

0

0

1

Payback period is too long

1

0

0

3

Other (please specify)

1

5

2

3

Missing

3

0

2

4

Total

6

8

7

16

Response

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

(Other: Specify)
Pumps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Transition in management
Other priorities
Do not have any large pumps
Other priorities

Motors:
1.
2.
3.

Not needed yet
More pressing obligations
Busy with other electrical maintenance; under-staffed.

Compressed Air:
1. Already implementing
2. None. Capital is approved.
3. My job is to influence customers to implement energy saving measures.
4. Someone else is working on changing system.
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Table 14. Do you plan on making any changes to further optimize your [motor/pump/compressed
air/refrigeration] system in the future?
Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Yes

5

2

5

8

No

0

6

2

5

Missing

1

0

0

3

Total

6

8

7

16

Response

Table 15. Please list the planned changes including the expected timeframe to complete the changes.

Refrigeration (n=6)
Response
Lower Head Pressure

Number of
Responses
Within 6 Months

Pump VSD’s

Within 2 Years

Condenser Fan VFD

Within 1 Year

Raise Suction Pressure
Compressor VSD’s
Nozzle Change in Condensers

Within 6 Months
Within 2 Years
Within 6 Months

Pumps(n=8)
Response

Number of
Responses

Pump Design

Within 1 Year

Piping Design

Within 1 Year

Mechanical Seal Design

Within 1 Year

Pump Design and Type

Within 1 Year

Piping Changes

Within 2 Years
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Motors (n=7)
Response

Number of
Responses

New Pump Motor for heating system

Within 2 Years

(Blank)

Within 2 Years

Number of
Responses
Response

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Having Atlas Copco in to do gather
information on air efficiency at key locations

Within 6 months

Purchase two new rotary screw air
compressors

Within 6 months

No air loss drain valve

Within 1 Year

Pkg. room piping changes

Within 1 Year

Use less compressed air for cleanup
purposes

Within 6 months

Install larger receiver

Within 1 Year

Air receiver

Within 2 Years

From the findings, make improvements
suggested by Atlas Copco

Within 2 Years

Purchase new plc controlled sequencing
system

Within 6 months

Eliminate air motors

Within 2 Years

VFD compressor drive

Within 2 Years

Re-engineer the blow-off systems

Within 2 Years

Institute leak detection program

Within 6 months

Eliminate air-operated vacuum pumps

Within 2 Years

Added storage

Within 1 Year

Table 16. Have you recommended the [motor/pump/compressed air/refrigeration] training
and/or discussed efficiency strategies to colleagues inside of your company?
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Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Yes (Specify)

8

5

1

9

No

0

1

0

0

Missing

0

2

0

7

Total

8

8

7

16

Response

(Specify)
Motors:
Yes: To commissioners (em2).

Compressed Air:
Yes: I believe it is a must for Managers to attend your class to so the importance of air efficiency.
Yes: A handful.
Yes: Recommended a facility lighting efficiency study.
Yes: We made about 6 recommendations.
Yes: How we influence our customers.

Pumps:
No: Recommended to other companies.
Yes: Discussed with the team that went to this training as well, probably have recommended one or
two others to investigate it.

Table 17. In the past five years, have you attended similar trainings that were sponsored by other
agencies?
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Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Yes

4

0

0

3

No

0

0

0

0

Missing

2

8

7

13

Total

6

8

7

16

Response

Table 18. Compared to the other trainings you have attended, how would you rate the training
sponsored by the Industrial Efficiency Alliance?

Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Much Better

1

0

1

0

Better

0

0

0

3

Same

1

1

1

1

Worse

0

0

0

0

Much Worse

0

0

0

0

Don’t Know

0

0

0

0

Missing

4

7

5

12

Total

6

8

7

16

Response

Q20. What additional information would you recommend that refrigeration training provide to
help future participants to conduct refrigeration optimization practices?
Describe_______________________
NA
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Q21. What other kinds of resources would help and support you to implement refrigeration system
optimization? This might include things you need from your own management, local equipment
vendor, or whatever you think is valuable.
Describe_______________________
NA

Table 22. [If you answered YES to Q6 ] Your answers indicate that based on the refrigeration
training you have made improvements to your refrigeration system that may have generated
electricity savings. To learn more about the improvements you made to it, one of our refrigeration
system optimization technicians may contact you by phone within the next few weeks. Please check
the box below if you would prefer for us not to contact you regarding your achievements.

Number of Responses
Refrigeration
(n=6)

Pumps(n=8)

Motors (n=7)

Compressed Air
(n=16)

Yes

0

0

0

0

No

0

0

0

0

Missing

5

8

7

11

N/A

1

0

0

5

Total

6

8

7

16

Response
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Appendix C: Market Partner Survey Tabulated Results
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Table 1. “On a scale from 1 to 5, (1 being very familiar, 5 being not at all familiar) how
would you rate your utility’s (or organization’s) familiarity with IEA?”

Response
1 (Very Familiar)
2
3
4
5 (Not at all familiar)
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
8
0
6
2
1
0
1
1
0
0
16
3

Table 2. “Compared to last year, how has your familiarity changed?”

Response
Increase
No Change
Decrease
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
9
2
7
0
0
1
16
16

Table 3. “Compared to last year, how have your perceptions of IEA changed?”

Response
Perception of IEA has
improved
Perception of IEA has not
changed
Perception of IEA has
decreased
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
7

2

8

1

1
16

0
3
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Table 4. What has caused these changes (in familiarity or perceptions)? (Note: more than
one response allowed per participant)

Response
IEA is more proactive
Receive more information
More personal contact
Positive experience with customers
Experience with Training
IEA demonstrated respect
Effective communication
Utility Stakeholder Calls
Change in Leadership/Strategy
No Change
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
4
0
1
1
3
0
6
2
1
0
1
0
4
0
2
0
1
0
6
2
23
3

Table 5. “Based on your understanding of IEA, what is IEA trying to achieve?” (Note:
more than one response allowed per participant)

Response
Assist utilities to get savings
Promote Energy Efficiency
Bring innovative ideas to the market
Promote CEI
Target FP and PP markets
Sustainable Application of CEI
Promote use of EnVinta Assessments
Market Transformation
Offer Cross-Cutting Market Support
Total
*CEI was the term used by participants.
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
2
0
8
0
2
0
4
2
3
1
4
0
3
0
2
1
1
0
29
4
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Table 6. “Do you think they are reasonable?”

Response
Reasonable
Not Reasonable
Don't Know
Not sure at this point
Depends on customer
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
7
2
2
0
1
0
5
1
1
0
16
3

Table 7. “Do you think they are achievable?”

Response
Achievable
Not achievable
Don't Know
Not sure at this point
Depends on customer
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
6
2
2
1
1
0
5
0
2
0
16
3

Table 8. “In general, what do you consider the strengths of the IEA?” (Note: more than one
response allowed per participant)

Response
Technical expertise
Innovative
Flexible
Can engage customers
Well-connected
Training
Good communication
Limited focus
Great staff
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
7
1
1
0
2
0
4
0
2
0
6
0
3
0
1
0
5
3
31
4
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Table 9. “In general, what do you consider the weaknesses of the IEA?”(Note: more than
one response allowed per participant)

Response
Limited focus to 2 industries
Insufficient coordination
Too slow in cutting bad staff
Training locations require long distance travel
for many customers
Lack of follow-through
None
One more market player to confuse customers
Top down: try to impose a framework that is
not flexible
Unable to quantify impact
No answer provided
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
2
5
1

0
1
0

2
1
1
2

0
0
1
0

4
3
2
23

0
0
1
3

Table 10. “Does IEA support your utility in your conservation efforts with industrial
customers? “

Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
12
2
2
1
2
0
16
3

Table 11. “On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 is very helpful and 5 not at all) how helpful do you
consider IEA and its offerings to be in your utility’s efforts to promote energy efficiency to
its industrial customers?”

Response
1 (Very Helpful)
2
3
4
5 (Not at all helpful)
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
1
2
8
0
4
1
3
0
0
0
16
3
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Table 12. “If so, what elements of the IEA support your utility/organization’s conservation
efforts?” (Note: more than one response allowed per participant)

Response
Training
EnVinta Assessments
Corporate Commitment
Tools (Tailgate Cards)
Cross-Cutting Offerings
Holistic Approach to CEI
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
14
6
1
1
4
1
27

3
1
1
0
0
0
5

Table 13. “What would IEA need to do to provide support to your utility/organization?”
(Note: more than one response allowed per participant)

Response
More offerings in cross-cutting markets
Expand scope to other markets
IEA supports our efforts
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
5
0
2
0
11
3
18
3

Table 14. “Do you perceive IEA to be in conflict with your utility/organization’s
goals/offerings?”

Response
No
Yes, cause customer confusion
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
15
3
1
0
16
3

Table 15. “Does IEA help you do your job with regards to working with industrial
customers?”

Response
Yes
Not Really
Not Asked
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
9
0
7
0
0
3
16
3
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Table 16. “Is your management aware of that?”

Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Not Asked
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
11
0
2
0
3
0
0
3
16
3

Table 17. “Do you think IEA supports regional energy efficiency efforts?”

Response
Yes
They try
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
15
3
1
0
16
3

Table 18. “If yes, how so?” (Note: more than one response allowed per participant)

Response
Help firms to stay competitive
Help utilities achieve their objectives
Regional coordination among various market actors
Offering and coordination of training region-wide
Search out creative solutions
Focus on energy efficiency & environment
Provide support in cross-cutting markets
Don't know
Does not support regional efforts
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
4
2
4
0
3
1
2
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
18
5
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IEA & Utility Relationship
Table 19. “How would you characterize your relationship (e.g. partnership, prime-sub,
rivals, etc) with IEA?”

Response
Partnership
IEA is a resource
Resource but Working Toward Partnership
No Tight Relationship
Collaborators
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
5
1
4
0
5
1
2
0
0
1
16
3

Table 20. “One a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being very good and 5 being poor) how would you
rate your utility’s current relationship with IEA in particular?”

Response
1 (Very Good)
2
3
4
5 (Poor)
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
5
1
6
1
4
1
0
0
1
0
16
3

Table 21. “How is the IEA team communicating with you/your utility?”

Response
Good, big improvement
Good / Excellent
Could be improved
Fair
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
5
0
9
1
2
1
0
1
16
3
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Table 22. “To date, what has your utility’s involvement been with IEA? (If necessary,
prompt for IEA utility e-newsletter, monthly conference calls and utility working group
meetings in Portland)” (Note: more than one response allowed per participant)

Response
Newsletter
Utility Stakeholder Calls
Utility Working Group
Don't Get them/Not Invited
Don't Have Time
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
13
1
14
0
6
1
0
2
1
0
34
4

Table 23. “Have you coordinated with IEA on customer strategy/account planning?”

Response
Yes
Consultation only
No, but potential exists
No
No and no interest
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
8
1
1
0
3
1
2
1
2
0
16
3

Table 24. “How many of your customers are working/have worked with the IEA team?”

Response
1
2
3
>3
None
Don't know
Not Asked
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
4
0
3
0
2
0
3
0
1
0
3
0
0
3
16
3
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Table 25. “Are there any good/bad examples you would like to share with us?”

Response
Good
Bad
Neutral
Don't know
No examples provided
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
6
0
0
1
5
0
3
0
2
2
16
3

Table 26. “Have you identified any additional customers that you might want to introduce
to CEI and IEA?”

Response
Yes
Yes, if scope expanded
Yes, but IEA is maxed out
No
Maybe
Not Asked
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
2
0
2
0
1
0
10
1
1
0
0
2
16
3

Familiarity with Continuous Energy Improvement (CEI)
Table 27. “Have you every heard or read the term “Continuous Energy Improvement?”

Response
Yes
Don't Know
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
15
3
1
0
16
3

Table 28. “In your own words, how would you describe CEI and its benefits?”

Response Rating
Good Description
Reasonable Description
Lacking Description
No Description
Don't Know
Not familiar with CEI
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
6
2
4
0
3
1
1
0
0
0
2
0
16
3
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Table 28a. Detailed Responses to: In your own words, could you provide a description of CEI and
its benefits?
(Responses in bold are members of the UWG).
I think I’m pretty familiar with the concept. Lower energy cost, more efficient utilization of energy, awareness of importance
of energy as it relates to year end product, if you don’t manage energy cost, per unit costs goes up and the customers is
not as competitive as they could be.
Utility: customers stays in business, people stay in their job. Customer: become more competitive.
That is one failing of IEA. CEI is hard to describe. I don’t know. It’s one of those things that sounds good. Continuous is
very hard to pitch. We are going to develop KPIs and talk every month. Customers I think and all people are very event
focused (ETO model) we do stuff, get it done and move on. Continuous and KPI is hard to gain tracking with that. It’s easy
to get tracking with a defined set of timelines and get some things done, do employees good. People slow down. Need
exit strategy that makes sense. KPI while it sounds good, are really hard to define for sub systems. Concept in getting
management and employees all on board is all good stuff. But then you drive down a little deeper and it peters out and
doesn’t gain as much residence. Customers look at product quality and production, and these items doesn’t have EE in it
per se. That is more of a corporate concern.
Piece of CA thing, where you keep company looking at EE over time, have KPIs in place and manage accordingly. [even
with prompting, he was not able to identify other elements or benefits of CEI. Did not seem to have a clear understanding
of CEI vs. cluster training. He seem to equate cluster training with CEI].
CEI is just trying to instill a corporate change in a business to where they look at their EE on a continuous basis. How
much electricity did we use. It’s just incorporating energy into day-to-day operations. Now that energy is more expensive, it
a bigger issues and people pay attention.
Not Asked. [Respondent did not recognize or was aware of CEI]
I think I’m very familiar with it. Educational part of corporate staff has been good to seen how effective it was. EnVinta
assessment has been very effective and get corporate buy-in. I’m not sure if this if for everybody.
It won’t let them backslide. It reminds them to keep moving into a direction. There are 5 components, like energy
champions. I don’t have them committed to memory though. I suppose if you pressed me, I could come up with
them but it’s not something I just have in my mind all time.
Starting with top management support where EE is day-to-day measurable objective, much like safety and production,
change corporate culture where EE is as important as saved or lack of injury,.
NA. [Respondent didn’t really know what CEI was]
Practices assessment, try to get organization commitment then plan, from that, they try to get a program with KPI
and goals.
I think that my brief description of it would be like any of the process improvement programs (ISO9000) and
customers can relate to this. Effectively CEI is a similar process to what they are already doing for safety and
other things only that it focuses on optimizing energy use which ultimately results in a reduction in per unit cost.
As long as you phrase it in this way, customers will understand this concept. I’m not sure if people really
understand CEI in the way IEA tries to sell it.
Customers review their business practices from the standpoint of continuously monitoring and improving,
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implementing and tracking KPIs & system champions. This is effectively the groundwork of CEI.
CEI is critical because saving energy shouldn’t just be a one-time project. You go in, do project and go away and
forget. It needs to be on an continuous basis in the portfolio and efficient use of energy should be top priority.
Continue to educate your people through training and having some type of system to evaluation output per
energy (KPIs at the mill level) is an integral part of CEI. They just need to find a way to measure usage of energy.
It’s basically a super vision of an energy plan and essential a report card that lets you know if things are
progressing and how much they are progressing./ it really allows these facilities to identify areas that need to be
improved. First, do an assessment to figure out where a customer is, and what weaknesses they have with EE.
How to put an action plan and measurement in place to see how they are doing. Getting KPIs established so you
can track and measure progress.
It’s just like ISO 9000 or ISO14000, a company established a process they didn’t have before, requires
identification of problems, and resolutions, including timelines and follow through. If you frame it through ISO
makes sense.
Starting at the top of the company, getting buy-in from upper management, very valuable, coming from the top
and working top down. There is value in that, there is also value in creating energy teams, put in a champion. We
found that when there is an energy champion, they get stuff done.
To put a plan in place that is focused on energy use and putting a plan together to reduce that use and that plan would be
incorporated into your overall plan for company operations. Then they would continuously review this and make
improvements.

Table 29. “Do you promote CEI to your customers as part of your energy efficiency
offerings?”

Response
Yes
A little bit
General Concepts Only
No
Not Familiar with CEI
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
3
1
2
0
2
0
7
2
2
0
16
3
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Table 30. “Why did you decide to promote CEI to your customers?”

Response
Makes sense to customers
Fits with our offerings/ is practical
Energy champion was present/possible
Not familiar with CEI
Do not promote CEI
Receptive corporate culture
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16)
(n=3)
1
1
5
0
1
0
4
0
4
2
1
0
16
3

Table 31. “What have your experiences been when trying to talk to customers about
integrating/adopting CEI?” (Note: more than one response allowed per participant)
Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16
)
(n=3)
Response
Experience depends on company culture
4
1
Customers interested in bottom line--decreased energy bill, incentives
4
0
Made sense to customers
2
1
CEI needs to be combined with incentives
4
0
Customers have limited resources
3
1
Do not promote CEI
4
1
Not familiar with CEI
2
0
Total
23
4

Table 32. “From your perspective, does CEI resonate with your customers?”

Response
Yes
Yes, but only with some
No
Not familiar with CEI
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
1
1
10
2
3
0
2
0
16
3
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Table 33. “Why do you think customers choose to engage?” (Note: more than one response
allowed per participant)

Response
Bottom Line
NA
Company Culture is right
Perceive value
No Answer provided
Not familiar with CEI
Don't Know
Market demand for "Green
Products:
Incentives
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
3
3
2
2
2
2
1

2
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
1
17

0
0
3

Table 34. “Why do you think customers choose not to engage?”

Response
Energy not a big priority
CEI not tangible
Lack of understanding
Depends on company culture
NA
Total

Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
7
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
5
3
16
3

Table 35. “What elements of CEI do you believe your customers consider to be most
valuable? (One respondents provided 2 answers)”

Response
Sequential implemenation
KPIs
Training
EnVinta assessment
Energy Champion
Don't Know
NA
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16)
(n=3)
1
0
2
0
7
0
3
0
1
0
0
3
3
0
17
3

100

Table 36. “From your perspective, what are some of the key barriers to customers adopting
CEI concepts? ( 8 respondents provided more than one answer)”
Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16 )
(n=3)
7
1
1
2
3
1
6
1
2
2
4
0
2
0
1
0
26
7

Response
Lack of Resources
Staff Availablity for Energy Champion Role
Energy not high enough priority
Time commitment
Existing corporate culture
Payback requirements
Inablity to sell EE to corporate
Firms are unique, successes hard to generalize
Total

Table 37. “Do you think IEA is effectively addressing them? (3 respondents provided
multiple answers).”
Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16)
(n=3)

Response
Yes
Depends on customer
Don't know
It's hard without incentive moneies
No
Total

6
4
4
3
2
19

1
0
2
0
0
3

Table 38. “If not, what could IEA do to assist you to have your customers overcome these
barriers?”

Response
More training
Ability to customize all offerings
Don't know
More coordination with Market Partners
NA
Total
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Number of Responses
Utility
Market Partners
(n=16)
(n=3)
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
13
2
16
3
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Appendix D: Target Audience Follow Up Survey
Instrument
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MPER # 4 Participant Interview Guide
Interview Name:
Company Name:
Interviewer’s Initials: ________________

Code: ________________________

Date: _____________________________

Introduction
1. Can you please share with me what your primary roles/responsibilities are with regards to managing
energy use at your company/facility? [Probe if they are the energy champion]
2. Do you currently have an energy champion/energy team? If not, do you have plans of putting one in
place?
3. (IF COMPANY HAS ENERGY CHAMPION) Do you/did you receive any outside funding to help
pay for the energy champion?
a)

[IF YES] If that funding were to end, would you keep the energy champion?

IEA Relationship
The next few questions are focused on your perceptions of and experience with IEA.
4. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being very good and 5 being poor), how would you rate your

company’s current relationship with IEA?
5. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being very helpful and 5 being poor), how helpful do you consider

IEA and its offerings to be in your company’s efforts managing energy costs?
The next set of questions will focus on the outcomes from your work with IEA/involvement with
CEI.
6. You have been implementing Continuous Energy Improvement at your facility for some time now.
What are the main benefits of Continuous Energy Improvement for your company?
7. In your opinion, have your efforts in implementing CEI been worth your time and/or money?
a) Yes – Definitely, High Value
b) Yes – Pretty Good Value
c) Yes – But only just barely worth it
d) No - Not worth the time or money [probe for details]
-99) Don’t Know
a) [if d] Could you please elaborate ?
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Management Decision Making
8. Next, I was hoping you could explain how corporate decisions are typically made in your company,
especially with regards to energy use and the management thereof. [Probe for indicators of corporate
investments, decision to have an energy champion, policies & procedures, or maybe HR policies
(energy champion, better and more training, etc.]
9. Has your company invested in any capital improvement projects to increase energy efficiency? How
was that decision to invest/not invest made? What was taken into consideration?
10. Has there been a change in corporate decision making with regards to investing in capital
improvement projects targeted at improving energy efficiency since working with the IEA? How has
IEA changed corporate decision making? [also reference back to answers for Q8]

Organizational Development
The next two questions will focus on your company’s practices in encouraging energy efficiency
practices among your staff.
11. Would you please describe any training or education efforts your company has implemented related
to energy efficiency?.
12. How has the IEA supported or been involved in these efforts?
13. Would you have implemented these trainings/efforts without the IEA?
14. Have you noticed any results from this training effort [projects, awareness, other]?

Process
Next, I’d like to talk to you about your experiences with using assessments
15. We understand your company participated in an EnVinta 1-5 session in [DATE]? Is that correct?
16. Before the EnVinta 1-5 session, had you participated in a formal assessment?
17. Before the EnVinta 1-5 session, did you have an energy plan?
18. What was your perception of the EnVinta process and its outcomes?
19. How did you/your company use the results of the assessment? [Probe for details and see if they
bring up 5 key issues, action plan. Did the assessment result in establishment of metrics or KPIs?
Also discern if they came up with their own plan, used IEA to develop a plan, or don’t have a plan
etc.]
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20. How did the results of the assessment change your company’s planning and strategy towards
managing energy use/costs?
21. [IF no action to date] What do you plan to do with the information obtained from the assessment?
(Probe for evidence of solid plans for implementation).
22. Do you currently have an Action Plan? (Note: check terminology with Rob)
23. What role did IEA play in forming that Action Plan?

Management Metrics (a.k.a. KPIs)
The next few questions are focused on your use of management metrics for energy use.
24. Do you meter your energy use? At what level?
25. How do you record the data? (electronically or manually—if manual, How often?)
26. What do you do with the data collected?
27. Who keeps track of the data collected?
28. When did you start collecting this data?
29. How does the data collected help your company make decisions about energy use?
30. Do you share the data with IEA?
31. Has the IEA assisted you in measuring and tracking your energy use? How?
32. What challenges have you faced in measuring your energy use?
33. Has IEA assisted you with these challenges?
34. Before engaging with the IEA, how did you measure and track your energy consumption?
35. What metering/monitoring capability would you like to add to your plant to help you better

manage your energy use?

O&M
36. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being no change, 5 being significant change), how would you rate the
change in employee awareness of energy efficiency since working with the IEA?
37. Has this awareness led to changes on the shop floor? Please describe.
38. Has your company implemented any improvements to your Operations & Maintenance practices?
Could you describe them?
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39. Of the improvements named, which of these would you consider a formal program? (for example, a
formal leak detection program for compressed air)
40. Of the improvements named, which ones are due to IEA assistance/involvement?
41. Do you keep track of and/or document adjustments/repairs you make? Of behavior changes in the
plant?
42. Are you able to quantify energy savings from your O&M improvements? How?

Capital
43. Has your involvement with IEA resulted in any capital projects?
44. How did IEA support these projects?
45. Would you have done these capital improvement projects without IEA assistance?
46. Would you have implemented these projects at the same time if IEA had not been involved?
47. Did your utility support these projects (incentives/ technical assistance)?
48. Have you been able to quantify the energy savings from these projects? How? If not, why not?

Both Capital and O&M
49. Has your experience with IEA caused you to pursue additional energy savings opportunities on
your own?
50. Since engaging with IEA, have you increased and/or accelerated the number of EE projects?
a) How many of them were funded at least partially by utility incentives?
51. Have you experienced any benefits other than energy cost savings from your efforts to implement
CEI?
a)

[IF YES] How do you measure or calculate these benefits/savings?

General Feedback
We are just about done and I very much appreciate you taking the time to speak with me. I had a
few more general questions.
52. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being very good and 5 being very poor) how would you rate your working
relationship with your utility prior to engaging with IEA?
53. On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being very good and 5 being very poor) how would you rate working
relationship with your utility currently?
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54. Do you have any comments, questions, concerns, or other feedback that you would like me to bring to
the attention of the IEA Sector Manager?
55. May we contact you again of we have any follow up questions?

Thanks & Close
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Appendix E: Market Partner Survey Instrument
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MPER#4: Market Partner Survey Interview Guide—
Utility:

Contacts at Utility:

Market:

Name:
(Key Contact)
Title:
Phone

Email:

Target Customers:

I. Introduction
1. Tell me about your utility’s goals/objectives in promoting EE among your industrial
customers.

II. Familiarity/Perceptions of IEA
2. On a scale from 1 to 5, (1 being very familiar, 5 being not at all familiar) how would you rate
your utility’s overall familiarity with IEA?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Compared to last year, how has your familiarity or perceptions changed (probe for each
separately)?

a) If yes, what has chased these changes (in familiarity or perceptions)?

4. Based on your understanding of IEA, what is IEA trying to achieve? (Prompt for
goals/mission)
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a) Do you think they are reasonable or achievable (probe for each separately)?

5. In general, what do you consider the strengths/weaknesses of the IEA to be (probe for each
separately)?

6. Does IEA support your utility in your conservation efforts with industrial customers?

a) (for yes/no) On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 very helpful, 5 not at all helpful) how helpful
do you consider IEA and its offerings to be in your utility’s efforts to promote EE to
its industrial customers?

1

2

3

4

5

b) If so, what elements of the IEA support your utility’s conservation efforts?

c) If not, what would IEA need to do to provide support to your utility?

7. Do you perceive IEA to be in conflict with your utility’s goals/offerings? If so, how? What
could IEA do to address this conflict?

8. Does the IEA help you do your job with regards to working with industrial customers?

a) If yes, is your management aware of that? How do you communicate this
information?

9. Do you think IEA supports regional energy efficiency efforts?

a) If yes, how so?
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b) If no, why not? Do you see a regional role for IEA?

III.

IEA & Utility Relationship

10. How would you characterize your relationship (e.g. partnership, prime-sub, rivals, etc) with
IEA (make sure respondent does not react to NEEA in general)?

11. One a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being very good and 5 being poor) how would you rate your
utility’s current relationship with IEA in particular?

1

2

3

4

5

12. How is the IEA team communicating with you/your utility? Do you consider it effective?
13. To date, what has your utility’s involvement been with IEA? (If necessary, prompt for IEA
utility e-newsletter, monthly conference calls and utility working group meetings in
Portland.)

14. (if not answered above) Have you coordinated with IEA on customer strategy/account
planning? (Be prepared to offer an example of how CCS might work) If so how? If not, do
you consider doing so in the future?

15. How many of your customers are working/have worked with the IEA team? Are there any
good/bad examples you would like to share with us?

16. Have you identified any additional customers that you might want to introduce to CEI and
IEA?

VI.

Familiarity with Continuous Energy Improvement (CEI)

17. Have you every heard or read the term “Continuous Energy Improvement?”

18. In your own words, how would you describe CEI and its benefits?
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19. Do you promote CEI to your customers as part of your energy efficiency offerings?
a) Why did you decide to promote/not to promote CEI to your customers?
b) What have your experiences been when trying to talk to customers about
integrating/adopting CEI?
20. From your perspective, does CEI resonate with your customers?

21. Why do you think customers choose to engage or not engage?

22. What elements of CEI do you believe your customers consider to be most valuable?

23. From your perspective, what are some of the key barriers to customers adopting CEI
concepts?

a) Do you think IEA is effectively addressing them?

b) If not, what could IEA do to assist you to have your customers overcome these
barriers?

24. Do you have any additional feedback/comments we have not yet touched on?
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Appendix F: Site Visit Detailed Reports
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Table 1: Summary Table of Site Visit Validated Savings, 2006 and 2007
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Validated Savings (kWh)

Site ID

Year

Mkt

State

W-002
I-011

2007
2007

FP
FP

WA
ID

W-015

2007
FP
FP
FP
PP
PP
PP
PP

WA
ID
OR
OR
WA
WA
WA

FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP

OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
WA
ID

FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
PP

WA
WA
ID
OR
WA
ID
ID
WA
WA
WA

FP
FP
FP
OTHER
FP

ID
ID
ID
ID
ID

I-012
O-002
O-010-a
W-013-c
W-014
W-022

2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007

O-003

2007

O-004
O-005-b
O-006
O-007
O-008
W-016
I-013

2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007

W-017

2007

W-018
I-014
O-009-b
W-019
I-015
I-016-b
W-020
W-021
W-013-b

2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2006

I-001

2006

I-002
I-003
I-004
I-005

2006
2006
2006
2006

No Savings

IEA Only
(O&M)

IEA/Utility Joint
Involvement
(Capital)

158,250
13,067

Future Savings

IEA Only
(Capital)

2,345,362

665,328

2006
OTHER
I-007-a
2006
FP
OTHER
I-008
2006
I-009
2006
FP
I-010
2006
FP
O-001
2006
OTHER
W-001
2006
FP
W-002
2006
FP
W-003
2006
OTHER
W-004
2006
FP
W-005
2006
OTHER
FP
W-006
2006
FP
W-007
2006
W-008
2006
FP
W-009
2006
FP
W-010
2006
FP
W-011
2006
FP
W-012
2006
OTHER
W-013-a
2006
PP
O-005-a
2006
FP
W-023
2006
FP
FP
O-009-a
2006
I-017
2006
FP
I-007-b
2006
FP
I-016-a
2006
FP
O-010-b
2006
FP
Total kWh Savings
Total Therm Savings
Electric Savings by Year
2006 Savings (aMW)
2007 Savings (aMW)
2008 Savings (aMW)
Total Savings (aMW)

kWh (2007)

kWh (2008)

158,250
2,358,429

Therms (2008)

none listed
none listed

665,328

3,616,000
4,998,000

X

326,400
87,715
0
0
1,137,597
0

X

0

under study

X
X

40,000
263,686
96,000
0
305,140
0
0

lighting project mentioned, no savings
various projects mentioned, no savings
none listed
none listed
none listed
none listed
1,588,000

X

0

none listed

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

326,400
87,715
X
X
384,150

40,000
238,432
96,000

640,647

112,800

25,254

X
305,140

82,400
99,400
300,000

1,600,000

1,600,000

270,000

352,400
99,400
300,000
0

X

I-006

ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
OR
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
OR
WA
OR
ID
ID
ID
OR

Total

80,000

80,000

X
X

X
X
X
NA
NA

4,600,767
NA

6,496,546
NA

2,538,162
NA

0
0
2,873,430
0
0
500,000
40,500
640,000
0
25,500
0
50,000
104,000
170,000
85,500
0
386,500
80,000
196,700
0
0
613,000
0
0
0
13,635,475
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

0.27
0.25
NA
0.53

0.66
0.09
NA
0.74

0.01
0.28
NA
0.29

0.94
0.62
NA
1.56

2,873,430
X
X
500,000
40,500
640,000
X
25,500
50,000
104,000
170,000
85,500
X
386,500
80,000
196,700
X
X
613,000
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128,720
630,000
none listed
none listed
none listed

3,939,000
none listed

none listed
8,955,000
319,400

540,000
450,000
none listed
none listed

2,280,130
none listed
none listed
none listed
compressed air project (no savings est.)
212,000
none listed
none listed
none listed
none listed
8,652,888

844,464
none listed
none listed
none listed

not in ITS
not in ITS
40,000

none listed
780,600
not in ITS
none listed
80,000
130,600

350,000

390,000
NA
NA
0.04
NA
0.04

none listed
none listed
none listed
none listed
none listed
18,000,000
none listed
none listed
none listed
none listed
none listed
none listed
none listed
53,551,618
NA
NA
2,593,184
NA
NA
6.11
6.11

NA
NA
NA
NA
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-002
Evaluation Information

Company Information

CEI Information
Level 4
Practicing

Company

W-002

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

2/14/2008

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jul-07

NAICS Code

311

Date of Current Envinta

May-06

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
Piping improvements
O&M

Controls adjustment
Leak Tag program

Capital Projects
None

Number of Employees

91

Product Manufactured

dehydrated potatoes

Production Process
Production Hours

7200

Production Trends

no change

Process End-Use Metering

Steam only

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

4%

Motors

16%

Refrigeration

2%

Steam

47%

Other

31%

Electric

75%

Gas

25%

Types of Energy Used

Other
Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

158,250 kWh

Capital projects implemented

40,000

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

▪Main focus is People, Process , Educ ation, Ener gy (Energy has been integrated).
▪Contact s tates that they hav e brok en through the barrier via energy awareness program.
▪The energy team has been ac tiv e for slightly ov er one year.
▪Has boiler duel fuel (gas/electr ic) capability, and operate bas ed on fuel price.
▪Es timates about 50/50 involvement between IEA and utility.
▪Due to very low utility r ate, electr ic c apital projects ar e difficult to jus tify.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Grant County PUD - Frank Majer

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I-011
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

I-011

Evaluation By

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 3
Committed

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jul-07

Date of Current Envinta

None Listed

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

Leak Tag program

VFD dryer fan adjustments
Wood boiler deaeration tank refurbishment

Number of Employees

183

Product Manufactured

dehydrated potato processing

Production Process
Production Hours

7680

Production Trends

no change

Process End-Use Metering

partail

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

1%

Motors

1%

Refrigeration

0%

Steam

93%

Other

5%

Electric

7%

Gas

31%

Other

62%

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented
Capital projects implemented
Capital projects planned
Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

13,067 kWh
2,345,362 kWh
none listed

No
Rocky Mountain Power
No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-014
Evaluation Information

Company Information

CEI Information
Level 4
Practicing

Company

W-014

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

2/21/2008

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jul-07

NAICS Code

311

Date of Current Envinta

Apr-06

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
O&M

Capital Projects

Compressed air leak program
Reduced lighting hours-Maint.;sub-basement

Flat Box pump VSD
Vacuum pump repl. & speed reduction
Incandescent to CFL replacement

Number of Employees

200

Product Manufactured

paper

Production Process
Production Hours

8400

Production Trends

up

Process End-Use Metering

no

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

<1

Motors

77%

Refrigeration

<1

Steam

22%

Other

0%

Electric

25%

Gas

0%

Other

75%

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented
Capital projects implemented
Capital projects planned
Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

384,150 kWh
753,447 kWh
3,939,000 kWh (various)
▪Energy manager on s taff to identify , c oor dinate, and implement capital projec ts.
Yes
Cowlitz County PUD
Incentives received for all capital projects, except for the Flat Box pump VSD.
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-015
Evaluation Information

Company Information

CEI Information
Level 4
Practicing

Company

W-015

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

2/12/2008

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Nov-07

NAICS Code

311

Date of Current Envinta

Jul, 2007

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
Refrigeration commissioning
O&M

Capital Projects

Spiral freezer: shut off one fan

None

Number of Employees

372

Product Manufactured

french fries, dehydrated potato granules

Production Process
Production Hours

7200

Production Trends

slightly up

Process End-Use Metering

Steam only

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

1%

Motors

4%

Refrigeration

14%

Steam

54%

Other

27%

Electric

19%

Gas

48%

Other

34%

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

665,328 kWh

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

3,616,000 kWh (various)
128,720 MMBtu (steam)

Comments

▪No utility incentives received for 2007; may use for future lighting projects.
▪IEA responsible for utility involvement.
▪Practicing employee awareness program.
▪Major key to current success = corporate goals and plant manager support; resulting from
IEA involvement.
▪Recommendations for CEI Program: continue cluster training; provide/subsidize Energy
Resource Manager.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Grant County PUD - Frank Majer

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-007
Company Information

Evaluation Information

Training Information

Company

W-007

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

135 Compressed
Air Cluster

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

12/5/2006

Training Date

May-06

NAICS Code

3114

Number of Employees

300

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) established baseline energy usage, b) implemented CA leak detection and fixed leaks.

Capital Projects

a) currently evaluating 2 potential projects: additional refrigerant receiver capacity, and natural
cooling in the engine room.

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured

IQF vegetables and packaging.

Production Process

Compressed air requirements for sorting, packaging, and air tools.

Production Hours

24/7 May through November; 2 shifts * 5 days/week December through April.

Description of Major Equipment

Compressed air system consists of (1) 100, (1) 75, (1) 65 HP compressors.

Production Trends

No changes.

Track normalized energy/production?

Does not track electrical usage or production, but does manually track natural gas usage.

Other Training Classes Taken

As needed.

Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

In-house engineering estimates.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

50,000

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

130,600

Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Grant County PUD

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I-012
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

I-012

Evaluation By

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 3
Committed

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jul-07

Date of Current Envinta

Aug-07

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
Refrigeration leaks
O&M

Motors off when not needed
MH lamp conversion

Capital Projects

None

Number of Employees

314

Product Manufactured

French Fry and Hashbrown processing

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Types of Energy Used

Electric

40%

Other

0%

Gas

60%

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

326,400 kWh

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

4,998,000 kWh (refrigeration)
630,000 kWh (compressed air)

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--O-002
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

O-002

Evaluation By

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 3
Committed

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jan-08

Date of Current Envinta

Apr, 2005

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

VFD Air Compressor

Number of Employees

40-80

Product Manufactured

dehydrated corn powder

Production Process
Production Hours

5280

Production Trends

up 12%

Process End-Use Metering

yes

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

18%

Motors

4%

Refrigeration

18%

Steam

45%

Other

15%

Electric

54%

Gas

46%

Other

0%

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

87,715 kWh

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Forest Grove Light & Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

Yes
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IEA Site Visit Summary--O-003
Evaluation Information

Company Information

CEI Information
Level 4
Practicing

Company

O-003

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

2/25/2008

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Aug-07

NAICS Code

311

Date of Current Envinta

Mar-07

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

628

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

5%

Motors

5%

Refrigeration

45%

Steam

45%

Other

0%

Electric

55%

Gas

45%

Other

0%

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

under study

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

PGE

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--O-004
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

O-004

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

2/25/2008

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Level 4
Practicing
Date Current
Engagement Reached
Aug-07
Level of Engagement

Date of Current Envinta

Mar-07

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Leak Tag program - fixed 10 leaks
de-energize (1) 75 hp air compressor
turn off line motors during lunch breaks

Capital Projects

lighting retrofit pending

Number of Employees

517

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

25%

Motors

35%

Refrigeration

15%

Steam

25%

Other

0%

Electric

70%

Gas

30%

Other

0%

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

40,000 kWh, not including unquantified savings from Leak Tag Program and de-energizing a 75 hp air
compressor

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

lighting project mentioned, but no savings estimate available

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

PGE

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--O-005-b
Evaluation Information

Company Information

CEI Information
Level 4
Practicing

Company

O-005-b

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

2/25/2008

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Sep-06

NAICS Code

311

Date of Current Envinta

Apr-06

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

reduce door heater use-cold rooms
de-energize 12 floor heaters-cold rooms

Capital Projects

de-energize 8-7.5 hp motors-corn husker
lighting retrofit-Corn room

Number of Employees

838

Product Manufactured

Corn, beans, broccoli, cauliflower, peas

Production Process
Production Hours

3864

Production Trends

no change

Process End-Use Metering

no

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

1%

Motors

5%

Refrigeration

15%

Steam

79%

Gas

79%

Other
Electric

Types of Energy Used

Other

--

21%
--

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

238,432 kWh

Capital projects implemented

25,254 kWh

Capital projects planned

projects listed, but no savings estimates

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

PGE

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

Yes - Lighting project
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IEA Site Visit Summary--O-006
Evaluation Information

Company Information

CEI Information
Level 3
Committed

Company

O-006

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

2/14/2008

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Sep-07

NAICS Code

311

Date of Current Envinta

Mar-07

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

shut off high pressure sanitation pump during non-use periods

None

Number of Employees

240

Product Manufactured

frozen vegetables

Production Process
Production Hours

3624

Production Trends

no change

Process End-Use Metering

no

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

2%

Motors

13%

Refrigeration

37%

Steam

48%

Gas

44%

Other
Electric

Types of Energy Used

Other

--

56%
--

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

96,000 kWh

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Umatilla Electric Coop

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--O-007
Evaluation Information

Company Information

CEI Information
Level 3
Committed

Company

O-007

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

2/25/2008

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jul-07

NAICS Code

311

Date of Current Envinta

Apr-07

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

1140

Product Manufactured

frozen and canned vegetables

Production Process
Production Hours

6448

Production Trends

no change

Process End-Use Metering

no

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

1%

Motors

14%

Refrigeration

35%

Steam

50%

Gas

50%

Other
Electric

Types of Energy Used

Other

--

50%
--

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

PGE

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--O-008
Evaluation Information

Company Information

CEI Information
Level 3
Committed

Company

O-008

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

2/21/2008

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jul-07

NAICS Code

311

Date of Current Envinta

Apr-07

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

Equipment operational changes
(compressed air, refrigeration)

None

Number of Employees

109

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Electric

Types of Energy Used

Other

13%

Gas

87%

--

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

305,140 kWh

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

PGE

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-016
Evaluation Information

Company Information

CEI Information
Level 3
Committed

Company

W-016

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

2/13/2008

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jul-07

NAICS Code

311

Date of Current Envinta

Jun-06

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

137

Product Manufactured

dehydrated & frozen apples

Production Process
Production Hours

8064

Production Trends

no change

Process End-Use Metering

no

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

5%

Motors

12%

Refrigeration

18%

Steam

10%

Other

55%

Electric

35%

Gas

65%

Types of Energy Used

Other

--

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

▪Just beginning CEIP
▪Sever ely understaffed, CEIP is added task, need help.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Chelan County PUD - Jim White

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-013-c
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

W-013-c

Evaluation By

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 3
Committed

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Sep-07

Date of Current Envinta

Mar-07

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

unknown

Product Manufactured

printing papers

Production Process
Production Hours

8640

Production Trends

no change

Process End-Use Metering

partial

Compressed Air

Energy Systems Breakdown

Refrigeration

Types of Energy Used

2%

Motors

56%

--

Steam

35%

Gas

7%

Other

7%

Electric

58%

Other

35%

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I-013
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

I-013

Evaluation By

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 3
Committed

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jul-07

Date of Current Envinta

None Listed

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

306

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Electric

Types of Energy Used

Other

33%

Gas

66%

--

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

1,588,000 kWh
(dryer heat recovery)

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-017
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

W-017

Evaluation By

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 1
Aware

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jul-07

Date of Current Envinta

None Listed

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

412

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Electric

--

Gas

--

Other

--

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-018
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

W-018

Evaluation By

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 1
Aware

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jul-07

Date of Current Envinta

Oct-07

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

280

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Electric

--

Gas

--

Other

--

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I-014
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

I-014

Evaluation By

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 3
Committed

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jan-07

Date of Current Envinta

Aug-07

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

402

Product Manufactured

French fry processing

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Types of Energy Used

Electric
Other

40%

Gas

60%

--

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

6,670,000 kWh (refrigeration)
540,000 therms (boilers)
815,000 kWh (pumps)
1,470,000 kWh (lighting)

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--O-009-b
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

O-009-b

Evaluation By

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 3
Committed

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Sep-07

Date of Current Envinta

Apr-06

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

315

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

10%

Motors

--

Refrigeration

30%

Steam

60%

Gas

87%

Other

Types of Energy Used

Electric
Other

--

13%
--

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0
319,454 kWh (various)
450,000 therms (boilers)

Capital projects planned

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-019
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

W-019

Evaluation By

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 3
Committed

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jan-07

Date of Current Envinta

Feb-06

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

90

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Electric

--

Gas

--

Other

--

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I-015
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

I-015

Evaluation By

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 2
Engaged

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Jul-07

Date of Current Envinta

Jul-07

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

50

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Electric

--

Gas

--

Other

--

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I-016-b
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

I-016-b

Evaluation By

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 4Practicing

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Sep-06

Date of Current Envinta

Nov-05

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

511

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Electric

--

Gas

--

Other

--

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

2,280,130 kWh (lighting)

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-020
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

W-020

Evaluation By

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

No Level
Assigned

Date Current
Engagement Reached

none

Date of Current Envinta

None Listed

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

unknown

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Electric

--

Gas

--

Other

--

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-021
Company Information
Company

Evaluation Information
W-021

Evaluation By

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

Rick Ogle

CEI Information
Level of Engagement
None Listed
Date Current
Engagement Reached

none

Date of Current Envinta

None Listed

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

unknown

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Electric

--

Gas

--

Other

--

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-022
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

W-022

Evaluation By

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Level of Engagement

Level 2
Engaged

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Aug-07

Date of Current Envinta

None Listed

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

unknown

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Electric

--

Gas

--

Other

--

Types of Energy Used

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary-Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

Evaluation By

Location

Oregon

NAICS Code

311

CEI Information
Rick Ogle

Evaluation Date

Level of Engagement

Level 3
Committed

Date Current
Engagement Reached

Aug-07

Date of Current Envinta

Feb-06

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken

O&M

Capital Projects

None

None

Number of Employees

507

Product Manufactured

--

Production Process
Production Hours

--

Production Trends

--

Process End-Use Metering

--

Energy Systems Breakdown

Compressed Air

--

Motors

--

Refrigeration

--

Steam

--

Other

--

Types of Energy Used

Electric
Other

44%

Gas

56%

--

Estimated Energy Savings
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

none listed

Comments

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)

N/A
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IEA Site Visit Summary--2006
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Program Information

Company

001

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Program Type

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

4/11/2007

Engagement Date

NAICS Code

Number of Employees

CEI - Employee
Awareness
500

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
O&M

a) addressing compressed air leaks - would like assistance with leak tag program.

Capital Projects

Methodology from Program
Energy Champion Assigned

Yes; 1 corp. and 1 plant; employee ideas go to corp. energy engineer.

Challenges to CEI Sustainability

Developing energy / kpi methodology.

Corporate Savings Goal

5% for 4 years.

Key Performance Indicators

Having difficulty defining kpi's.

Corporate Commitment

Integrating "energy" into corp. philosophy.
Corp. energy steering committee meetings every 2 weeks.
Conducted Envinta assessment, plans to update in 2 years.

Training Classes Taken

Compressed air cluster training; vendor product training.

Product Manufactured

Dehydrated potatoes

Production Process
Production Hours

24/7

Energy Savings Methodology
Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

At time of site visit, involved with CEI for only a few months, just starting to gather data.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--2006
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Program Information

Company

002

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Program Type

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

4/11/2007

Engagement Date

NAICS Code

Number of Employees

CEI - Employee
Awareness
250

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
O&M

Using compressed air leak tag system; not tracking savings.

Capital Projects

a) Compressed air system controls upgrade (cluster training)
b) Plant lighting retrofit (prior to engagement)
Future: a) Refrigeration defrost controls upgrade.
b) Chilled water pump VFD controls.

Methodology from Program

Yes

Energy Champion Assigned

Yes; compressed air, refrigeration, steam.

Challenges to CEI Sustainability

Product (kpi) variablity.

Corporate Savings Goal

10%

Key Performance Indicators

Not developed yet - complex product mix.

Corporate Commitment
Training Classes Taken

Refrigeration and compressed air clusters, March 2007.

Product Manufactured

Processed food products.

Production Process
Production Hours
Energy Savings Methodology

24/7
Estimated from project energy cost savings of $20,000 @ $.0326/kWh.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

613,000 kWh

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

Benefits of IEA:
a) cluster training/tools
b) resource for advice/consulting
c) employee awareness tips
Employee Awareness:
a) using energy education flash cards

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

No

Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--2006
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Program Information

Company

003

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Program Type

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

4/10/2007

Engagement Date

NAICS Code

Number of Employees

CEI - Employee
Awareness
Corp.

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
O&M

Capital Projects

a) Implemented compressed air leak tag program.

a) Investigating plan to instrument all Idaho plants for centralized capability of energy / kpi
monitoring.

Methodology from Program

Beginning to establish energy baselines at each plant.

Energy Champion Assigned

Yes; corp. energy engineer. In process of assigning EC at each plant.

Challenges to CEI Sustainability
Corporate Savings Goal

Corp. wide: Electric = 10%, Gas = 2% for next 2 years.

Key Performance Indicators
Corporate Commitment

CEO presentation at corp. annual meeting - set target goal for energy savings.

Training Classes Taken
Product Manufactured

Food products group

Production Process
Production Hours
Energy Savings Methodology
Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

What can IEA do to lessen impact of adopting CEI (added tasks to plant/management staff)?

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--2006
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Program Information

Company

001

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Program Type

CEI - Employee
Awareness

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

5/22/2007

Engagement Date

about 2 yrs ago

Number of Employees

450

NAICS Code
Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
O&M

no action taken at this time outside of normal practice.

Capital Projects

a) Lighting retrofit in warehouses (prior to engagement)
b) Future project: Upgrade vacuum pump system

Methodology from Program

No

Energy Champion Assigned

Yes, for Plant mechanical and electrical systems.

Challenges to CEI Sustainability
Corporate Savings Goal
Key Performance Indicators

Identified and reported quarterly.

Corporate Commitment

Action Plan has been completed, with intention to update annually.

Training Classes Taken
Product Manufactured

Newsprint

Production Process
Production Hours
Energy Savings Methodology

24/7/365
none claimed

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

Encourage IEA to continue the CEI process and training.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Cowlitz County PUD

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

Yes
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IEA Site Visit Summary--2006
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Program Information

Company

002

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Program Type

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

3/15/2007

Engagement Date

NAICS Code

Number of Employees

CEI - Employee
Awareness
50-150

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
O&M

a) Repaired compressed air and water leaks.
b) Conducted audit of facility electrical systems.

Capital Projects

Future planned projects:
a) Automate refrigeration system
b) Detailed study to install refrigeration evaporator fan VFD control
c) Power factor correction

Methodology from Program

Yes

Energy Champion Assigned

Yes; compressed air, refrigeration, steam

Challenges to CEI Sustainability
Corporate Savings Goal

10% for 5 years.

Key Performance Indicators

Energy units/ton of product

Corporate Commitment

Initiated bi-weekly energy team meetings Feb. 2007.
Conducted Envinta assessment.

Training Classes Taken
Product Manufactured

Frozen fruit juice concentrate

Production Process
Production Hours

24/7/365 with 20% downtime

Energy Savings Methodology
Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--2006
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Program Information

Company

001

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Program Type

CEI - Employee
Awareness

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

3/22/2007

Engagement Date

6/6/2006

6/26/2007

Number of Employees

110 - 900

NAICS Code
Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
O&M

a) Installed programmable thermostats in (6) offices
b) Reduced night lighting in plant
c) Reduced air compressor pressure setting in off-season
d) Checked / repaired compressed air leaks
e) Installed separate light switches for freezer / docks
f) Reduced operating times of freezer tunnels
g) Revised process routing to reduce conveyor motor load

Capital Projects

a) VFD controls for irrigation pump (prior to engagement)
b) Lighting retrofit in plant (prior to engagement)

Methodology from Program

Yes, for O&M and employee awareness

Energy Champion Assigned

Yes, for Plant and Compressed Air

Challenges to CEI Sustainability

a) Maintaining continuity with changing personnel
b) Utilizing available analytical tools consistently

Corporate Savings Goal

5%

Corporate Commitment

Due to IEA involvement, corp. philosophy is changing, energy is now high priority, committment is
top-down, energy committee formed and meets regularly.

Training Classes Taken

IEA/PGE Refrigeration and Compressed Air Best Practices

Product Manufactured

Frozen & canned vegetables

Production Process

Blast freezing and cold storage.

Production Hours

24/7 (June-Nov); 16/5 (Dec-May)

Energy Savings Methodology

Billing analysis using average of 3 prior years as baseline, compared to current year (2006). For
each year, production output was tracked to unitize energy usage (MMBtu/#).

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

196,700 kWh

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

The Envinta assessment was beneficial to get corp. thinking about energy, although terminology
was confusing at first.
Employee awareness program goal of integrating seasonal employees.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

PGE

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

Yes
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IEA Site Visit Summary--2006
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Program Information

Company

002

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Program Type

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

4/24/2007

Engagement Date

NAICS Code

Number of Employees

CEI - Employee
Awareness
100 - 350

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
O&M

Capital Projects

At time of site visit, company just went through re-organization, hence new team members coming
up to speed.

a) Replaced compressed air system dryer - didn't have specific data.

Methodology from Program

No

Energy Champion Assigned

Yes, refrigeration, compressed air, and boilers.

Challenges to CEI Sustainability

Expertise to analyze energy / production tracking.

Corporate Savings Goal

10% first year; 10% over following 3 years.

Key Performance Indicators

kWh/ton and therms/lb of raw material.

Corporate Commitment

Integrating CEI into existing corp. operations plan.
Conducts monthly energy team meetings.
Envinta assessment conducted May 2006.

Training Classes Taken
Product Manufactured
Production Process
Production Hours
Energy Savings Methodology

none claimed

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

Employee Awareness actions:
a) displays daily energy usage / kpi
b) employee suggestion box

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Pacific Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--2006
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Program Information

Company

003

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Program Type

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

4/4/2007

Engagement Date

NAICS Code

CEI - Employee
Awareness

Number of Employees

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken
O&M

a) Monthly steam trap maintenance program.

Capital Projects
Future: a) Advanced controls / programming for chemical processes.

Methodology from Program
Energy Champion Assigned
Challenges to CEI Sustainability

Corporate Savings Goal

6% MMBtu/ton

Key Performance Indicators

kWh/ton of product

Corporate Commitment
Training Classes Taken

Product Manufactured

Pulp / paper products

Production Process
Production Hours

24/7

Energy Savings Methodology
Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

Training of operators is less than adequate.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--O - 001
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

O - 001

Evaluation By

Location

Oregon

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

3211

Training Information
Rick Ogle

Training Type

78 Compressed Air

Training Date

Jun - 05

Number of Employees

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a)

Capital Projects

a)

Site Visit Not Conducted--No Potential Savings. Not an
Active/Engaged Site.

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured
Production Process
Production Hours
Description of Major Equipment
Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?
Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology
Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented
Capital projects implemented
Capital projects planned
Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name
Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I - 010
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Training Information

Company

I - 010

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

9/20/2006

Training Date

74 - RETA /
Refrigeration
Mar-06

NAICS Code

3119

Number of Employees

110

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a)

Capital Projects

a) Planning study to evaluate feasibility of evaporator fan VFDs.

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured

Twice baked and frozen potatoes.

Production Process

-28 degrees freezer; -5 degrees cold storage; 38 degrees cold rooms

Production Hours

19 hours/day; 5 days/week, year-round.

Description of Major Equipment

Total refrigeration system is 1200 HP, with 325 HP redundant.

Production Trends

No changes

Track normalized energy/production?

No

Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment

Attendee was hired in January in a new position as refrigeration manager to champion the
system.

Energy Savings Methodology
Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

Purpose of attending class primarily as preparation for RETA certification.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I - 009
Company Information

Training Information

Evaluation Information

Company

I - 009

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

30 Refrigeration

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

9/21/2006

Training Date

Mar - 05

NAICS Code

3119

Number of Employees

260

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a)

Capital Projects

a) Implemented new refrigeration control system,
b) planning new thermosyphon pre-cooling system

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured

Potato wedges, roughly 200 million pounds/year

Production Process

Processing raw potatoes, frying, and freezing; 2 freeze tunnels at -20 degrees.

Production Hours

24/7

Description of Major Equipment

3400 HP refrigeration system

Production Trends

Increasing; planning to add new tunnel freezer to increase capacity of tunnel #1.

Track normalized energy/production?

Yes, pounds/kWh for refrigeration; pounds/therm for steam boilers.

Other Training Classes Taken

RETA Refrigeration classes

Corporate Commitment

Concerned with rising utility rates.

Energy Savings Methodology

Refrigeration consultant study.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

2,873,430

Capital projects planned

0
Customer very impressed with content of class and expertise of instructor. Led to
implementing study of new control system.

Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

Yes
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I - 008
Company Information

Training Information

Evaluation Information

Company

I - 008

Evaluation By

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

3253

Kevin
Warren
7/27/2006

Training Type

86 - Pumps

Training Date

May - 05

Number of Employees

300

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) Beginning further study of pumping systems.

Capital Projects
Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured

Fertilizers and chemicals

Production Process
Production Hours

24/7

Description of Major Equipment
Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?

No changes
Currently tracks usage and kWh/ton of product produced - willing to share data with
assurance of confidentiality.

Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment

Company has assigned FTE as corporate energy manager.

Energy Savings Methodology
Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

As a result of training, company has identified needed improvements - made more than 12
recommendations regarding efficiency strategies. Value of savings currently unavailable.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I - 007-a
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

I - 007-a

Evaluation By

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

3119

Training Information
Rick Ogle

Training Type
Training Date

69 Refrigeration
Mar-06

Number of Employees

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a)

Capital Projects

a)

Follow Up Indicated Future Project Moved to 2008

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured
Production Process
Production Hours
Description of Major Equipment
Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?
Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology
Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented
Capital projects implemented
Capital projects planned

8,652,888 kwh and 844,464 therms planned for 2008

Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I - 006
Company Information

Training Information

Evaluation Information

Company

I - 006

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

83 - Motors

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

9/22/2006

Training Date

Apr - 05

NAICS Code

7123

Number of Employees

260

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) implemented policy of replacing motors on burn-out with premium efficiency / TEFC type.

Methodology from training session

a) replaced 300 HP motor with more efficient type; b) assessing compressed air and pumping
systems for potential projects
Yes

Product Manufactured

Phosphate for fertilizers

Production Process

Mining

Production Hours

24/7 year-round, except shut-down for maintenance during June.
6400 HP total motors consisting of (1) 3500, (2) 1000, (1) 800, (1) 500, (2) 300 - all at 4160
volt.

Capital Projects

Description of Major Equipment
Production Trends

No change

Track normalized energy/production?

No

Other Training Classes Taken

Compressed air, Pumps

Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

300 HP motor replacement: savings based on 12 kW savings at 75% load factor.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

O&M items implemented

80,000

Capital projects implemented

0
class led to: a) being more aware of energy usage; b) implementing a large lighting retrofit
project; and c) fixing some compressor air leaks.

Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

No

Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I - 005
Company Information

Training Information

Evaluation Information

Company

I - 005

Evaluation By

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

3119

Rick Ogle

Training Type
Training Date

30 Refrigeration
Mar - 05

Number of Employees

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a)

Capital Projects

a)

Site Visit Not Conducted--No Potential Savings. Not an
Active/Engaged Site.

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured
Production Process
Production Hours
Description of Major Equipment
Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?
Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology
Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented
Capital projects implemented
Capital projects planned
Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I - 004
Company Information

Training Information

Evaluation Information

Company

I - 004

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

9/22/2006

Training Date

30 Refrigeration
Mar - 05

NAICS Code

3114

Number of Employees

60

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
a) freezer doors - reduced open/close time interval, b) adjusted evaporator thermal
O&M
expansion valves, c) improved oil return system
a) planning for new refrigeration control system w/in 1 year, b) implemented T5 lighting
Capital Projects
retrofit through utility (not training related)
Methodology from training session
Yes
Refrigerated warehouse for storage / distribution of frozen potato products as produced by
Product Manufactured
neighboring company.
Production Process
No production per se - final freezing, storage and distribution only.
Production Hours
Description of Major Equipment

24/7
Total refrigeration capacity is 1100 HP consisting of (2) 350, (1) 250, (1) 150 HP
compressors.

Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?

No

Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

Very proactive - strongly encourages maintenance staff to attend training classes.
Customer has tracked monthly bills since May when adjustments were, compared to prior
year, and observed 200,000 - 300,000 kWh reduction for the 4 month period. Although a

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

300,000

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

no estimate

Comments

Training class enabled customer to re-focus on energy efficiency.
Class also helped technician prepare for RETA certification.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

No

Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I - 003
Company Information

Training Information

Evaluation Information

Company

I - 003

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

21 - Motors

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

9/22/2006

Training Date

Jul - 05

NAICS Code

3112

Number of Employees

50

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
a) implemented practice of buying premium efficiency motors upon replacement,
O&M
replaced 150 HP motor
Capital Projects
a) future study for retrofit to VFD process pump motor control

b)

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured

Barley malt for brewing industry.

Production Process

Continuous batch process for grain germination.

Production Hours

24/7 year-round

Description of Major Equipment

Approximately 500 motors plant-wide ranging from fractional to 200 HP.

Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?

Yes. Motor end-use consumption is about 15% of total plant consumption, which is tracked
against production as kWh/ton of product.

Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

Management is very concerned about utility costs.
Engineering calculations based on assumptions provided.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

99,400

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0
Training classes has increased awareness of utility energy efficiency programs.
Future project to investigate feasibility of adding VFD control to major pumps.

Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

No

Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I - 002
Company Information

Training Information

Evaluation Information

Company

I - 002

Evaluation By

Kevin
Warren

Training Type

86 - Pumps

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

7/27/2006

Training Date

May - 05

NAICS Code

3112

Number of Employees

50

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) control changes to process pump system logic,

b) impeller trim / replacement

Methodology from training session

a) implemented upgrades to evaporative cooling (air washer) system,
retrofit to VFD process pumps
Yes

Product Manufactured

Barley malt for brewing industry.

Production Process

Continuous batch process for grain germination.

Production Hours

24/7 year-round

Capital Projects

b) future study for

Description of Major Equipment
Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?

Yes. Pumping end-use consumption is about 15% of total plant consumption, which is
tracked against production as kWh/ton of product.

Other Training Classes Taken

Compressed Air - June, 2005.

Corporate Commitment

Management is very concerned about utility costs.

Energy Savings Methodology

O&M savings: In-house calculations based on pump submetering.
Project savings: Incorporated new ideas from class into prior study to improve evaporative
cooling system; reported savings are incremental above what was originally estimated.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

82,400

Capital projects implemented

270,000

Capital projects planned

270,000

Comments

Note: It is pure coincidence that the energy savings numbers for the above 2 projects are the
same. Future project to investigate feasibility of adding VFD control to major pumps.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

Yes
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IEA Site Visit Summary--I - 001
Company Information

Training Information

Evaluation Information

Company

I - 001

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

74 - RETA /
Refrigeration

Location

Idaho

Evaluation Date

9/20/2006

Training Date

Mar-06

NAICS Code

3115

Number of Employees

275

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) hired full-time refrigeration technician to champion system and to improve operations

Capital Projects

a) implemented crystalizing cooling tower project to reduce load on refrigeration system,
b) planning to investigate projects for compressed air and steam systems

Methodology from training session

No

Product Manufactured

White cheddar cheese 500# blocks

Production Process

From raw whole milk

Production Hours

24/7 year-round

Description of Major Equipment

Refrigeration compressors: (2) 250 HP recip; (2) 250 HP screw; (1) 400 HP screw

Production Trends

No changes

Track normalized energy/production?

No - have the system capability to track, but not yet programmed for trending.

Other Training Classes Taken

None

Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

Recent purchase by Irish company who is sensitive to energy costs. Committed to training
and efficient operation - evidenced by hiring of refrigeration technician.
From engineering study.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

1,600,000

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

Quote: "knew they had some issues with refrigeration system, but didn't know what to do.
Training class gave insights on what to do and the resources for help".

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Idaho Power

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

Yes
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-001
Company Information

Evaluation Information

Company

W-001

Evaluation By

Kevin
Warren

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

7/24/2006

NAICS Code

3118

Training Information
Training Type

?? Refrigeration

Training Date

Jun-05

Number of Employees

300

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) Reduced high-side and low-side compressor discharge pressures.

Capital Projects
Methodology from training session

Yes

Product Manufactured

Frozen pancakes, waffles, French toast

Production Process

Blast freezing and cold storage.

Production Hours

24/5

Description of Major Equipment

Total NH3 refrigeration system is 1850 HP, including 200 HP backup.

Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?

No

Other Training Classes Taken

Three refrigeration technicians attended RETA/Refrigeration classes.

Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

Committed to improving plant energy efficiency. Very likely to proceed with commitments to
Industrial Efficiency Alliance.
Engineering manual calculations based on compressor load (kW) reduction proportional to
reduction in discharge pressure.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

500,000

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

Planning investigation of future potential projects:
a) VFD refrigeration compressors
b) VFD condenser fans
c) dehumidification of production area to reduce defrost requirements.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

No

Utility Name

Puget Sound Energy

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-002
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Training Information

Company

W-002

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

135 Compressed
Air Cluster

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

11/16/2006

Training Date

May-06

NAICS Code

3119

Number of Employees

100

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) Identified and fixed air leaks throughout plant.

Capital Projects

a) Identified and initiated studies for new bulk loading system and installation of air knives.

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured

Potato granules.

Production Process
Production Hours

Plant = 24/7; Packaging = 8 hours/day, 5 days/week.

Description of Major Equipment

Total of 205 HP compressed air system consisting of (1) 75, (1) 50, (2) 40 HP compressors.

Production Trends

No changes.

Track normalized energy/production?

No - only track overall plant energy usage manually.

Other Training Classes Taken

Fan Systems - WSU Extension.

Corporate Commitment

Provides annual budget for training; considers proposed energy efficiency projects with less than
3 year simple payback.

Energy Savings Methodology

O&M: Spreadsheet analysis based on estimated leak size.
Planned Projects: Preliminary engineering estimate - detailed audit to be conducted in early 2007.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

40,500

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

90,000

Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Grant County PUD

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-013
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

W-013

Evaluation By

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

3221

Rick Ogle

Training Information
Training Type

22 - Pumps

Training Date

Aug-05

Number of Employees

100

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) down-sized 75 HP motor by 15 HP

Capital Projects

a) Stuff box removal - reduced 200 HP load by 50%,
b) Future: down-size 200 HP surge pump by 40%.

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured

Paper manufacturing

Production Process
Production Hours

24/7

Description of Major Equipment
Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?
Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

In-house engineering estimates based on 7880 operating hours/year and 80 kW reduction for
completed projects (a) and (b), and 53 kW reduction for planned future project (c).

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

80,000

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

415,000

Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name

Lewis County PUD

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-012
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Training Information

Company

W-012

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

81 Compressed
Air

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

8/23/2006

Training Date

Jun-05

NAICS Code

3222

Number of Employees

130

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) Implemented regular leak detection / repair program

Capital Projects

a) Replaced (1) 150 HP and (1) 100 HP air compressor with (1) 150 HP VFD compressor,
b) down-sized main piping loop from 3" to 1",
c) installed engineered nozzles on open-blowing applications.

Methodology from training session

Yes

Product Manufactured

Corrugated boxes

Production Process

Raw material of paper rolls to corrugated sheets to box forming.

Production Hours
Description of Major Equipment

(1) 150 HP VFD compressor, and (1) 150 HP screw compressor as emergency back-up.

Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?

Currently tracks monthly energy cost per sqft of corrugated product.

Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

Company hired FTE specifically for compressed air system maintenance. Company also has on
staff a corporate energy manager.
Monitoring of air compressor energy consumption pre and post VFD installation.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

386,500

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

Very supportive of training.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Puget Sound Energy

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

Yes
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-011
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Training Information

Company

W-011

Evaluation By

Training Type

65 Refrigeration

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

Training Date

Jan - 06

NAICS Code

3121

Number of Employees

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a)

Capital Projects

a)

Site Visit Not Conducted--No Potential Savings. Not an
Active/Engaged Site.

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured

Fruit juice processing

Production Process
Production Hours
Description of Major Equipment
Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?
Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology
Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented
Capital projects implemented
Capital projects planned
Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name

PacifiCorp

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-010
Company Information

Evaluation Information

Training Information

Company

W-010

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

65 Refrigeration

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

11/15/2006

Training Date

Jan-06

NAICS Code

3114

Number of Employees

100

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) Minor control system adjustments

Capital Projects

a) Installed automatic open/close door operation for (4) common cold storage rooms.

Methodology from training session

Refresher class for attendee.

Product Manufactured

Fruit packing and cold storage.

Production Process

45 CA and 10 common storage rooms.

Production Hours

24/7

Description of Major Equipment

Total refrigeration system is 1875 HP.

Production Trends

No changes.

Track normalized energy/production?

Started manual tracking of total energy consumption last year.

Other Training Classes Taken

RETA Certification

Corporate Commitment

Supportive of technical training.

Energy Savings Methodology

Estimate from Cascade Energy Engineering.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

85,500

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

Prior project: new refrigeration control system (self-financed).

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

No

Utility Name

PacifiCorp

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-009
Evaluation Information

Company Information
Company

W-009

Evaluation By

Kevin
Warren

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

7/25/2006

NAICS Code

3117

Training Information
Training Type

?? Refrigeration

Training Date

Jun-05

Number of Employees

150

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) Control system setpoint adjustments: increased cold storage suction pressure, increased room
temperature, and changed condenser fan control from fixed head pressure to wet bulb
temperature.

Capital Projects

a) Initiated analysis of heat recovery potential from refrigeration condenser heat rejection.

Methodology from training session

Yes

Product Manufactured

Frozen seafood products (fish sticks, fish patties), onion rings.

Production Process

Partial frying and spiral freezing.

Production Hours

20 hours/day, 5 days/week.

Production Trends

Total refrigeration system is 1850 HP consisting of (1) 400, (3) 300, (1) 250, (1) 200, (1) 100 HP
compressors; with 2 spiral freezers and 2 cold storage rooms.
Plans of adding a third production line with smaller spiral freezer.

Track normalized energy/production?

No

Other Training Classes Taken

Several Alliance refrigeration classes previous to June 2005.

Corporate Commitment

Very supportive of training and investing in energy efficiency.

Description of Major Equipment

Energy Savings Methodology

Estimated at 2% of total refrigeration system usage.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

170,000

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

Prior to training, about two years ago, two major projects were implemented with utility incentives:
new refrigeration control system, one VFD compressor, and VFD condenser fan control.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Puget Sound Energy

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-008
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Training Information

Company

W-008

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

68 Refrigeration

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

11/17/2006

Training Date

Feb-06

NAICS Code

3114

Number of Employees

175

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M
Capital Projects

a) Digital calibration of pressure gagues;
b) adjustment of refrigeration suction / discharge pressures.
a) Future: Addition of monitoring capability to existing refrigeration control system,
b) VFD evaporator fan control.

Methodology from training session

Yes

Product Manufactured

Apple packing / medium temperature storage

Production Process
Production Hours

Refrigeration system: 24/7, year-round; Production: 7:00 am - 5:00 pm, 5 days/week.

Description of Major Equipment

Total refrigeration system is 1100 HP.

Production Trends

No changes.

Track normalized energy/production?

No

Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

Estimated at 2% of total refrigeration system usage.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

104,000

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

No

Utility Name

Grant County PUD

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-007
Company Information

Evaluation Information

Training Information

Company

W-007

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

135 Compressed
Air Cluster

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

12/5/2006

Training Date

May-06

NAICS Code

3114

Number of Employees

300

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) established baseline energy usage, b) implemented CA leak detection and fixed leaks.

Capital Projects

a) currently evaluating 2 potential projects: additional refrigerant receiver capacity, and natural
cooling in the engine room.

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured

IQF vegetables and packaging.

Production Process

Compressed air requirements for sorting, packaging, and air tools.

Production Hours

24/7 May through November; 2 shifts * 5 days/week December through April.

Description of Major Equipment

Compressed air system consists of (1) 100, (1) 75, (1) 65 HP compressors.

Production Trends

No changes.

Track normalized energy/production?

Does not track electrical usage or production, but does manually track natural gas usage.

Other Training Classes Taken

As needed.

Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

In-house engineering estimates.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

50,000

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

130,600

Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Grant County PUD

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-006
Company Information

Evaluation Information

Company

W-006

Evaluation By

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

NAICS Code

3114

Rick Ogle

Training Information
Training Type

135 Compressed
Air Cluster

Training Date

May-06

Number of Employees

40

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a)

Capital Projects

a)

Follow Up Indicated Future Project Moved to 2008

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured
Production Process
Production Hours
Description of Major Equipment
Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?
Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

0

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

0

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

80,000

Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Grant County PUD

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-005
Company Information

Evaluation Information

Training Information

Company

W-005

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

62 - Motors

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

11/16/2006

Training Date

Feb - 06

NAICS Code

3222

Number of Employees

40

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a)

Capital Projects

a) Replaced (1) 200 HP motor with premium efficiency type.

Methodology from training session

Yes

Product Manufactured

Paper trays for fruit packing.

Production Process
Production Hours

24/7

Description of Major Equipment

Approximately 30 motors ranging from fractional to 200 HP; typical is 25 - 50 HP.

Production Trends

No changes.

Track normalized energy/production?

No

Other Training Classes Taken

None

Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology

Based on motor efficiency difference of 2.9% at 60% load factor.

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

25,500

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

0

Comments

Adopted practice of replacing motors with premium efficiency type upon burnout, in lieu of rewinding.

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

No

Utility Name

PacifiCorp

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

No
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-004
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Training Information

Company

W-004

Evaluation By

Training Type

120 - RETA /
Refrigeration

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

Training Date

Jun - 06

NAICS Code

3114

Number of Employees

150

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a)

Capital Projects

a)

Site Visit Not Conducted--No Potential Savings. Not an
Active/Engaged Site.

Methodology from training session
Product Manufactured
Production Process

Fresh fruit packing; CA storage

Production Hours
Description of Major Equipment
Production Trends
Track normalized energy/production?
Other Training Classes Taken
Corporate Commitment
Energy Savings Methodology
Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented
Capital projects implemented
Capital projects planned
Comments
Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)
Utility Name

PacifiCorp

Incentive Provided (Y/N)
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IEA Site Visit Summary--W-003
Evaluation Information

Company Information

Training Information

Company

W-003

Evaluation By

Rick Ogle

Training Type

135 Compressed
Air Cluster

Location

Washington

Evaluation Date

11/17/2006

Training Date

May-06

NAICS Code

3333

Number of Employees

620

Engagement Details
Description of Actions taken - post training
O&M

a) Implemented plant-wide leak detection program, identified and fixed 194 leaks

Capital Projects

a) Identified & initiated study of 2 potential capital projects: new / improved drying system in wash
bay, and improved method for blow gun in sandblast room.

Methodology from training session

Yes

Product Manufactured

Elevated work platforms

Production Process

From raw metal to finished product; includes welding / fabrication, sandblasting, painting

Production Hours

Weekdays: 2 shifts/day * 10 hours/shift

Description of Major Equipment

CA system: (3) 200 HP compressors; system operates 24/7

Production Trends

Business increasing.

Track normalized energy/production?

No

Other Training Classes Taken

CA systems maintenance (non-IEA)

Corporate Commitment

Company purchased about 2 years ago - new owner beginning to get involved.

Energy Savings Methodology

Weekends: 1 shift/day * 12 hours/shift

It was observed that the fixed leaks throughout the plant eliminated the requirement for (1) 200
HP compressor in the lag position, which has persisted. The annual consumption for this
compressor was estimated at 640,000 kWh/year, as shown below as O&M e

Estimated Energy Savings (kWh/year)
O&M items implemented

640,000

Capital projects implemented

0

Capital projects planned

780,600

Comments

Leak detection protocol: Plant was divided into 4 zones of compressed air usage. Initially, each
zone was checked and leaks fixed on a weekly basis. Once the initial process was completed, ongoing detection will be conducted on a monthly basis per zone

Utility Information
Utility Involved (Y/N)

Yes

Utility Name

Grant County PUD

Incentive Provided (Y/N)

Loan of leak detection device
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Appendix G:Site Visit Detailed Categories
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Food Processing
Table 1 provides a summary of the validated electric savings for food processing in 2006 and
2007.
Table 19. Total First Year Savings Verified by Category for Food Processing, in aMW

Year
2006
2007
Total

Incented
Capital
Projects
(n=5)
0.54
0.01
0.55

Un-incented
Capital
Projects
(n=2)
0.00
0.27
0.27

Operations
and
Maintenance
(n=17)
0.15
0.21
0.36

Total
(n=24)
0.69
0.49
1.18

While every industrial plant is unique, Cadmus was able to identify a few common
characteristics of plants/companies that fall in each of the four category identified previously.
These findings are generalities only, based on anecdotal evidence and data collected at the sites
and the call reports in the Industrial Tracking System (ITS).
No Validated Savings
 Interest in energy management at the plant level is often low, or insufficient to overcome the
obstacles of limited staff and financial resources.
 Plants with no savings tend to have limited corporate commitment to support energy
efficiency. For plants with a corporate commitment to energy efficiency, the lack of verified
savings is more often due to the difficulties of translating corporate commitment into action
at the plant level.
 The inability to formalize O&M programs and/or quantify savings make it difficult to assess
whether programs are actually realizing savings. Often plants with no verified savings are
attempting to save energy but have not been able to implement tracking procedures to
determine whether their efforts have been effective in producing savings. Low utility rates
and no utility incentives appear to discourage many capital projects as they lengthen the pay
back period.
 Length of engagement with the IEA did not seem to be related to whether a site had savings.
Operations and Maintenance (Nine facilities in 2007)
 Cluster training provides energy champions—who generally do not have experience in the
energy field—with valuable skills they can bring back to the shop floor.
 Interest at the plant level is crucial, as many of the programs (e.g. leak tag programs) and/or
behavioral changes require time and often a culture change at the plant level.
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 Management support and corporate commitment plays a critical role in how a company goes
forward.
 The sustainability of O&M changes is related to the site’s ability to monitor energy use and
corresponding savings. Ideally, businesses need the tools and time to experiment with
processes, then measure energy use and product quality over time to implement on-going
improvements.
 There was no relationship between length of engagement and O&M savings.
Incented Capital Projects (Three facilities in 2007)
 Utility involvement, especially when coupled with incentives, reduces the pay-back period
required for capital projects, accelerating the adoption of energy efficiency measures and
practices.
 High utility rates increase the cost effectiveness of capital projects.
 Corporate commitment is key for securing financing for capital projects in the face of
competing demands for resources.
 The technical expertise of the IEA supports capital projects by helping identify and support
projects as companies plan and install the projects.
Un-incented Capital Projects
 High utility rates increase the cost effectiveness of capital projects and motivates adoption of
energy efficiency measures and practices.
 Corporate commitment is important for financing capital projects in the face of competing
demands for resources.
 The technical expertise of the IEA supports capital projects through helping identify and
support projects as companies plan and install the projects.

Pulp and Paper
Cadmus scheduled visits with three pulp and paper facilities in 2007, but only validated savings
for one. The number of sites is a reflection of the limited gains made in pulp and paper by the
IEA over the past year. However, the savings achieved at the one facility are significant.
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Table 20. Total First Year Savings Verified by Category for Pulp and Paper, in aMW

Year
2006
2007
Total

Incented
Capital
Projects
(n=1)
0.00
0.11
0.11

Un-incented
Capital
Projects
(n=1)
0.00
0.01
0.01

Operations
and
Maintenance
(n=2)
0.009
0.044
0.05

Total
(n=4)
0.01
0.16
0.17

Though the number of sites was limited, Cadmus observed that savings in this sector varied
depending on the characteristics of the firm, particularly firm size. Multi-mill pulp and power
plants have substantial power usage and a diverse product mix, making it difficult to
disaggregate and validate savings from conservation efforts. Planning and implementation of
energy efficiency improvement projects also tend to take longer in comparison to food
processing, though the data were not sufficient to calculate a specific estimate.
In contrast, single-mill, independently-owned sites can more easily adapt to changing market
conditions and tend to be more adept at committing to and adopting energy efficiency practices.
A more stable product mix, particularly in the case of specialty mills, makes it easier to track
and quantify key performance indicators.
However, no matter the size of the firm, the complex process of pulp and paper in contrast to
food processing increases the difficulty of implementing energy efficiency measures.
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Appendix H: Staff Interview Guide
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Staff Interview Guide
1. Compared to the initial program logic, how does IEA’s current logic model differ?
a. What is the current strategy regarding the use and impact of training?
2. What have been some of the key drivers for the change in direction, scope and focus?
3. How do you expect the implementation to change over the next 2 years?
4. What evidence have you observed that the market is transforming?
5. Please tell us about IEA’s coordination among market partners, other than NWFPA?
a. How have other regional actor’s activities in the targeted sector been incorporated
into the approach?
6. Does the progress in the respective sectors meet your expectations? How/how not?
a. Do you consider the P&P market to remain long-target for IEA?
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